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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

About 7:36 a.m., Pacific daylight time, on May 12, 1989, Southern Pacific Transportation Company freight train 1-MJLP-111, which consisted of a four-unit locomotive on the head end of the train, 69 hopper cars loaded with trona, and a two-unit helper locomotive on the rear of the train, derailed at milepost 486.8, in San Bernardino, California. The entire train was destroyed as a result of the derailment. Seven homes located in the adjacent neighborhood were totally destroyed and four others were extensively damaged. Of the five crew members onboard the train, two on the head end of the train were killed, one received serious injuries, and the two on the rear end of the train received minor injuries. Of eight residents in their homes at the time of the accident, two were killed and one received serious injuries as a result of being trapped under debris for 15 hours. Local officials evacuated homes in the surrounding area because of a concern that a 14-inch pipeline owned by the Calnev Pipe Line Company, which was transporting gasoline and was located under the wreckage, may have been damaged during the accident sequence or was susceptible to being damaged during wreckage clearing operations. Residents were allowed to return to their homes within 24 hours of the derailment.

About 8:05 a.m., on May 25, 1989, 13 days after the train derailment, the 14-inch pipeline ruptured at the site of the derailment, released its product, and ignited. As a result of the release and ignition of gasoline, 2 residents were killed, 3 received serious injuries, and 16 reported minor injuries. Eleven homes in the adjacent neighborhood were destroyed, 3 received moderate fire and smoke damage, and 3 received smoke damage only. In addition, 21 motor vehicles were destroyed. Residents within a four-block area of the rupture were evacuated by local officials.

Total damages as a result of the train derailment and pipeline rupture exceeded $14 million.

The major safety issues include:

Railroad

- The means by which the shipping weights were determined for the shipment of the trona laden hopper cars;
- The dispatching of locomotives without operable dynamic brakes on mountain gradients;
- The information received by the road engineer regarding the weight of the train and the number of operable dynamic brakes;
- The communication between the road and helper engineers regarding the operation of the train, and communication with the dispatcher;
the engineer's training program, which did not adequately address emergency situations;

- changes in operating procedures made by Southern Pacific after the accident;

**Pipeline**

- Southern Pacific's wreckage clearing operations in the area of Calnev's pipeline alignment;

- Calnev's oversight surveillance of the train wreckage clearing operations and truina removal in the derailment area;

- Calnev's assessment of pipeline integrity prior to resuming full pressure operation of the pipeline after the derailment;

- the effectiveness of the pipeline check valves used to minimize product release;

- the adequacy of Federal regulations to address the inspection and maintenance of valves for liquid pipelines.

The National Transportation Safety Board determined that the probable cause of the train derailment on May 12, 1989, was the failure to determine and communicate the accurate trailing weight of the train, failure to communicate the status of the train's dynamic brakes, and the Southern Pacific operating rule that provided inadequate direction to the head-end engineer on the allowable speed and brake pipe reduction down the 2.2-percent grade.

The National Transportation Safety Board determined that the probable cause of the pipeline rupture on May 25, 1989, was the inadequate testing and inspection of the pipeline following the derailment that failed to detect damage to the pipe by earth-moving equipment. Contributing to the cause of the pipeline rupture was the severity of the train derailment that resulted in extensive wreckage and commodity removal operations. Contributing to the severity of the damage resulting from substantial product release was Calnev's failure to inspect and test check valves to determine that they functioned properly, particularly after the train derailment.

As a result of its investigation, the Safety Board issued safety recommendations to the Southern Pacific Transportation Company, the Calnev Pipe Line Company, the Federal Railroad Administration, the Association of American Railroads, the City of San Bernardino, the Research and Special Programs Administration, the National Association of Counties, and the National League of Cities. The Safety Board also reiterated safety recommendations to the Research and Special Programs Administration and the Federal Railroad Administration.
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RAILROAD ACCIDENT REPORT
DERAILMENT OF SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
FREIGHT TRAIN ON MAY 12, 1989, AND SUBSEQUENT
RUPTURE OF CALNEV PETROLEUM PIPELINE ON MAY 25, 1989
AT SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA

INVESTIGATION

Events Preceding the Train Derailment

Loading of Hopper Cars.--The Lake Minerals Corporation, an Owens Lake, California, company involved in the mining and shipment of trona,\(^1\) contracted with the Southern Pacific Transportation Company (SP) to have a shipment of trona transported from the Corporation's rail facility in Rosamond, California (see figure 1), to the Port of Los Angeles. The trona was then to be loaded into a vessel destined for Colombia, South America. Lake Minerals' customer had ordered 6,835 tons of trona. The contract with the SP specified that the railroad would provide 69 100-ton open-top hopper cars; Lake Minerals' payment to the SP was to be based on 100 tons per car.

Because Lake Minerals Corporation did not have rail facilities at its Owens Lake plant, the trona was shipped by truck from there to the rail facility at Rosamond, where the trona was loaded into the open-top hopper cars by a loading contractor hired by the Lake Minerals Corporation. The Lake Minerals Corporation had shipped trona by rail to the Port of Los Angeles on only one previous occasion. The superintendent of Lake Minerals Corporation testified that on that first shipment the company had averaged 88 tons per car when the contract had also called for 100 tons per car. He stated, "We ended up with a significant shortage at the port and did not have enough material to fill the vessel," and "...we ended up with a dead freight charge." For the second shipment, Lake Minerals Corporation requested that the loading contractor install a sensing device on the front-end loader to measure the amount of material that was being loaded into the cars. To test the accuracy of the sensing device, a truck was loaded with the trona and weighed on the truck scale at the loading facility. The device was checked for accuracy after about half the cars had been loaded. The superintendent stated that he was satisfied that the device accurately weighed the loads. He further testified that "we were very concerned with being as accurate as possible." In addition to expressing concern that they did not underestimate the amount of trona loaded, he stated, "At the Port facility there is no way to handle the trona if we had excess material and the vessel was loaded. He would have had to dump it on the ground and haul it back...and we wanted to avoid that at all costs."

\(^1\) A raw material composed of sodium carbonate, sodium bicarbonate, and water. It is a source for soda ash, pure sodium carbonate, and is used in the manufacture of fertilizer.
Because the rail facility at Rosamond would not accommodate 69 cars, on May 5, May 6, and May 8, 1989, the SP moved 32, 15, and 22 loaded cars, respectively, from Rosamond to a side track at Fleta (Figure 1). After the cars were loaded, yard clerks at Mojave "released" the cars by changing the status of each car from an "empty" to a "load," in SP's computer system. The computer process required, at the time the status was changed, the entry of an estimated weight of the product. Three different yard clerks, based on their prior railroad experience, entered estimated weights into the car file of the computer system on three separate occasions—each time the groups of cars were moved from the Rosamond facility to the side track at Fleta. (The 32 cars moved on May 5 were estimated at 50 tons each, the 15 cars moved on May 6 were estimated at 75 tons each, and the 22 cars moved on May 8 were estimated at 60 tons each.) The light (empty) weight of the car was programmed into the system, and the system would automatically compute the total weight of each car. According to their testimony, the yard clerks, who had no knowledge of the contents of the contract between the SP and Lake Minerals, believed that the weight they estimated when the cars were released would be automatically replaced in the computer system by the weights shown on the shipper's bill of lading when that document was later received in Los Angeles and the shipper weights were entered into the computer. Testimony by the yard clerks further indicated that estimated weights supplied when cars were released were routinely overridden by shipper weights at later dates, and that they had no reason to believe that it would not be done in this instance. One of the yard clerks, who had worked in that capacity for 17 years with the SP and who estimated the weights of the 15 cars moved on May 6, stated that it was important to estimate as closely as possible the actual weights of the cars; however, he could not offer a precise reason for why it was important. There was no documentation available to the yard clerks that indicated the actual weight of trona (or any other commodity).

Preparing the Shipper’s Bill of Lading.—On May 6, 1989, the superintendent of Lake Minerals Corporation submitted a bill of lading for the 69 cars loaded with trona to a shipping clerk at the SP's yard office at Mojave. The bill of lading (appendix C) indicated the total number of cars to be shipped, the destination of the cars, and the car numbers. The weight of the cars was not listed on the bill of lading, as there was no discussion regarding the weight of the cars. The document was reviewed and signed by both the shipping clerk and the superintendent. The superintendent testified that it was an oversight that he did not provide the weights on the bill of lading. He stated, "There was no question about the weights and it was understood, as far as I knew, that they were 100 ton cars, they were loaded and we’d ordered 69 of them." The shipping clerk testified that after the superintendent of Lake Minerals Corporation left the office, he realized...

---

2 The purpose in "releasing" or changing the status of a car is to release the customer (in this case Lake Minerals) from the per diem charge for holding empty cars.

3 Southern Pacific's computer system is composed of various files including a car file and a waybill file. Additional discussion occurs under Method of Operation.
that the SP billing office in Los Angeles would require that a weight be shown on the shipper’s bill of lading. He stated that he attempted to contact Lake Minerals Corporation to inquire about the weights of the cars but was unable to obtain the company’s telephone number. Based on his experience working for the railroad, he then estimated the weight of the product to be 60 tons per car and wrote the figure of 120,000 pounds per car on the bill of lading (appendix C). He testified, "...I figured these cars were lighter than cement cars and I knew cement cars were 75 tons, so my estimated weight was 60 tons and I entered it." The shipping clerk did not indicate on the bill of lading that the weight listed was an estimated weight. After writing the figure of 120,000 pounds per car on the bill of lading, he sent the document, via a facsimile (fax) machine, to the Los Angeles office. The shipping clerk testified that he had never before received a bill of lading that did not have the weights provided. There was no documentation available to the shipping clerk that indicated the actual weight of trona (or any other commodity) or outlined the procedures to follow when the shipper did not provide weights on the bill of lading. The superintendent of Lake Minerals testified that he believed the weight of 200,000 pounds per car had been written on the bill of lading for the first shipment of trona.

Upon receipt of the document in the Los Angeles office, a billing clerk entered the bill of lading information into SP’s computer system; information that would later be used to prepare the train (tonnage) profile. According to SP’s director of system clerical operations, there are two methods available to the billing clerk to enter bill of lading information into the computer when a unit train5 is involved. He testified, "One is where the only thing that you show is the total shipment weight, the cumulative weight of all cars and not the individual weights of each car. The second method of entry is where you make the individual weights for the individual cars." Further testimony indicated that if the first method is used, weight information will be entered into the waybill file but that any weight previously entered into the car file will not be upgraded. If the second method is used, the weights estimated and previously entered into the car file of the computer system by the yard clerks would be overridden by the weights entered by the billing clerk. The billing clerk in Los Angeles on May 6, 1989, used the first method for entering the bill of lading information. There was no indication on the document received by the billing clerk in Los Angeles that the figure of 120,000 pounds per car was an estimated weight.

---

4 A document provided to the traincrew that indicates, among other information, the tonnage of the train.

5 In a unit train, all the cars are carrying the same product; for example, a unit coal train.
Activities of Extra 7551 East.—At 5:00 p.m., on May 11, 1989, the chief train dispatcher on duty at Los Angeles, California, telephoned a yard clerk at Mojave (see Figure 1) and informed him of plans to operate a train to haul the 69 cars of trona from Fleta to West Colton, near Los Angeles. At 9:00 p.m. that evening, a train crew consisting of a locomotive engineer, a conductor, and a brakeman reported for duty at SP's yard office in Bakersfield, California. At 9:15 p.m. while in the Bakersfield yard office, the conductor telephoned the yard clerk at Mojave and was told about the crew's assignment to operate SP train MJB1-11 (designated Extra 7551 East) out of Mojave to haul 69 cars of trona. The crew members were transported in a company van from Bakersfield to Mojave where they arrived and entered the yard office at about 10:30 p.m. The crew picked up a clearance form, train orders, train list, and tonnage profile (the latter document is generated by the SP computer system and based, in part, on information in the car file) and departed the office. The documents provided to the crew (appendix D) indicated that the train consisted of 69 loaded cars with a trailing tonnage of 6,151 tons. The engineer testified that neither he nor the conductor had any concern about the paperwork received. The dispatcher on duty at 5:00 p.m. that day had arranged for the crew to take three locomotive units from the Mojave yard to Fleta (3 miles away) where they would couple onto the 69 cars assembled in the siding. They were to then pick up an additional locomotive unit at Palmdale Two (figure 1) to help in ascending the 2.2 percent grade to Hiland.

After departing the office, the crew proceeded to the yard to check out the three-unit locomotive consist. Between 11:00 p.m. and 11:30 p.m., the conductor called the yard clerk and informed him that locomotive unit SP 7551 was "dead-in-consist" and could not be started. The engineer testified that the crew attempted to determine the reason the unit would not start but was unsuccessful. The yard clerk instructed the crew to use another unit. The train consisted of 69 loaded cars with a trailing tonnage of 6,151 tons. The engineer testified that neither he nor the conductor had any concern about the paperwork received. The dispatcher on duty at 5:00 p.m. that day had arranged for the crew to take three locomotive units from the Mojave yard to Fleta (3 miles away) where they would couple onto the 69 cars assembled in the siding. They were to then pick up an additional locomotive unit at Palmdale Two (figure 1) to help in ascending the 2.2 percent grade to Hiland.

6 The route through the mountains over which SP trains often operate.
he determined the number of locomotive units that would be needed to move the train up the grade based on the 8,900 tons. He testified also that he had never previously recalculated the tonnage of a train to determine the number of locomotives that would be needed. He stated that he further believed that the crew had been provided with an upgraded weight reflecting the figure of 8,900 tons. He did not communicate with the crew nor did he use the computer system, which was available to him at his desk in Los Angeles, to determine the tonnage figure that had been provided to the crew.

After conducting an initial terminal air brake test,\(^7\) the crew of Extra 7551 East departed Mojave yard (MP 381.3) at 12:15 a.m., on May 12, en route to Fleta (MP 384.4) with a locomotive consisting of units SP 8278, SP 7551, SP 7549, and SP 9340 configured in that order from east to west. (The engineer testified that because he was not told to do anything with unit SP 7551, he kept it in the consist.) The engineer was operating from the lead unit, SP 8278, en route to Fleta.\(^8\) Because maintenance-of-way equipment was occupying the east end of the siding at Fleta, the dispatcher instructed the crew to continue eastward to Ansel (MP 390.4) and enter a side track at that location to clear the main track for traffic. According to the engineer, Extra 7551 East arrived at Ansel at 12:40 a.m., waited for the main track traffic to pass, and departed Ansel at 1:15 a.m. to return to Fleta. On the return trip to Fleta, SP 9340 was the lead unit in the consist, and the engineer operated from that unit. Because the maintenance-of-way equipment was still occupying the east end of the siding at Fleta, the crew was unable to position their locomotive units on the east end of the train to continue their eastbound trip. It was necessary, therefore, for the crew to enter the west end of the siding (see figure 2), couple their units to that end of the 69 hopper cars, return westbound to Mojave yard, reposition their locomotives units at that location, and then continue their eastbound train movement. The engineer testified that before departing Fleta, the train line pressure was charged but an air brake test was not conducted. The engineer stated that while operating from unit SP 9340 on the return trip to Mojave, the dynamic brakes\(^9\) were intermittent: "It would load and then the dynamics would drop out on the unit." (Additional discussion occurs under Mechanical Information.) The engineer testified that after the locomotive consist was repositioned and coupled to the cars in Mojave yard, a test for leakage of the train line pressure and an initial terminal air brake test were performed. According to the engineer, none of the crewmembers expressed concern about the tests. After waiting for an inbound train to clear the main track, Extra 7551 East departed Mojave at about 3:35 a.m. with the engineer operating the train from the lead unit, SP 8278. The conductor was

---

\(^7\) The SP air brake rules require that the train air brakes be tested before the train departs its initial terminal.

\(^8\) Train designation is based on the number of the lead locomotive unit. Even though unit SP 8278 was the lead unit in the locomotive consist, the train designation remained Extra 7551 East.

\(^9\) Dynamic braking is an electrical means used to convert some of the energy of a moving locomotive into an effective retarding force.
MOJAVE — FLETA — MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY EQUIPMENT — ANSEL

MP 380.7 — MP 384.4 — MP 390.4

MOVEMENT OF EXTRA 7551 EAST (LOCOMOTIVE CONSIST)

*UNIT SP 8278 WAS THE LEAD UNIT FOR THE MOVEMENT TO ANSEL
*UNIT SP 9340 WAS THE LEAD UNIT FOR THE RETURN MOVEMENT TO FLETA

Figure 2.—Siding at Fleta.
seated in the cab across from the engineer; the brakeman was seated in the cab of the third unit, SP 7549. According to the engineer, the brakeman was seated in the third unit to keep warm because the second unit, SP 7551, was not operating. The engineer stated that the dynamic brakes on SP 8278 were "working," and that when he asked the brakeman about the condition of the dynamic brakes on SP 7549, the brakeman replied, "It's revving." The engineer further stated that he did not conduct a visual observation of SP 7549 to determine if its dynamic brakes were operative. Extra 7551 East proceeded to Oban, and the dispatcher instructed the crew to move into the siding at that location to await a westbound train that was being assisted by a helper unit; the helper unit would be cut off and used to assist Extra 7551 East over the Cajon Pass.

**Activities of Helper Unit.**—At 1:30 a.m., on May 12, 1989, an SP crew, consisting of a locomotive engineer and brakeman, reported for duty at West Colton yard. The crew was transported in a company van from the West Colton yard to Pike (MP 481) (see figure 1), arriving at that location at about 2:30 a.m. The crew took charge of a two-unit locomotive consist, SP 7443 (facing west) and SP 8317 (facing east), that was to be used in helper service (assisting trains traversing Cajon Pass). The crew (hereinafter referred to as the helper engineer and the helper brakeman) was instructed by the train dispatcher to operate from Pike to Palmdale Two (MP 417.3) and then to assist a westbound train, Extra 8240 West, between Palmdale Two and Oban (MP 399.9). The helper engineer had been informed by the engineer whom he had relieved that the dynamic brakes on unit SP 8317 were inoperative. The movement from Palmdale Two to Oban was uneventful, and the crewmembers had no concern about the operation of the train. At about 5:06 a.m., the dispatcher instructed the helper engineer to couple the helper locomotive onto the rear of an eastbound train, Extra 7551 East, that was waiting in a siding at that location for helper service through the Cajon Pass.

The helper engineer testified that he did not receive any information from either the head-end engineer or the dispatcher regarding the tonnage of Extra 7551 East nor did he request that information. There was no SP requirement that he be furnished that information. He stated that he did not normally operate over this territory and, therefore, did not know if it was customary to receive that information. He stated further that for the territory over which he normally operated, he usually received that information, and that if he did not, he would request it.

**Movement of Extra 7551 East From Oban to Hiland.**—After the helper engineer radioed the head-end engineer and informed him that the helper locomotive was coupled onto the rear of Extra 7551 East, an airbrake test was performed; neither engineer noted any deficiencies in the operation of the brakes during the test. Upon receiving a clear signal, Extra 7551 East departed the siding at Oban. At about 5:30 a.m., the helper engineer

---

10 The method for positively determining if dynamic brakes are operating is by observing the amperage reading in each locomotive unit. See Mechanical Information for additional discussion.
informed the head-end engineer, by radio, that the trailing units had cleared the siding. The helper engineer testified that his locomotive was in the eighth throttle notch (full throttle) before entering onto the mainline. The head-end engineer and the conductor were still on the lead unit, SP 8278, and the head-end brakeman remained on the third unit, SP 7549. The helper engineer and the helper brakeman were located in the trailing unit, SP 7443, of the helper consist. The helper engineer stated that the trip from Oban to Hiland (MP 463) was uneventful.

The Train Derailment

Testimony indicates that there was no communication between the head-end engineer and the helper engineer from the time Extra 7551 East left the siding at Oban until about 7:03 a.m. when the head-end engineer was cresting the hill at Hiland. The head-end engineer stated that he crested the hill at Hiland (MP 463) at 25 mph or 5 mph below the speed he believed was allowed based on the information he had about the train-6,151 trailing tonnage and four units (two head-end units and the two helper units) with full dynamic brakes and one head-end unit with intermittent dynamic brakes. As he crested the hill, the head-end engineer began using his dynamic brakes and initiated a 6-lb reduction of the air brake pipe pressure. He then asked the helper engineer if he had "...all of your dynamics." The helper engineer responded, "Yeah, I'm in full." The head-end engineer testified that based on the helper engineer's response he believed that both helper units had operative dynamic brakes and had no reason to believe otherwise. He had not been informed by either the dispatcher or helper engineer that one of the helper units had inoperative dynamic brakes, and he did not inquire about the condition of the dynamic brakes on the trailing units. The helper engineer stated that he did not believe it was necessary for him to alert the head-end engineer of the status of the dynamic brakes on the helper unit because he (the helper engineer) believed the dispatcher would have already made that information known to the head-end engineer. The assistant chief dispatcher, who arranged for the helper unit to assist Extra 7551 East, testified, "I think the normal procedure would be for the helper engineer to relay that information to the road engineer, certainly not the train dispatcher." SP had no requirement that the dispatcher record or disseminate this information.

As the train continued descending the hill, the speed of the train increased to about 30 mph and the head-end engineer increased the brake pipe pressure reduction to 10 psi. According to the head-end engineer, the speed of the train held at 30 mph for a short time and then began to increase. He then increased the brake pipe pressure reduction to about 14 psi. He continued to increase the brake pipe pressure reduction gradually. Each time he reduced the brake pipe pressure, the train's speed would slow slightly and then it would begin to increase again. By the time he reached Canyon, he had reduced the brake pipe pressure a total of 18 psi, but the train was traveling at a speed of 31 mph and accelerating. The head-end engineer stated to Safety Board investigators, "As you're coming down Canyon [MP 469], there are a few places there where it [the train] will run on you, meaning that it's less curvy...you no longer had that resistance of the curves so the train will pick up a little speed, but I was compensating fine." As the
train entered straight track, around MP 477, the speed of the train increased, and the engineer began increasing the brake pipe pressure reduction. He stated, "I kept waiting for it [the train] to settle down...I was already up to 20 pounds. Now I knew that was probably enough when that train should start bogging [slowing] down." According to the head-end engineer, he then went to a full service reduction (26 psi). He stated further, "When I made a full service and it wasn't slowing down, we realized that...this train wasn't going to stop." About 7:30 a.m., based on the readout of the event recorder, as the train speed reached 45 mph, the helper engineer, without communicating with the head-end engineer, placed the train brakes in emergency. According to the helper engineer, he did not communicate to the head-end engineer that he was going to place the train brakes in emergency because "at that point there might have been something wrong up there and the speed we were going, corrective action had to be taken and soon..." He further stated that he did not believe that communication prior to that time was necessary because by observing the brake pipe gauge on the rear end, he could tell that the head-end engineer was attempting to take corrective action. According to the head-end engineer, after the helper engineer placed the train brakes into emergency, he placed his brake valve in emergency and the train then began to "surge." According to SP, its locomotives are designed so that when the train brakes are placed in emergency, the dynamic brakes are pneumatically blocked out; both engineers testified that they were aware of this feature. The head-end engineer stated that when the train brakes were placed in emergency he believed there were no longer any options available for controlling the speed of the train.

A motorist who routinely travels on a highway that parallels the railroad tracks for some distance and normally sees trains at that time of the morning testified that she observed "...one train...going a lot faster than some that I had normally seen before." The motorist, who estimated that the highway was about 1/4 to 1/2 mile from the tracks, also testified that the train was engulfed in what she assumed to be smoke, which she described as light blue in color. The helper brakeman testified that after the helper engineer placed the brakes in emergency, he observed smoke coming from underneath the train. The head-end engineer also testified that when he looked back over his train, he saw a "lot of smoke coming from the train."

The speed of Extra 7551 East continued to increase as the train descended the hill. The head-end engineer stated that when he realized the train was not slowing, he instructed the conductor to "get on the phone and tell them we got a runaway train." According to a transcript of the dispatcher's radio log, at 7:33:21, an attempt was made to contact the Saugus dispatcher but was not successful. At 7:33:48, the conductor contacted the assistant general yard master at West Colton and informed him, "We have a slight problem. I don't know if we can get this train stopped. We're coming out of Dike [MP 481]." The helper engineer testified that when he overheard the radio transmission to the West Colton yard, he did not believe that the message conveyed the seriousness of the problem and that "I got on there and I called Mayday Mayday to clear the radio waves." He further stated that because the train speed was rapidly increasing, he positioned himself on the floor behind the control stand with his back and head braced against the back panel and his feet braced against the control stand. He stated that he had
the radio in his hand, was calling out the speeds and was attempting to call somebody, and that he remembers "calling out the speed when we hit ninety." The helper brakeman stated that he remained in his seat. The transcript of the dispatcher's radio log indicates that at 7:37:09 the following message was transmitted: "Mayday! Mayday! 7551, West Colton-AGYM [assistant general yard master], we're doing 90 miles per hour, nine zero, out of control, won't be able to stop till we hit Colton." The head-end engineer stated that after the conductor called West Colton, "there was nothing left to do." He further stated that he and the conductor remained in their seats and that he believed the speed of the train reached 100 mph. He stated, "The speedometer only went to 80, but it was way past that... it was as far as it could go."

As Extra 7551 East approached MP 486.6 and entered a 4-degree right-hand curve, the entire train derailed to the outside of the curve; many of the cars crashed into a neighborhood of houses adjacent to the railroad right-of-way (figures 3 and 4).

The dispatcher's radio log indicated that a call from Extra 7551 East stating that the whole train was on the ground was received at 7:37:55. The helper engine testified that he made the radio transmission after the derailment, and that because he had received no communication from the head end, he instructed the helper brakeman to go to the front of the train.

Shortly after 7:30 a.m., two San Bernardino police detectives, who were traveling westbound on Highland Avenue approaching California Street, observed what they stated appeared to be a large flash of light and a large cloud of dust come from the area of Highland Avenue and west of Macy Street. They continued westbound on Highland Avenue, and as they drove past Macy Street, they observed that an SP train had derailed and had crashed into several houses on Duffy Street. One of the detectives used his police radio to advise the dispatcher of the situation and to request emergency personnel. They parked their vehicle on the north side of Highland Avenue and ran up the railroad levee11 to evaluate the damage. Several other people had also stopped their vehicles and ran up the levee.

A Southern California Gas Company employee stated that he and another gas company employee were about 100 yards west of Highland Avenue when they observed the train derail at a high rate of speed. He further stated that he immediately ran to the site of the derailment, and, along with other unidentified people, helped the engineer who was attempting to pull himself out of the lead locomotive unit. According to the gas company employee, the engineer asked for his "partner" (who was later identified as the conductor) whom he found fatally injured in the same lead locomotive unit. After they helped lay the engineer next to a fence in the rear yard of 2304 Duffy Street to await the arrival of emergency personnel, the gas company employees began shoveling dirt around one of the locomotives in an attempt to prevent the spilled diesel fuel from spreading. They then began shutting

---

11 At this location, the railroad tracks are constructed atop a 20- to 21-foot-high embankment (levee).
Figure 4. -- Wreckage distribution and location of...
Calnev excavations.

Portion of Area V. Here Calnev made an 8 foot-wide path through the trona. Approximate location of selected excavations.
off gas lines to the houses that were damaged in the derailment. According to one of the gas company employees, there were no fires associated with the spilled fuel oil or the broken gas lines.

Emergency Response to Train Derailment

The San Bernardino County’s 911 emergency number was called about 7:41 a.m. by a resident who reported that a train was off the tracks and into some houses.

The San Bernardino battalion chief’s unit was the first fire department unit to arrive at the derailment site about 7:48 a.m. The battalion chief stated that in addition to observing the derailed freight train and damaged houses, he noted that a white powdery substance that had been dumped by the train when it derailed was piled over the entire wreckage site. He stated further that he requested a hazardous materials unit to respond to the scene because of the unknown product being carried by the train, the leaking diesel fuel from the overturned locomotives—even though there was no evidence of fire—and the possibility of pipeline involvement. The battalion chief stated that he was aware that a pipeline was in the area of the derailment but was uncertain of its location at that time.

Police units began arriving also about 7:48 a.m. and began setting up road blocks, evacuating occupied houses, and handling crowd control. An estimated 63 persons were ultimately evacuated from 27 houses in the immediate area of the derailment. As other fire companies arrived, they were placed in strategic locations around the accident site. About 7:55 a.m., fire department personnel began a house-to-house search for survivors. About 11 houses had been impacted by the derailed train. At that time, a canvass of the neighborhood and residents found that no one was reported as missing. About 8:01 a.m., however, a parent reported that two children who resided at 2348 Duffy Street were missing. A second search began and about 8:25 a.m., the first child was found dead; about 10:15 a.m., the second child was also found dead.

Meanwhile, about 8:05 a.m., the San Bernardino deputy fire chief arrived on scene, was advised of the situation by the battalion chief, and then assumed control of the emergency as incident commander. He stated that he approached representatives of Calnev and SP, who had arrived on scene between 8:30 a.m. and 9:00 a.m., and informed them that he was the incident commander in charge. He stated further that by the time he had arrived, the city’s joint response and mutual aid plan had been implemented as a result of the battalion chief’s initial request for additional assistance. The incident commander subsequently established a command post at the corner of Donald and Duffy Streets. The deputy fire chief testified that all subsequent actions by Calnev and SP were coordinated with him. He further testified that because the product that was scattered over the derailment site had been transported in open top hopper cars, he did not believe it was a "serious

---

12 A 14-inch liquid petroleum pipeline, operated by Calnev Pipe Line Company, was buried in the SP’s right-of-way.
hazardous material." He was informed initially by SP personnel that the product was potash; later in the day he received a data sheet from the Office of Emergency Services (OES) that identified the product as sodium carbonate.

About 10:40 a.m., the search team was notified that a third person was reported missing at 2326 Duffy Street. Because of the total destruction of the house and the unstable condition of the train cars that were piled up in the area, search and rescue efforts for the missing person at that location were delayed until heavy equipment could be brought in to move some of the damaged structure and train cars.

Representatives from the California OES, which was notified of the accident at 7:45 a.m., through the San Bernardino County Communications Center, arrived on scene about 9:15 a.m., reported to the command post and offered assistance. About 10:15 a.m., OES arranged for two scenting dogs and their trainers to be flown from the San Francisco Bay area. The dogs and their trainers arrived about 1:55 p.m., and the trainers were briefed by the incident commander about the ongoing search and rescue efforts.

Meanwhile, about 2:00 p.m., SP began to set up blocks and tackle to facilitate removal of train debris with a crane. These efforts were halted by the incident commander about 3:00 p.m., before debris removal began, because the incident commander and the OES believed that such efforts might endanger rescue operations. The incident commander decided, and SP and Calnev representatives concurred, that nothing would be moved until the dogs had completed a search of the area.

The dogs alerted rescuers at various times when they sniffed the vicinity of the house at 2326 Duffy Street between 4:20 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. Shortly after 9:00 p.m., the rescue workers located a hand projecting through the debris at 2326 Duffy Street. The surrounding area was immediately stabilized. An opening was cleared by paramedics, who sent down oxygen and took vital signs of the trapped person. With the help of power tools, the resident was eventually freed from the debris about 10:34 p.m., about 15 hours after the derailment.

About 11:20 p.m., a rescuer was alerted by a dog in the vicinity of the third head-end locomotive unit. After removal of debris, the head-end brakeman was found dead in that unit about 3:03 a.m., May 13. The dogs worked until about midnight, examining all affected residences and portions of the train. By early morning on Saturday, May 13, the incident commander determined that all areas had been adequately searched, there were no further reports of missing persons, and, consequently, search and rescue efforts were terminated.

Shortly after noon on May 13, before wreckage removal operations began, SP bulldozers and hundreds of sandbags were used to build a dam at the lowest end of the accident site to help contain gasoline should the pipeline become compromised.

The San Bernardino Chapter of the American Red Cross initially learned of the train derailment on commercial radio about 8:43 a.m. At that time,
representatives of the Red Cross responded to the scene where they met with the incident commander and were directed to prepare a shelter for 50 to 100 persons. The Red Cross Disaster Coordinator then contacted the Red Cross chapter office and requested additional personnel and logistical support. A temporary shelter was prepared at the local Job Corps building, a mobile canteen/kitchen was established at the accident site, and damage assessment teams were sent to the scene. The Executive Director for the San Bernardino Chapter of the Red Cross stated that they were equipped to handle the emergency and that they received logistical support from the Los Angeles and the Riverside Chapters in the form of a van, a canteen, and food supplies.

**Wreckage Clearance/Pipeline Surveillance Operations Following the Train Derailment**

*May 12, 1989.*—When Calnea’s manager of engineering received information regarding the train derailment, he radioed Calnea’s Colton terminal, about 6 1/2 miles from the derailment site, and instructed personnel at that location to shut down the 14-inch pipeline immediately. At 8:30 a.m., pumping operations were stopped, leaving a residual pressure of 1,128 psig at Colton. The manager of engineering then notified Calnea’s manager of operations and the maintenance superintendent of the train derailment; all three individuals proceeded to the accident site to view the derailment and determine the potential impact to the pipeline. According to the manager of operations, when they arrived at the derailment site, it was obvious the pipeline could have been damaged because the pipeline was under a portion of the wreckage, "...most notably a locomotive that came to rest inverted directly over the pipeline" (Figure 4). According to the manager of operations, their concern was that if the locomotive had remained intact, it could possibly have protruded into the ground 8 to 10 feet, and they were unsure at that time of the precise depth of the pipeline at that location. According to Calnea personnel, the derailment prevented Calnea from accessing the pipeline and performing any inspections of the pipeline in that location at that time. Calnea’s activities during the morning of May 12, according to the maintenance superintendent, were confined to remaining on site to make sure that no actions occurred on the part of the railroad or other agencies that could further endanger the pipeline. However, Calnea wanted to reduce further the pressure in the pipeline in the area of the derailment. According to the maintenance superintendent, “What we ideally were going to accomplish was to remove all of the product from the pipeline under the derailment area. As events proceeded, it was determined that that was unfeasible.”

At 11:30 a.m., a foreman for Arizona Pipeline Company,¹³ permanently assigned to work on Calnea projects, arrived on site to assist Calnea personnel in reducing the pressure in the pipeline. The initial plan was to excavate the pipeline at a location 500 to 800 feet south of Highland Avenue (south of the derailment site), install a fitting for the purpose of tapping

¹³ A contract company (rather than a pipeline operating company, such as Calnea) that specializes in the installation, maintenance, and repair of underground lines.
a hole into the pipeline, and withdraw product at that location. According to the Calnev maintenance superintendent, they were aware, by referring to company pipeline maps, that a check valve was installed in the pipeline immediately north (upstream) of the derailment site at pipeline milepost (MP) 6.9\textsuperscript{14} (figure 5). Calnev officials stated that they believed that removal of product from the pipeline at the location south of Highland Avenue would cause the check valve to seat (close) thereby isolating the pipeline north of the check valve from the pipeline in the derailment area. Further removal of product would then reduce the pressure in the pipeline in the derailment area. After excavating at the location south of Highland Avenue, Calnev officials determined that the location was not suitable for tapping the pipe because the pipe was buried in the ground at a depth of 14 feet and was inside a steel casing. Calnev officials then moved their activities to the Colton terminal where a 2-inch fitting with a 1 1/4-inch opening was installed on the 14-inch pipeline, and they subsequently began withdrawing product from the pipeline at that location.

According to Calnev’s maintenance superintendent, after about 120 barrels of product were removed from the pipeline (and loaded into a vacuum truck), the pressure was reduced about 60 psig at the Colton pump station (MP 0.0) and at Cajon Pass (MP 25.7).\textsuperscript{15} Because the pipeline pressure had been reduced by an equal amount on both sides of the check valve at MP 6.9, Calnev personnel determined that they had not been successful in seating (closing) the check valve at that location and, consequently, had not been successful in isolating the pipeline in the area of the derailment. The equal reduction in pressure also indicated that the check valves at MP 14.9 and MP 19.2 had not seated.

Believing that they had been unable to withdraw product at a rate adequate to induce product backflow sufficient to fully seat the check valves, Calnev personnel installed a threaded fitting through the new opening and connected it with high pressure hoses in an attempt to withdraw product at a faster rate. According to Calnev personnel, a second vacuum truck load of product (120 barrels) was then withdrawn and comparable results were observed—an equal reduction in pressure on both sides of the check valve at MP 6.9. As a result, Calnev knew that the check valve at MP 6.9 was not closing. Calnev’s maintenance superintendent stated that he then recommended that additional pressure reduction could be achieved by closing the block valve at the Cajon Pass pump station. After the block valve was closed, a third vacuum truck load of product (120 barrels) was withdrawn from the pipeline and a 200-psig reduction in pressure was achieved. Once again, however, the pressure readings at the Cajon station and at the Colton station

\textsuperscript{14} Milepost numbers for the pipeline do not correlate with the milepost numbers for the railroad.

\textsuperscript{15} The static pressure in the pipeline varies with the elevation of the line. Therefore, the pressure reduction, rather than the pressure reading, was the critical observation at the two locations.
Figure 5.--Elevation of Calnev pipeline.
indicated that the pressure had been reduced by equal amounts, which indicated to Calnev personnel that the check valves still had not seated. The 200-psig reduction also indicated that the remaining pressure on the line was due to the weight of the liquid and, as the maintenance superintendent stated, "that additional efforts would be only minimally successful in reducing the pressure at the Highland Avenue location [derailment site]," because backflow sufficient to seat a 14-inch check valve clapper could not be induced by withdrawing product through a 1 1/4-inch opening. As a result, Calnev suspended activities to reduce further the pressure on the pipeline, which at 10:00 a.m. on May 12, was 800 psig at Colton, or about 50 percent of the maximum operating pressure established by Calnev. According to Calnev's manager of operations, Calnev did not at that time consider the possibility that the check valves were malfunctioning, but believed that the check valves did not close because of the inadequacy of the method used to induce backflow.

Meanwhile, SP's division mechanical officer and other SP personnel had arrived on site and in consultation with Calnev and the incident commander began discussing plans for removal of the railroad equipment. According to the division mechanical officer, "the plan was to remove the cars and in no way affect the pipeline." The plan included cutting a breach (road) in the railroad levee through which the railroad equipment would be moved to the other side of the track. According to the San Bernardino Fire Department and Calnev, SP was advised that when the cars were to be removed, all cars were to be lifted and not dragged over the pipeline. Calnev's manager of operations testified that he was aware of an accident in Montclair, California, in the latter part of 1988, during which wreckage removal operations possibly caused damage to a pipeline and that he wanted to avoid a repeat of such an incident. According to Calnev's manager of operations, he did not discuss with the Fire Department or SP at that time what actions Calnev would take to inspect its pipeline after the cars were removed. Search and rescue operations continued until late in the evening on May 12, and efforts to begin removal of the wreckage were delayed until the following day.

May 13, 1999.--On the morning of May 13, SP removed 50 to 75 feet of track in preparation for making the breach (road) through the railroad levee that would be used for removing the railroad wreckage from the east side of the track to the west side. According to SP's division mechanical officer, the site of the breach was determined by a break in the distribution of wrecked cars on the east side of the track (figure 4). Once the breach had been made, two 225-ton cranes and several bulldozers and front-end loaders came through the breach from the west side of the track, crossed over the pipeline, and were positioned at various points around the wreckage (figures 6 and 7). SP's division mechanical officer testified that a lot of the trona that had spilled from the train was used to cover the ground and that with the trona and the fill removed from the levee, there was about 6 to 7 feet of cover over the normal level of the ground in the area through which the equipment was moved. At the time the breach in the levee was made, the exact depth of the pipeline below natural grade had not been determined. During the morning of May 12, Calnev personnel used a line locator and yellow paint to mark the location of the pipeline throughout the derailment area. Later
that morning, with a backhoe and shovels, Calnev personnel dug two holes on either side of the locomotive engine that came to rest inverted over the pipeline and determined that the depth of the pipeline in that area was between 7 and 8 feet.

According to the testimony of Calnev's maintenance superintendent and SP's division mechanical officer, in removing the cars, the cranes would pick the cars up and swing them around to the breach in the levee. From that location, front-end loaders would then carry the cars to the west side of the track (figures 8 and 9). Testimony further indicated that equipment continuously operated through the haul road over the pipeline and that it was
Figure 8.—Equipment used to lift cars during wreckage removal.
necessary on many occasions to re-mark the location of the pipeline with yellow paint. As Calnev's maintenance superintendent testified, "...trona...was a very light, loosely compacted material...once you made a mark on it, it would take a very small amount of activity by heavy equipment to totally erase that mark."

SP's removal of the wrecked cars, which were spread over a large area and stacked two and three cars high at some locations, continued throughout the day. A Calnev representative was on-site to monitor the operations and to keep SP personnel aware of the location of the pipeline. The incident
commander kept fire engines and foam units on alert status with lines charged whenever a piece of wreckage was moved from a critical location over the pipeline. Calnev's maintenance superintendent testified that it was his understanding that removal of the wreckage would proceed during daylight hours only. When SP continued their activities after dark, Calnev's maintenance superintendent notified his supervisor who then returned to the site. After the situation was discussed with the incident commander and SP personnel, it was agreed that operations would be discontinued. Activities were halted about 11:00 p.m. that evening. The incident commander stated that he believed the cooperation exhibited by both Calnev and SP was exceptional.

May 14, 1969.--Removal of the rail cars resumed about 6:00 a.m. and continued throughout the day. Again, a Calnev representative was on site to monitor the operations and keep SP personnel aware of the location of the pipeline. According to SP's division mechanical officer, the cars were removed "...in the manner in which they had been stacked...using two hooks with one crane. We picked them all straight up and then moved them out." He further testified that none of the cars were dropped in this process. He observed that debris including car components, axles, and pieces of rail remained in the area after the cars were removed; the visible debris was then also removed from the site. According to Calnev's maintenance superintendent, it appeared that the debris had not penetrated the natural ground cover. SP's division mechanical officer testified that no contact with the pipeline was observed during removal of the debris and "there was no rail sticking in the ground." Equipment operators working during the clearing of the train cars stated that many pieces of heavy construction and excavation equipment, including front-end loaders, cranes, and bulldozers worked simultaneously throughout the derailment area.

May 15 and 16, 1969.--When activity resumed on the morning of May 15, SP began making preparations to move the locomotives; all rail cars had been removed from the east side of the track. Calnev's maintenance superintendent noted that the trona was scattered in varying depths throughout the area and over the pipeline to a point near, but not reaching, the engine (unit SP 7549) that lay inverted over the pipeline near the toe of the railroad embankment. To remove the locomotive units from the east side to the west side, SP personnel used two cranes to lift each unit and place it in the breach where one of the cranes, with the help of a front-end loader, carried the unit to the open field on the west side of the tracks. Each time a locomotive unit was moved, it was necessary for one of the cranes to cross through the haul road over the pipeline. Calnev personnel agreed that the crane could cross over the pipeline in this location. Calnev's maintenance superintendent testified, "I did not see any activity which I believed damaged the pipeline. Any time you are using large pieces of excavating type equipment near a pipeline, you certainly have the potential for danger." According to SP's division mechanical officer, who was in charge of the wreckage removal, he did not perform or know of any calculations that were performed to determine the stress imposed on the pipeline due to the weight of the cranes and the cars that were carried across it.
When the locomotive that came to rest inverted over the pipeline was removed by SP, Calnev personnel observed that the entire top of the locomotive had been sheared off and that it had been resting at grade level. There was nothing visible protruding into the ground. Calnev, however, decided to excavate the portion of the pipeline that had been under the locomotive. Using a backhoe equipped with a 24-inch bucket, Calnev personnel excavated an area approximately 80 feet in length parallel to and about 2 feet east of the pipe to a depth about 4 inches lower than the depth of the pipe in the area. Pipe depth was reported to have been about 8 feet at the southern end of the excavated area and 6 1/2 to 7 feet at the northern end.

According to Calnev personnel, the soil surrounding the pipe was removed by hand so that the pipe was exposed from the 6 o'clock position to the 2 o'clock position facing south (see figure 4, excavation # 1). Calnev's manager of operations testified that he personally entered the excavation, inspected the pipe, and found no damage to the coating or to the pipe.

Calnev officials then decided to excavate in an area north of the breach where, according to Calnev's manager of operations, "...bulldozers had been repeatedly going off the end of the haul road" (Figure 4, excavation # 2). According to the Arizona Pipe Line Company foreman, who performed the excavation, about 1 foot of pipe length was exposed from the 1 o'clock to 3 o'clock position looking north. When asked if any damage to the coating or pipe was noted, the foreman replied, "Couldn't really tell by a visual look, and we didn't bother exposing anymore due to our objective was to determine depth and alignment of the pipeline at that time." The depth of the pipe at this location was determined to be about 7 feet. With respect to the depth of the pipe, Calnev's manager of operations testified, "...it was sufficient to where I was no longer concerned about any damage from the bulldozer activity."

By late afternoon on May 15, the wreckage had been removed and SP began to demolish the houses that had been damaged during the derailment. SP planned to close the breach that evening, relay their tracks, and begin removing the trona on the following day, May 16. According to Calnev officials, it was at this point that they began to formulate the next step of their inspection plan. Calnev understood that if SP began removing the trona on Tuesday, inspection of the pipeline would be delayed until the trona removal was completed. According to Calnev's manager of operations, "At that point, we were still unsure of the integrity of the pipeline. It was still in a stable situation. It had not lost any pressure nor were there any signs of leakage. But yet we could not verify the integrity of the pipeline before then." Calnev's plan was to move in additional equipment, remove all of the trona over the pipeline down to native soil, and excavate and inspect the pipeline at any location where debris was found and appeared to have penetrated the native soil. According to Calnev officials, by removing the trona from over the pipeline, SP personnel would not have to work directly over the pipeline when they began hauling away the trona on the following day. According to Calnev's manager of operations, this plan was discussed with SP officials and the incident commander, and no recommendations or modifications to the plan were suggested.
Using a John Deere 690B excavator and working from south to north, Calnev began making a path about 8 feet wide through the trona beginning at a point near where the locomotive came to rest inverted over the pipeline (figure 4). According to Calnev's maintenance superintendent, the excavator was followed by a front-end loader to complete the removal of the trona. He further testified that a few inches of natural soil was removed and that as much as 12 to 16 inches may have been removed at any one point, but that he still believed that he had plenty of cover over the pipeline.

In making the 8-foot-wide path, Calnev piled the trona that was removed from over the pipeline to the east of the pipeline at a distance, estimated by Calnev's manager of operations, to have been 2 to 4 feet. He testified, however, that "we found that the trench [path] did not place the pipeline right in the middle. There was an area where the pipeline kind of hugged the side of the trench [path], so it [pile of trona] could have been as close as 2 feet in that area."

Calnev's maintenance superintendent, who supervised the trona removal activity from about 8:00 p.m., on May 15, to about 4:00 a.m., on May 16, testified that several pieces of debris, including portions of truck assemblies [from a train car] and two pieces of rail—one about 3 feet in length and one about 10 feet in length—were found during removal of the trona. He further testified that while he was supervising the removal of the trona, two excavations of the pipeline were performed where debris had been found at natural grade level. He stated that he could not be specific about the locations but estimated that the first excavation was near the north edge of lot 77 and that the second excavation was between lot 77 and lot 76 (figure 4, excavations #3 and 4). For both excavations, the depth and the alignment of the pipe were determined by digging with hand shovels. A Case 580C backhoe was then used to excavate on the east side (Duffy street side) of the pipeline. According to the maintenance superintendent, no damage to the coating or the pipe was observed.

SP personnel had positioned lights on the railroad levee. According to Calnev's maintenance superintendent, even though the lighting cast shadows in the excavated area from west to east, lighting was not an issue in determining whether the pipeline had been damaged or in evaluating the depth of cover over the line. He stated, "I was comfortable with the level of lighting, and I spent a considerable amount of time in the trench closely observing the excavation." He also testified that it would have been possible to detect the difference between hitting debris with the backhoe and hitting the pipeline with the backhoe. "...it was never a concern of mine that we were going to hit the pipeline with the backhoe because we were monitoring the depth of cover over the pipeline. We were not excavating in an area such that we would be getting close enough to the pipeline to hit it."
In addition to the two excavations, the pipeline was potholed\textsuperscript{16} at several other locations. At one location where the pipeline was potholed, a truck assembly [rail car] was found to have penetrated the natural soil. Calnev's maintenance superintendent marked this location and later advised Calnev's manager of operations of the need to perform a more thorough inspection of the pipeline at that location. By 4:00 a.m., on May 16, the path through the trona had extended north 300 to 400 feet to a point where the breach in the levee had been made.

The deputy fire chief testified that when he terminated his role as incident commander around 10:00 p.m. on May 15, Calnev's manager of operations assured him that the pipeline was safe to operate.

Calnev's manager of operations, who relieved the maintenance superintendent about 4:00 a.m. on May 16, supervised the remainder of the trona removal from over the pipeline. A foreman for Arizona Pipe Line Company arrived on site about 6:00 a.m. and relieved the backhoe operator who had worked through the night. According to Calnev's manager of operations, two additional excavations of the pipeline were performed; he estimated the first excavation to be near the middle of lot 76 (figure 4, excavation \#5), where the maintenance superintendent earlier had found a truck assembly, and the second location to be near the northern edge of lot 75 (figure 4, excavation \#6). At both locations, the excavation was performed on the west side of the pipeline, a 20- to 25-foot section of the pipe was exposed from the 6 o'clock position to the 2 o'clock position looking north, and no damage to either the coating or the pipe was observed by Calnev personnel. The depth of pipe was determined to have been about 4 feet at the first location and 5 feet at the second location.

According to the testimony of Calnev officials and the backhoe operators, all the excavations were immediately backfilled after the coating and pipe were inspected for damage. Further testimony indicated that about 6 inches of debris-free native soil would be used to manually cover the pipeline before the backhoe was used to fill the remainder of the excavations, and that compaction of the soil was accomplished by "wheel-rolling" rather than by use of the backhoe bucket.

Beginning about 10:30 a.m. on May 16, Calnev began performing soft dig excavations\textsuperscript{17} of the pipeline about every 50 feet throughout the derailment area. At each location, an 8-foot-tall stake marked at 1-foot intervals was placed on top of the pipe, the top of the stake was surveyed to determine its depth.

\textsuperscript{16} According to the Arizona Pipe Line Company employee operating the backhoe, all potholes were dug manually using shovels. According to Calnev's maintenance superintendent, "the primary function of a pothole is to determine the depth and location of the pipeline. An excavation would be a larger hole, a more complete excavation where you are actually attempting to visually ascertain the condition of the pipeline."

\textsuperscript{17} A process by which vacuum-type excavation equipment makes about a 1-foot-diameter hole from ground level to the top of the pipeline.
elevation, and the hole was backfilled. Calnev personnel testified that as a result of these soft dig excavations, the pipe was exposed from the 10 o'clock position to the 2 o'clock position at each soft dig excavation and that before the holes were backfilled, the pipe was inspected for damage; no damage was observed at any of these locations. According to Calnev, the purpose of the stakes was to provide information to SP regarding the location and depth of the pipeline when SP began removing the trona from the derailment site. SP was advised by Calnev to preserve the stakes until all grading of the area was completed. Calnev's manager of operations observed, based on the placement of the stakes, that the pipeline depth below natural ground varied from 4 to 8 feet through the derailment area.

Calnev's manager of operations testified, "On Tuesday, the 16th, we accomplished full trenching [8-foot-wide path] over the top of the pipeline in the affected area. We had removed debris that we had found. We had investigated every area that debris had penetrated the native soil. Based on that assessment, my opinion was that the pipe had not been damaged by the train derailment." Clearance was given at 11:28 a.m. by Calnev for the restart of the pipeline; operations were resumed about noon on Tuesday, May 16. The pressure was initially increased to about 1,200 psig, at which point, according to Calnev's manager of operations, the dispatcher on duty watched for signs of loss of pressure in the system. The pressure held constant for about 15 minutes after which the pipeline was brought up to normal operating pressure (about 1,600 psig) and regular operations were resumed.

The Safety Board received conflicting testimony regarding a request to expose completely the pipeline prior to resuming operations. The incident commander (San Bernardino deputy fire chief) testified he requested that Calnev fully expose the pipeline in the derailment area. According to Calnev's manager of operations, such a request was not made by either the San Bernardino fire department or the SP. He did state that several options had been considered, including the use of an internal electromagnetic inspection instrument for detecting defects in the pipe wall and a hydrostatic test of the pipeline. He stated further that it would not have been practical to run the inspection instrument through the line because "the line would have had to have been brought up to full operating pressure and operated in that state for about 5 days to push [the instrument] through to the other end." He elaborated that because of the mountains between Colton and Las Vegas [the end of the line], it would be necessary to operate at full pressure just to get the instrument over the mountains. Calnev's manager of operations also stated that, "[A] hydrostatic test would have been performed had there been some doubt as to the integrity of the pipeline. We found no reason to doubt the integrity of the pipeline upon completion of our inspection and did not perform a hydrostatic test."

SP contracted with the International Technology Corporation (IT) to have the trona removed from the derailment site; removal of the trona began during the afternoon of May 16. According to the project manager for IT, cleanup of the trona began in the area closest to Duffy Street and then continued through the derailment area from south to north. Equipment operators testified that to remove the trona that had been piled east of the
pipeline as a result of the 8-foot-wide path that had been made through the trona, the operator of a front-end loader would reach over the pile of trona with the bucket of the loader and drag the material back toward Duffy Street where the trona could then be loaded into trucks. According to the IT project manager, the front-end loader worked perpendicular to the pipeline during this operation.

At 4:00 p.m. on May 16, SP opened its line to resume train movements through the area.

May 17, 18, and 19, 1989.—Removal of the trona continued throughout the day on May 17 and 18. Because trona contrasts with the color of the native soil, operators of the equipment were told by IT to visually inspect the area to assure that they had removed all of the trona and about the top 2 inches of native soil. On May 18, a track-mounted (crawler type) excavator was brought to the site to begin removing the trona from the railroad embankment. The excavator was positioned east of the pipeline with the tracks parallel to the pipeline. A smooth steel grading blade was welded to the teeth on the bucket of the excavator. The blade enabled the operator to drag trona that was covering the railroad embankment without removing excessive amounts of material and to leave behind a smoothly graded surface. Testimony by equipment operators in the area at this time indicated that the operator of the excavator would drag the trona down the side of the railroad embankment and across the pipeline to the east side where front-end loaders would pick up the trona and load the trucks. However, according to IT’s project manager, the operator of the excavator would drag the trona down the embankment and build a stockpile of trona on the west side of the pipeline. At that point, a front-end loader would come in, keeping the tires on the east side of the pipeline, scoop up the material, and then back up to a point where the material could be loaded into trucks. Testimony by equipment operators further indicated that the smooth-edged blade welded to the teeth on the bucket of the excavator broke off several times and that the equipment continued to be operated without the smooth-edged blade. According to IT’s project manager, the excavator made two "passes" on the embankment, one pass from south to north and one from north to south.

By early afternoon on May 19, 1989, all the trona had been removed and the fencing of the area that began during the morning was completed. The last piece of equipment used for the cleanup operations, a motor grader, was brought to the site to smooth out the surface and to remove tire tracks. After this operation was completed at 6:00 p.m., locks were placed on the two 20-foot-wide gates that were installed with the fence, and the area was secured. According to SP’s contractor, no equipment was used in the area after May 19, 1989.

IT’s project manager testified that when he left the site on May 19, he believed that there were 2 to 3 feet of ground cover over the pipeline. When asked, "Could it have been your work that removed that cover from the 4 to 8-foot level down to the 2 to 3-foot level?" He replied, "Yes."

According to Calnev, a Calnev representative was on site through May 19, during the removal of the trona, to observe the operations, to point out
potentially dangerous situations to the railroad and its contractor, and to make certain that the stakes that had earlier been located over the pipeline remained in place. No concern was voiced by Calnev during the removal process.

Events Preceding the Pipeline Rupture

Calnev's dispatch center at the Colton Pump Station is equipped with a monitoring system that scans and records, among other system parameters, pipeline pressures. When normal operations resumed on May 16, the pipeline pressure had increased to 1,667 psig. Between May 16 and May 23, the pipeline was operated at pressures ranging between 1,690 and 1,060 psig (normal operating ranges established by Calnev) and was subjected to various pressure changes during this time. Operations during the next couple of days showed only smooth pressure transitions until about 8:05 a.m.\(^\text{18}\) on May 25, 1989.

Pipeline Rupture

**Pipeline Operations on May 25, 1989.**--During the early hours of May 25, 1989, the three 1,000-horsepower (hp) mainline pumps at the Colton Terminal were operating at maximum output (2,300 to 2,400 barrels per hour), and the pressure on the pipeline was relatively constant at 1,620 psig. About 4:03 a.m., with the completion of a product delivery at Daggett (see figure 1), a gradual increase in pressure to 1,680 psig occurred over an interval of about 17 minutes at which time the pressure decreased within 5 minutes to 1,669 psig. The pressure then remained relatively constant until 8:05 a.m.

At 8:05:25, based on a readout of the information recorded by the monitoring system, a low suction pressure (15.188 psig) alarm\(^\text{19}\) and a low discharge pressure (257.644 psig) alarm were received in the dispatch center at Colton Pump Station on Calnev's computer system. At 8:05:38, the three 1,000-hp mainline pumps were shut down by the computer system. At 8:05:39, the dispatcher acknowledged\(^\text{20}\) the alarms. According to testimony of the dispatcher on duty at the time, when changes in operating conditions occur: (1) an audible alarm will be sounded, (2) the word "alarm" will appear and flash at the top of the dispatcher's computer terminal screen, and (3) information regarding the specific condition (in this case, "low suction pressure" and "low discharge pressure") will be highlighted in a particular

---

\(^{18}\) The monitoring system at the Colton Terminal scans various pipeline parameters, including pipeline pressure, at 13-second intervals. Thus, an event (in this case, a pressure reading) may have occurred up to 13 seconds earlier than the recorded time (and the time cited in the discussion).

\(^{19}\) According to Calnev and OPS officials, the word "alarm" in the pipeline industry is not used to denote an emergency situation, but rather a change in operating conditions.

\(^{20}\) The dispatcher acknowledges the alarm by pressing a key on his computer terminal keyboard.
color and continue to flash until acknowledged by the dispatcher. Testimony further indicated that if more than one condition occurs on the same page [screen], the word "alarm" and the audible alarm are terminated by one stroke on the computer keyboard.

The dispatcher testified that he noticed on his terminal screen flashing lights indicating that the pumps were shutting down and that he had a "low suction pressure" color alarm (blue). He did not notice the "low discharge pressure" color alarm (blue) on the same page. The dispatcher stated that he believed that the pumps had shut down as a result of a low liquid level in the storage tank from which he was pumping. He was aware that a similar situation had been experienced by the dispatcher whom he relieved, and the pumps were eventually restarted. According to the dispatcher, the normal procedure for the condition of a low liquid level in a storage tank is to restart the pumps after the suction pressure again returns to normal. According to the dispatcher, normal suction pressure is between 26 and 50 psig. The suction pressure rose to 37.1429 psig, and at 8:06:02, the dispatcher commanded the restart of the 100-hp booster pump. At 8:06:11, the command was acknowledged by the computer. At 8:06:22, the computer reported the status of the booster pump as "off."

At 8:06:53, the dispatcher again commanded the computer to start the booster pump, and at 8:06:57, the command was acknowledged. Operating parameters were automatically checked and found satisfactory, and the system attempted to restart mainline pumps Nos. 2 and 3. At 8:07:09, the computer acknowledged the command. At 8:07:10, another low suction pressure (17.2932 psig) alarm was given to the dispatcher who acknowledged the alarm, and at 8:07:22, mainline pump No. 2 registered status "off," as did mainline pump No. 3 at 8:07:23. Also, at 8:07:23, the suction pressure was 46.1654 psig and at 8:07:55, the booster pump reported status "off."

At 8:08:10, the dispatcher acknowledged the shutdown alarms and again commanded the start of the booster pump. At 8:08:18, the booster pump acknowledged the command and at 8:08:19, pump No. 3 acknowledged the command. At 8:08:20, a low suction pressure (20.9023 psig) alarm was provided to the dispatcher. Pump No. 3 reported status "off" at 8:08:32, at which time suction pressure was recorded as 90.9774. At 8:09:15, the booster pump reported status "off." At 8:09:18, the shutdown was acknowledged by the dispatcher. The dispatcher stated that because he was not successful in restarting the pumps, he left his station to request assistance from another dispatcher who was on duty as a supervisor at the time and located down a hallway from the dispatch center. The supervisor acknowledged the request.

While returning to his dispatch area, the dispatcher encountered the senior systems specialist and asked him if he knew of any reason why the pumps would not come back on. The dispatcher stated that the systems specialist advised him to "pinch down" on the station control valve to bring

---

21 A small capacity pump activated first to bring the pressure up slowly to prevent surging when the mainline pumps are activated.
the pumps on slowly. The dispatcher stated that as he was doing this, they received a phone call from the San Bernardino County Communication Center asking if Calnev's pipeline was involved in a fire. The systems specialist then observed through a station window a cloud of smoke in the direction of the pipeline route through San Bernardino, advised the caller that it likely was Calnev's pipeline, and then instructed the dispatcher to leave the pumps down.

After notifying Calnev locations currently taking delivery of products at Las Vegas, Nevada, that the pipeline was being shut down, the dispatcher began remotely closing valves to isolate the pumps and the storage tanks from the pipeline. In addition to closing the valves at the terminal, he shut down the Baker booster pump station at MP 146.2. After the pressure sensor indicated zero psig pressure at the summit of Cajon Pass, the dispatcher remotely-closed the valve at California aqueduct (MP 35.4) which is located on the north side of Cajon Pass. He also stated that notification was made to personnel who had to close other valves manually. The first downstream valve that had to be closed manually was located at MP 25.7; the maintenance supervisor reported that this valve was closed at 9:00 a.m.

Witnesses' Observations.--A resident at 2395 W. Adams Street stated that she was in her backyard between 7:45 a.m. and 8:00 a.m. and noticed a "white colored rain" falling on the house behind hers on Duffy Street. She further stated that after she went back inside her house, she heard an explosion and "then her windows blew in" and the entire house was on fire. Another resident at 2446 San Benito Street stated that he was outside around 8:00 a.m. on May 25, heard a train go by, and about 5 to 10 minutes later heard a "rumble." He stated that he then looked up and saw a "cloud of flame about four houses wide come over the houses...the flame was about 10 feet higher than the rooftops" (figure 10). Several witnesses stated that they saw a white vapor and then heard a loud explosion; this was followed by black smoke and intense heat and flames. A resident at 2385 Mesa Street recalled that a friend, who had arrived at her residence to transport her children to school, "pointed to a spray vapor shooting up into the sky," that was coming from the direction of where the train had derailed. A motorist, who was filling his automobile with gasoline near Macy Street and Highland Avenue, stated that he heard a "rumble," then saw what appeared to be a "geyser" of liquid shooting up in the air near the site of the train derailment. He stated further that within a few moments "it exploded." In addition to the resident on San Benito Street, several residents recalled hearing a train pass by 5 to 10 minutes before the explosion; residents also recalled smelling gas before the explosion. Two residents, one at 2327 Duffy Street and one at 2315 Duffy Street, were fatally burned as a result of the explosion and fire.

Emergency Response to Pipeline Rupture

On May 25, 1989, at about 8:00 a.m., a firefighter leaving his assigned fire station on Highland Avenue noticed a large column of black smoke in line with Highland Avenue, about 2 miles from his location. He returned to the fire station and notified the battalion chief.
The battalion chief, in turn, notified his dispatch office about 8:08 a.m. and requested fire department personnel and equipment to respond to Highland and Duffy Streets. En route to the site, the battalion chief observed flames and black smoke rising straight up in the air with no apparent wind. He arrived on-scene about 8:13 a.m. Mutual aid agreements were activated when the dispatch center was notified of the accident. As emergency response units and fire department personnel and equipment from adjacent jurisdictions arrived on scene, the battalion chief positioned them around the involved area. He had surveyed the accident area and determined that seven houses were fully engulfed in fire and that two houses were partially on fire. Being concerned with the downed power lines and the possibility of ruptured residential gas lines, the battalion chief requested the utility companies to shut down their respective lines. He also requested the water department to assist in building dikes to prevent the product from flowing into surrounding areas. The battalion chief ordered an evacuation of residents in the area; police personnel eventually evacuated about 170 persons in a four-block area. According to the deputy fire chief, because of fuel remaining on the ground, some residents were unable to return permanently to the area until August 6, 1989.

At 8:30 a.m., the deputy fire chief, who had been the incident commander during the response to the train derailment, arrived on scene and assumed the role of incident commander for this accident. By the time he arrived, firefighting operations and treatment and transportation of the injured to local hospitals had begun. At 10:05 a.m., a command post was set up at 2359 Mesa Street. According to testimony of the deputy fire chief, the mutual aid emergency response plan was implemented as planned. Although the deputy fire chief's role as incident commander ended on May 28, fire department personnel and equipment remained on scene as a safety measure until May 31, 1989.

Pipeline Surveillance Operations

After Calnev's maintenance superintendent observed the fire from his office window shortly after 8:00 a.m., he immediately notified the manager of operations who, along with other company personnel, proceeded to the accident site. Upon arrival at the accident site, the manager of operations introduced himself to the incident commander and was directed by the incident commander to fly with a police officer in a helicopter to observe the fire. Calnev's manager of operations stated that while in the air, he observed a large stream of flaming liquid exiting the ground eastward at an angle of about 60 degrees from the horizontal. He stated that he observed substantial fire damage in the direction of the burning stream of liquid, a small pool of liquid burning around the rupture, and a small grass fire burning south of Highland Avenue. The manager of operations stated that he then advised the incident commander to allow the fire to burn itself out. According to the incident commander, the fire burned out by 3:30 p.m. on May 25.

According to Calnev's manager of operations, when the fire was out, the rupture site was inspected and the damaged pipe examined (the damage is described in the section "Damage," "Damage to the Pipeline"). At least four pieces of railroad debris—a brake arm, an approximately 6-inch section of I-beam from a locomotive, a piece of metal cowling from a locomotive, and a
short section of rail—were found near the rupture. The brake arm and the rail section were about 2 to 3 feet in length. The brake arm was found 8 inches above the pipeline and the other parts were within 2 feet of the pipeline. Testimony by Calnev’s manager of operations and by equipment operators who had worked at the site following the derailment indicates that the depth of cover they observed over the pipeline at its point of rupture was from 2 to 2 1/2 feet, whereas the depth of cover they had observed after completing work, following the train derailment, was from 4 1/2 to 6 feet. Calnev’s manager of operations testified that the location of the rupture was very near if not at the exact location where the excavation #5 had been performed across from the middle of lot 76 (figure 4).

According to Calnev’s manager of operations, Calnev’s plan to repair the pipeline after the rupture and place it back in service evolved over many days "...during which many discussions were held with many interested parties as to how best to return that pipeline to service [and] make the repairs necessary." Calnev’s maintenance superintendent testified that when the pipeline rupture occurred, he notified the National Response Center, the California Office of Emergency Services, the California State Fire Marshal’s Office, and the Underground Service Alert System. Representatives from these agencies, as well as an engineer from the U.S. Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS), responded to the accident site.

On May 26, 1989, OPS issued a Hazardous Facility Order, CPF No. 5987-H to Calnev (appendix E). This Order included preliminary findings, among others, that the pipeline within the area of the derailment had not been completely exposed and visually examined for damage, that the structural integrity of the portion of the pipeline potentially affected by the derailment had not been ascertained by Calnev, and that Calnev had not determined if there had been damage to the pipe coating as a result of the cleanup operations. OPS required Calnev to expose the pipeline around its circumference for the length of pipe between a point 50 feet north of the casing beneath Highland Avenue and the south end of the levee adjacent to the check valve at MP 6.9, to conduct a thorough visual inspection of the exposed pipe to locate any damage to the pipe or to its coating and make appropriate repairs, and in accordance with applicable requirements of 49 CFR Part 195, to hydrostatically test to 1.25 times its maximum operating pressure the pipe located between a point 100 yards south of the check valve on the downstream side of the derailment impact area and a point 200 yards upstream of the road crossing at Highland Avenue.

On May 30, 1989, based on its preliminary findings, OPS found that "if placed into service under the same circumstances as existed after the rupture, that portion of Respondent’s [Calnev’s] pipeline subject to the required corrective actions prescribed [on May 26, 1989] would be hazardous to life and property." Consequently, as a result of conversations with Calnev, the OPS Order was amended to require excavation of the pipeline located between a point 10 feet north (downstream) of the casing beneath Highland Avenue and the south (upstream) rise of the Muscoy Levee, that the excavated pipe be visually inspected to determine any damage to the pipe or its coating, that the pipe be replaced with new pipe, that a block valve be installed between the check valve and the Muscoy Levee, that the new pipe be
tested as previously required of the existing pipe, and that all activities be performed in accordance with applicable requirements of 49 CFR Part 195. The revised Order also stipulated that OPS would review and approve Calnev’s hydrostatic testing and inspection program, that OPS would monitor the test, and that the pipeline could not be returned to service until OPS had determined that all required actions had been successfully completed.

By letter of June 6, 1989, Calnev requested relief from the requirements of the Order because it discovered that a bend in the pipe made it impractical to tie into the new pipe 10 feet north of the Highland Avenue casing, the location required by the amended Order. As there was no apparent damage to the pipe at that location and because the line would be hydrostatically tested before returning it to service, on June 6, 1989, the OPS again amended the Order to allow the tie-in to be made at a location determined acceptable by Calnev and concurred with by a representative of the OPS so long as the tie-in was made between the point 10 feet north of the Highland Avenue casing and a point about 35 to 40 feet north of the casing.

About 600 feet of the pipeline through the area of the previous derailment was removed and replaced. The pipeline was refilled with product on June 9, 1989. More than 9,400 barrels of product were required to refill the pipeline. About 1 mile of pipeline of the size installed will hold 917.69 barrels of product, based on information provided by Calnev.

Injuries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Injuries</th>
<th>Train Derailment</th>
<th>Pipeline Rupture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fatal</td>
<td>Extra 7551 East</td>
<td>Residents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

22 These persons were involved in a traffic accident while attempting to avoid the fire caused by the pipeline explosion.

Damages

Train Derailment.—Five locomotive units and the entire consist of 69 hoppers cars were completely destroyed as a result of the derailment; the rear-end locomotive was extensively damaged. About 680 feet of track were destroyed by the derailing locomotive units and cars.

Following the derailment, a building inspector from the City of San Bernardino Department of Building and Safety inspected the houses that incurred damages as a result of the derailment. The inspector’s assessment of damages is listed in Appendix F. The inspector recommended that dwellings at 2314 Duffy Street through 2382 Duffy Street be demolished immediately (figure 11).
Pipeline Rupture.--Eleven houses and 21 motor vehicles were destroyed by fire from the pipeline rupture and fire (figures 11 and 12). Four houses received moderate fire and smoke damage, and three houses received smoke damage only. Appendix F lists the residences and the damages incurred.

The costs incurred from the train derailment and the pipeline rupture, as reported by SP, follow:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>69 Cars</td>
<td>$1,550,407.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Locomotives</td>
<td>$7,506,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Locomotive repair</td>
<td>$85,001.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track</td>
<td>$14,922.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wreckage clearing</td>
<td>$1,968,867.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lading</td>
<td>$242,830.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derailment (9)</td>
<td>$592,631.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rupture (7)</td>
<td>$453,433.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$12,414,291.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The dollar figure is based upon comparable locomotives available today for replacement.

Calnev reported the following costs as a result of the pipeline rupture:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost Item</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline Repair</td>
<td>$500,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commodity</td>
<td>300,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental</td>
<td>1,060,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$1,860,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total reported costs from the train derailment and the pipeline rupture were: $14,274,291.00.

Damage to the Pipeline.--The 14-inch-diameter pipeline ruptured at about MP 6.9. A 25-foot, 1 7/8-inch-section (301 7/8 inches) of the pipe that included the rupture area was cut from the pipeline to make a temporary repair. The 25-foot section was removed about 5:00 p.m. on May 26, 1989, and was replaced with a section of sound pipe.

After the 25-foot section of pipe containing the rupture was removed, it was torch cut into 5 smaller sections. Beginning at the south end, the first section was 44 7/8 inches long and contained no areas of damage. The next 41-inch section contained two longitudinal, parallel areas of damage. The next 44.1/2-inch section contained the rupture. These last two sections of pipe were taken to the Safety Board's laboratory in Washington, D.C., for testing (figures 13 and 14). (Additional information is provided under "Tests and Research.") The next section was 6 inches long and contained no damage. The last section was 165 1/2 inches long and contained damage to the coating along the side of the pipe at the 3 o'clock position (looking north).
Figure 13. -- Section of pipe removed from rupture area.

Figure 14. -- Section of pipe containing the point of rupture.
The rupture was about 29 inches long and, with respect to the circumference, was located about 5 inches to the east of the top of the pipe as installed (about the 1:30 o'clock position looking north). The electric resistance welded seam was located about at the top of the pipe. Examination of the area indicated that there was plastic deformation (bulging of the pipe) associated with the rupture and that the rupture produced a "fish mouth" type opening of about 4.2 inches at its widest point (see figure 14). There was no apparent visual evidence of pipe material or manufacturing deficiencies.

Plastic deformation (denting) was present in the area of the rupture. The primary "dent" extended approximately 27 inches longitudinally along the top portion of the pipe; the dent angled slightly from the longitudinal axis of the pipe. The primary dent began at a point 20 inches northwest of the rupture point and extended to a point 7 inches southwest of the rupture point. The primary dent was about 1 3/8 inches wide at its widest point and the deepest depth of the dent was about 0.07 inches.

The primary dent produced a protrusion (bulge) on the inside surface of the pipe and localized wall thinning. The minimum wall thickness, as measured in this area at the accident site, was 0.249 inches and was located about 4 inches from the point of rupture. Additional wall thinning was near the point of rupture ("Tests and Research," "Metallurgical Testing").

Nearly parallel to and below the primary dent was a mark/scratch on the pipe that extended from about the same downstream location as the primary dent to about the point of rupture.

A second pair of marks on the pipe was located upstream (south) about 3 6 inches south of the point of rupture. The pipe had been damaged (gouged) in an area about 5 inches below (east) the top of the pipe. The longer mark was about 36 inches long and located closer to the top of the pipe; a 2 1/2-inch-wide section of the coating had been removed revealing a 1 1/2-inch-wide mark on the metal. The second mark began slightly north of the first; the maximum width of damage to the coating was about 2 inches and the length of damage was about one half that of the upper mark.

About 120 inches north of the point of rupture, some damage to the coating on the east side of the pipe was observed. Coating in widths varying from 4 to 7 inches had been removed from the pipe at the 3 o'clock position (looking north). No damage was apparent to the pipe metal.

At a location 188 feet north of the end of the Highland Road casing, two areas of damage to the pipe were found at the time the pipe was being removed for replacement. The section of pipe containing these two areas of damage were sent to the Southwest Research Institute for metallurgical examination ("Tests and Research," "Metallurgical Testing").

Track and Signal Information

Track.--The train derailment occurred on the single mainline track in San Bernardino, California, near railroad MP 486.8. Approaching the
derailment site from the west, the track grade descended between 2.0 and 2.2 percent for 22 miles before it transitioned to a 0.0-percent grade at the derailment site. In the 22 miles of descending grade, there were 56 curves which varied in degree of curvature from a maximum of 6 degrees to a minimum of 30 minutes.

The track was constructed of 119-pound continuous welded rail (CWR) on tangent track and 136-pound CWR on most of the curves. The 4-degree curve at the derailment site was laid with new 136-pound CWR in 1986. The rails rested on double shouldered tie plates and 9-foot hardwood crossties and were restrained with two rail-holding spikes on the gage side of the rail, one rail-holding spike on the field side of the rail, and one plate-holding spike on each side of the rail. The rail was box-anchored every other tie. The ties were laid in a ballast of crushed rock.

The 4-degree right-hand curve (based on the direction of movement of Extra 7551 East) at the derailment site was constructed on a fill (levee) with a maximum height of about 21 feet. The curve was 2,474 feet in length, including a 376-foot spiral on each end, and had a 1-inch superelevation.

According to SP Timetable No. 2, the authorized maximum timetable speed for the curve was 30 mph. The Federal Railroad Administration allows a maximum operating speed of 38 mph for a 4-degree curve with a 1-inch superelevation.

About 680 feet of track were destroyed during the derailment. Because of the extensive track damage, there were no distinguishable marks to indicate the point of derailment.

Signals.--Trains on the single mainline track are governed by a traffic control system using colored lights on wayside signals. An inspection of the signal equipment in the area of the derailment was conducted on May 13, 1989. The inspection revealed no problems with the signal system.

Train Information

At the time of the accident, Extra 7551 East consisted of, from front to rear, 4 road locomotive units (SP 8278, SP 7551, SP 7549, and SP 9340), 69 open-top hopper cars loaded with trona, and 2 helper locomotive units (SP 8317 and SP 7443).

Locomotive Units.--All of the locomotive units were manufactured by the Electro Motive Division (EMD) of General Motors Corporation. These units were six-axle, SD models with 26L automatic brake valves and extended range dynamic brakes.\(^{23}\)

\(^{23}\) With extended range dynamic brakes, as compared to standard range, more retarding force is available from 6 mph up to a speed between 18 and 25 mph depending on the gear ratio.
Train brakes were controlled by the road engineer in the lead unit, SP 8278. Dynamic and independent brakes were controlled separately by each engineer in their respective units, helper or road locomotive.

Based on statements by the head-end and helper engineers, the dynamic brakes of units SP 8278 and SP 7443 were known to be functioning. Unit SP 7551 was dead-in-consist with no dynamic brakes or power. The dynamic brakes of unit SP 8317 were tagged and out of service, but the unit pulled in the power mode and had pneumatic brakes. The head-end engineer stated that he believed "the third unit (SP 7549) had fairly good, I think they were good dynamics." The event recorder printout for SP 7549 did not show any amperage in the dynamic mode after the train departed Cban where the helper units were added. The fourth unit, SP 9340, was reported by the head-end engineer to load in and out of dynamics intermittently.

The automatic and independent brake valves from units SP 8278 and SP 7443 were bench tested on May 15, at the SP diesel shop in Los Angeles in accordance with the requirements of the manufacturers and the Association of American Railroads. All valves performed within design specifications.

The controlling locomotive units at the head-end and rear end of the train, SP 8278 and SP 7443 respectively, were equipped with multi-channel radios that broadcast on 30 watts of power at 72 volts. The road channel was 161.550 MHz. Both radios were bench tested on May 14 and 15, at the SP radio facility at Colton Yard. Both radios functioned according to design and Federal specifications (49 CFR Part 90). On May 12, an on-scene functional test of the radio from unit SP 7443 transmitting to the Colton roundhouse was performed; communication was loud and clear.

The first three head-end locomotive units of Extra 7551 were equipped with Pulse 8 event recorders; the fourth head-end unit and the helper units were not equipped with any event or speed recorder. None of the units were required to be equipped. According to SP's general road foreman, all new locomotives being purchased are equipped with event recorders, and event recorders are being installed on existing locomotives during a major overhaul. The helper units had not recently been through a major overhaul maintenance program. The Pulse 8 event recorder cartridges record speed, time, distance, direction, amperage, braking, throttle position, and independent brake application. All three event recorder cartridges were recovered and taken by Safety Board personnel to its headquarters in Washington, D.C., for restoration (the cartridge from unit SP 8278 was heavily damaged) and printout. (See "Tests and Research," "Event Recorders.")

He per Cars.--Of the 69 open-top hopper cars in the consist of Extra 7551 East, 38 cars were owned by the SP. These cars were 48 feet 9 inches in length, had a light weight of 60,300 lbs, a maximum lading capacity of 202,700 lbs for a maximum weight per car of 263,000 lbs. The remaining 31 cars were owned by the Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad (DRGW). These cars were 51 feet 8 inches in length, had a light weight of 63,500 lbs, a maximum lading capacity of 199,500 lbs for a maximum weight per car of 263,000 lbs. The total light weight of the 69 cars was 2,130 tons.
Each of the SP cars was equipped with an "empty load" (EL) device. When the car is empty, this device reduces the brake cylinder pressure to prevent the wheels from sliding. According to timetable instructions in effect at the time of the derailment, loaded cars with empty load devices were to be considered the equivalent of one and one-half cars in determining tons per operative brakes (see Southern Pacific's Method of Operation). The chief mechanical officer for SP testified that the SP cars with empty load devices had a "normal braking ratio of 1." He further testified that at the time of the train derailment, the operating rules had not been changed to reflect this. The DRGW cars were not equipped with EL devices. All 69 hopper cars were equipped with composition brake shoes.

Following the derailment, many wheels and brake heads were inspected. This was a random inspection of available parts because many parts were buried and almost none of the parts could be identified as belonging to any particular car or part of the train. Of a possible 552 brake heads on the train, 160 were examined with the following conditions noted: 36 had been burned away, 102 showed signs of heavy heat and excessive braking, and 22 showed light or no signs of excessive braking although most of these showed signs of service wear. According to SP's chief mechanical officer, some showed no signs of heavy braking because of "...the variation in the brake shoe thickness, the thickness of the wheels...and braking forces. They are not exactly the same on all cars." He further testified that braking forces are not evenly distributed even on one car. Of a possible 276 wheel sets, 142 were inspected of which 109 showed obvious evidence of overheating from heat buildup by excessive or heaving braking. The chief mechanical officer testified that based on SP's postaccident inspection of the wheels and brake heads, he believed that the brakes on Extra 7551 East were effective and that the brake pipe was intact.

Locomotive wheels and brake shoes showed heaving braking and heat on every unit. Some brake shoes had been burned away and the backing plate had begun to melt.

Mechanical Information

Use of Dynamic Brakes.--According to the Association of American Railroads' Director of Safety and Operating Rules, many Class I railroads emphasize the use of dynamic brakes to control a train, thereby conserving fuel and minimizing brake shoe wear. Rule 58F of the SP Air Brake Rules and Train Handling Instructions states, "The dynamic brake must be used whenever practicable in reducing and controlling train speed...." Rule 58I further states, "Where the available dynamic brake will not properly control the speed of the train, the automatic air brakes must (then) be used to an extent which will allow the dynamic brakes to be reduced to a value where it will be flexible enough to control changes made in speed due to physical characteristics of the road." The Safety Board is aware that similar rules exist on other railroads. Rule 501B of the Burlington Northern Air Brake and Train Handling Rules states:

Train handling must be performed in a manner that will be most fuel efficient consistent with good train handling. Therefore, maximum
use must be made of the throttle modulation, throttle reduction and
dynamic braking methods for slowing, controlling, and stopping
trains. Unless rules specify otherwise, DURING PLANNED BRAKING
OPERATION, IF ONE OR MORE OPERABLE DYNAMIC BRAKES ARE AVAILABLE,
THE POWER BRAKING METHOD WILL NOT BE USED.

Of SP's road fleet of 2,100 units, 1,800 units, according to the chief
mechanical officer, are equipped with dynamic brakes. SP locomotives are
designed such that when the train brakes are applied in emergency, an
interlock will nullify the dynamic braking. According to SP's chief
mechanical officer, the system is designed in this manner "...to prevent
train handling problems in the case of a break in two [a separation of two
cars] and to prevent wheel slide because of excessive braking which would be
the combination of the electric [dynamic] braking and the independent
brake...." He could offer no explanation as to why some railroads have
modified the system to retain dynamic braking when the train brakes are
applied in emergency. He stated that the SP had checked with the
manufacturer and that the manufacturer "...will not make that modification
for the SP or any other railroad." He further stated that the SP was not
considering modifying the locomotives. The Safety Board contacted one
manufacturer who indicated that any specifications requested by a carrier, as
long as they were in compliance with Federal regulations, would be made. The
Safety Board is aware that the Union Pacific and the Burlington Northern have
their own retrofit program to eliminate the interlock feature.

Maintenance Reports and Reporting of Defective Locomotive Units.--SP
Rule 2A requires the engineer to report Locomotive defects to the dispatcher
and to fill out a form outlining the defects. This form remains in the
locomotive cab until the locomotive reaches an appropriate facility where
mechanical department personnel can make the repairs. The head-end engineer
testified that he complied with both parts of this rule with respect to the
inoperative dynamic brakes on the lead locomotive unit, 7551. The helper
engineer testified that he did not inform the dispatcher that the dynamic
brakes on one of his helper units were inoperative because the dynamic brakes
were inoperative when he began his tour of duty and he believed that the
engineer whom he had relieved had reported the defect to the dispatcher. The
assistant chief dispatcher who assigned the power (Locomotive units) for the
movement of Extra 7551 East testified that he does not request information
from engineers and that he does not query the computer z-tem about the
status of dynamic brakes on locomotive units. He further testified that it
is the responsibility of engineers to inform him of any locomotive defects.
He also stated that there are no written procedures that specifically address
what to do with information received from engineers regarding defective
locomotive equipment.

The chief mechanical officer testified that engineers, in addition to
reporting defects to the dispatcher and filling out the appropriate form,
will occasionally report defects directly to the roundhouse (engine repair

24 SP's computer system contains a listing of all locomotive units and
the status of any defects reported.
facility) foreman. He further testified that mechanical department personnel, if they become aware of any defects, will update the computer with information. According to the chief mechanical officer, the dispatcher, once he receives information from engineers regarding defects, has the responsibility to update the computer. The assistant chief dispatcher testified that he often updates the computer when he receives reports of defects, although he believed it was not his responsibility to do so, or he will give the information to a clerk who will then update the computer when time is available.

A review of maintenance records and failure reports by Safety Board investigators revealed that on May 4, an engineer had filed a failure report on unit 7549, the third unit in the head-end consist, noting that there were no dynamic brakes. According to the maintenance record, the motor braking switch was stuck and the repair was made. The chief mechanical officer testified it was not a major repair and that there was a possibility that a defect of that type could occur again. With respect to unit 9340, the fourth unit in the head-end consist and the one that the head-end engineer reported as "intermittent" in dynamic braking, maintenance records indicated that it had received extensive repairs to the dynamic brake on April 27 and 29, 1989. According to the chief mechanical officer, the extensive repairs would indicate to him that the dynamic brakes should have been working on the day of the accident. According to the failure reports, unit 8317, the lead unit in the helper consist, had been reported as having inoperative dynamic brakes on May 8, 1989, 4 days before the accident. The chief mechanical officer testified that it was not uncommon for a unit to continue to be used in helper service "until it worked its way" to the Los Angeles repair facilities. Testimony by the head-end engineer and the helper engineer indicated that it was not uncommon to have a unit in a locomotive consist with inoperative dynamic brakes. The chief mechanical officer testified that the number of units reported to have inoperative dynamic brakes varied on a daily basis from 3 to 35.

**Recovering Dynamic Brakes.**—According to the chief mechanical officer, an engineer can recover the dynamic brakes (after an emergency application of the train brakes has been made) by going to "a handle off position and recover[ing] the PC after about 70 seconds." He stated that he believed the head-end engineer had sufficient time to recover his dynamic brakes. He also stated, "I suspect there could have been some slight benefit going back into dynamic brakes but at those speeds the dynamic braking effort is very, very low."

---

25 When an emergency air brake application is made, the PC switch, an electropneumatic device (sometimes referred to in the industry as the power cut-off switch or the pneumatic control switch), trips the electric current which causes the main generators to unload and the engines to return to idle. When the air brake handle is placed in the handle off position, the PC will automatically reset. After the pressure is restored within 20 to 30 seconds (which the engineer can observe in front of him), the engineer can then manually move the handle and go back into dynamic braking.
Federal Railroad Administration's (FRA) Position Regarding Functioning Dynamic Brakes.--The Safety Board received conflicting testimony from SP personnel regarding the company's interpretation of FRA requirements for functioning dynamic brakes. The general road foreman of engines stated that he believed, based on his interpretation of FRA regulations, that if a locomotive unit is equipped with dynamic brakes, they "must operate." The chief mechanical officer stated that he believed there were no FRA requirements regarding functioning dynamic brakes. The Safety Board requested the FRA to provide in writing its position on functioning dynamic brakes. In a letter to the Safety Board dated October 18, 1989 (see appendix G), the FRA stated:

The Railroad Power Brake and Drawbars Regulations does [sic] not require the presence of a dynamic brake. However, dynamic brakes are referred to in the Locomotive Safety Standards, which states in part "If a dynamic brake or regenerative brake system is in use, that portion of the system in use shall respond to control from the cab of the controlling locomotive."

This part makes clear that both the equipping and the use of dynamic brake is optional. The FRA will not take exception if a dynamic brake is found inoperative or operates at less than maximum designed capacity.

Southern Pacific's Method of Operation

Air Brake Rules and Timetable Instructions.--Trains operating on the double main track over the Mojave Subdivision are controlled by the train dispatcher using Direct Traffic Control between Mojave and East Mojave. Between Ansel and West Colton, trains are operated in accordance with signal indications of an automatic block and traffic control system.

Timetable No. 2, effective October 25, 1987, was current at the time of the accident. Maximum allowable speed on the line between East Mojave and West Colton was 65 mph for freight trains. Exceptions to the maximum allowable speed for eastward freight trains between East Mojave and West Colton were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>between MP 463.8 and MP 487.4</td>
<td>30 mph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between MP 487.4 and MP 491</td>
<td>40 mph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between MP 491 and 491.9</td>
<td>30 mph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between MP 491.9 and 492.7</td>
<td>15 mph</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SP had adopted the General Code of Operating Rules, which became effective on October 28, 1985. The SP's Air Brake Rules and Train Handling Instructions, last revised on November 1, 1985, were also in effect. Pertinent excerpts from the Air Brake Rules and Train Handling Instructions follow:
Rule 2. Dynamic Brake.

Helper locomotives entrained may not use dynamic brake unless road engine has operative dynamic brake.

The number of axles of dynamic brakes of the helper engine(s) will be added to axles of dynamic braking of the road engine to determine the tonnage that may be handled in accordance with applicable Air Brake Rules.

Dynamic brake on head end of freight trains must not exceed 24 axles. Each helper entrained must not exceed 36 axles.

Rule 17. Retaining Valves.\(^{26}\)

The Superintendent will prescribe the number and locations where retaining valves must be used.\(^{27}\)

Instructions in Timetable No. 2 indicate that for the descending grade between Hiland and West Colton, retaining valves will be used under certain conditions. For trains being operated down the grade without operative dynamic brakes, one retaining valve will be used for each 80 tons in train. If gross tonnage exceeds 80 tons per operative brake, retaining valves must be used on all cars and speed must not exceed 15 mph. For trains being operated with operative dynamic brakes, use of retainers is not required if tons per axle of dynamic brake does not exceed 375 per standard range or 450 per extended range.

Rule 33. Tonnage Per Operative Brake.\(^{28}\)

The maximum tonnage per operative brake that may be handled on descending grades of 1.8 percent or over will be prescribed by the Superintendent.

---

\(^{26}\) As defined in the Air Brake Association's Management of Train Operation and Train Handling, a retaining valve is "a control device through which brake cylinder air is exhausted completely or a predetermined brake cylinder pressure is retained." In short, the retainers provide the engineer with braking capability while the air brake system is being recharged.

\(^{27}\) Typically, when a company rule (in this case an airbrake rule) indicates that the superintendent will prescribe certain operating parameters, the superintendent will accomplish this through instructions in the timetable or by special bulletins.

\(^{28}\) Tonnage (or tons) per operative brake is computed by dividing the gross trailing tons by the number of cars in the train. The weight of the locomotives is not included in the gross trailing tons.
Freight trains handling cars with single capacity brakes (*), with tonnage exceeding 80 tons per operative brake, must not exceed 45 mph, except maximum speed must not exceed: (1) 25 mph; or (2) 20 mph in grade territories as designated by Superintendent by milestone locations under appropriate subdivision.

*Loaded cars with empty-load brakes are to be considered the equivalent of one and one-half (1 1/2) cars in determining tons per operative brake. 29

Tonnage of operating locomotive(s) not in dynamic braking is not to be used in determining tons per operative brake.

The instructions in Timetable No. 2 indicate that the descending grade between Hiland and West Colton is covered by rule 33. The timetable also lists the maximum tons per operative brake for trains descending the grade and the exceptions for those trains using dynamic braking (appendix H). The instructions also state:

Insufficient dynamic brake capacity or failure of dynamic brake which results in exceeding these tonnages per axle, is to be considered as operating without dynamic brake.

Should dynamic brake failure occur on one or more locomotives resulting in insufficient dynamic brake capacity, train must stop and all retaining valves turned up. Train may then proceed not exceeding 15 mph if, in the judgement of the conductor and engineer, it is safe to do so.

The SP's general road foreman of engines provided the Safety Board with a speed decision flow chart for Rule 33 (see figure 15). According to his testimony, "A train consisting of 69 cars with a weight of 8,900 tons and that had 18 operative dynamic brake axles" would not have been allowed to descend the grade east of Hiland. Extra 7551 East on the day of the accident had 128 tons per operative brake (8,900 trailing tons divided by 69 (number of cars in train, not using the 1 1/2 braking equivalence)) and 494 tons per axle of dynamic braking (8,900 trailing tons divided by 18 (three locomotive units with six axles each)).

Using the speed decision flow chart, the general foreman illustrated why the train was not permitted to operate (follow arrow #1 on figure 15). Using the chart, the general foreman also illustrated the decision process the engineer would have made on the day of the derailment with the information that he had 69 tons per operative brake 30 (follow arrow #2 on figure 15). According to the general road foreman, "If the train would have had 6,151 tons, with the information that [the head-end

29 SP cancelled this rule by special instructions, effective May 22, 1985.

30 6,151 tons divided by 88 (38 SP cars equipped with E/L devices figured at 1 1/2 braking capability equals 57 (38 multiplied by 1 1/2) plus 31 D&RGW cars not equipped with E/L devices) equals 69 tons per operative brake.
Rule 33 — Maximum Speed Between Hitend and West Colton

Figure 15.—Speed decision flow chart for Rule 33.
engineer] had and the dynamic brakes [he] thought he had working, he could easily have controlled the train down the hill." He further stated that the engineer, based on the information provided to him, could have taken the train down the hill without any dynamic brakes. According to the head-end engineer, based on the information he had, rule 33 did not apply to his train.

As outlined in the Air Brake Rules and Train Handling Instructions, the dynamic brake retarding force per brake axle diminishes as speed increases. For example, at a speed of 23 mph, the dynamic brake retarding force per axle is 10,000 lbs; at a speed of 40 mph, the dynamic brake retarding force per axle is 5,750 lbs.

Rule 61.E. Balancing the Grade

Operating freight trains on descending grades involves:

1. Balancing the grade, or holding speed steady at safe and practical values.

The amount of brake (train) retarding force used to balance the grade normally should not exceed one half (50 percent) of the normal full service train brake available if dynamic brake and pressure maintaining are operative.

In order to hold speed steady on a descending grade, the force of gravity must be balanced by the sum of train resistance and brake retarding force. The heavier the grade, the lower the effect of train resistance; and the more brake must be used. Train resistance will vary with the type of cars, train make-up, and train length and weather. On heavier grades the majority of the grade retarding force comes from the dynamic brake and the train air brake.

The locomotive engineer, the helper engineer, the road foreman of engines, and the general road foreman all testified that they considered rule 61.E.1 to be a recommended guideline or an option rather than a requirement. Testimony also indicates that engineers have routinely gone beyond the 50 percent reduction. On May 17, 1989, SP issued train order No. 1903, adding the following new rule to their operating rules:

Rule 627.B.

Within the territories where air brake rule 33 applies, except on Yuma subdivision-Los Angeles division, and with the use of dynamic brake the following brake pipe reductions must not be exceeded to control the train at the following speeds:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum Speed</th>
<th>Maximum Air Brake Pipe Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 mph</td>
<td>13 pounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 mph</td>
<td>16 pounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 mph</td>
<td>18 pounds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the event train speed cannot be controlled without exceeding the above brake pipe reductions, train must be stopped, secured and air brake system recharged. Train must not proceed unless authorized by the chief train dispatcher.

According to the general road foreman of engines, the SP decided to "put definite limits on what [speed] a train could go with a certain air brake reduction to reduce the wheel heat and keep it within the limits." He further stated that the Rio Grande had conducted tests and determined that an 18-pound reduction at 20 mph and a 13-pound reduction at 30 mph could be made without excessive wheel heat.

By special instructions, effective May 31, 1989, speed restrictions were placed on the area from HiLand to West Colton (the descending grade). According to the special instructions, trains with 25 or more loads of coal, grain and/or bulk minerals must not exceed 20 mph.

Rule 13 of the SP Air Brake and Train Handling Rules addresses the procedure for placing the locomotives in reverse. The rule states, "Should it become impossible to stop a train with the air brakes...place throttle in IDLE position, apply sand, place reverser lever in the opposite position and move the throttle to No. 1 position."

Communication Between Head-end and Helper Engineers.--On the day of the train derailment, there were no requirements that the head-end engineer and helper engineer communicate with each other regarding the condition of their respective locomotive units. Both the road foreman of engines and the general road foreman of engines testified that based on their review of the radio transcripts between the head-end engineer and the helper engineer on the day of the derailment, the amount of communication that took place was less than what they would have expected. The helper engineer testified that he communicates with the head-end engineer by observing the air gauge. According to his testimony, he can determine what actions the head-end engineer is taking by observing the air brake reductions.

Effective May 22, 1989, by special instructions, the following rule was added to the Western Region:

The road and helper engineer(s) must communicate the condition of their units and train in order to determine maximum authorized speed and train handling requirements. Helper engineer will observe speed indicator while running and remind road engineer of speed requirements if necessary. If helper engineer is unable to communicate with road engineer and if train continues to operate in excess of maximum allowable speed, helper engineer will take necessary action to stop train.

Tonnage Information for Cars.--At the time of the train derailment and when yard clerks at various outlying areas released a car as loaded, SP's computer system required that certain information be entered into the system
including: the new destination of the car, a lading code for the car, any special handling associated with the car, and a tonnage figure. This information was entered into the computer system's car file which contains, in addition to the above information, the physical characteristics of each car on the SP system. The yard clerks understood that the tonnage figure would be updated at a later time when the shipper's bill of lading was received in the billing office. SP's director of clerical operations testified that cars are often moved in service before the shipper's bill of lading information is received and entered into the computer system. He further testified that following the train derailment, "We have changed the system so that regardless of what estimate is put into the release, the computer will go to the car file and automatically update that tonnage to the capacity of the car." According to the director of clerical operations, the maximum tonnage figure will remain in the car file of the computer until the shipper's bill of lading is received and only when the bill of lading indicates a shipper-certified weight will the maximum tonnage figure be adjusted to reflect the shipper-certified weight. If an estimated weight is indicated on the shipper's bill of lading, the maximum tonnage figure will remain in the car file of the computer system until the car has been weighed. The nearest scale to the Mojave Yard was located at West Colton.

The director of clerical operations testified that the clerks in the various outlying areas are responsible for checking the accuracy and completeness of shipper-tendered bills of lading. According to his testimony, the first line supervisor for these clerks is located in Los Angeles. He further stated that during the last few years, shippers have been sending their bill of lading information directly to the central office in Los Angeles rather than dealing with clerks at the various outlying areas.

The Calnev Pipeline

Description.--The Calnev pipeline was constructed by Mid-Mountain Contractors, Inc., during 1969 and 1970. The approximately 248-mile-long pipeline, which transports petroleum products including gasolines, jet fuels, and No. 2 diesel fuel, originates at the Colton Pump Station at Colton, California, and terminates at Las Vegas, Nevada. From the Colton Pump Station (elevation 1,040 feet), the pipeline route is generally northward and crosses Cajon Pass at an elevation of 4,480 feet at MP 28 (figure 5). From Colton to about MP 236, the pipeline is 14 inches in diameter, and from MP 236 to the Las Vegas terminal, the pipeline is 8 inches in diameter. The first 107-mile section of the 14-inch-diameter pipeline was constructed of the same grade of pipe that was involved at the rupture site. The pipe at the rupture site was manufactured of steel by Kaiser Steel Corporation to American Petroleum Institute standard 5LX 52, using an electric resistance welding process. The pipe had a 0.312-inch wall thickness and weighed 45.61 pounds per foot. As a minimum, the pipe was required to have a specified yield strength of 52,000 psi and a specified tensile strength of 66,000 psi. Records of tests performed on the steel used to manufacture the pipe indicates that the steel exceeded these minimum requirements with some tests showing minimum specified yield strengths of 66,000 psi and minimum specified tensile strengths of 74,430 psi and greater. The pipe was coated
with TG63, a coal tar base coating. According to Calnev’s cathodic protection records, the pipe had a minimum negative (cathodic) voltage of 0.85 volts (generally it had a considerably more negative voltage) as measured between the pipe and the soil. A cathodic protection rectifier was located at the Colton Pump Station, and Calnev’s records indicate that there had never been a corrosion leak found on this 14-inch pipeline system. Calnev’s manager of operations testified that if the coating damage existed prior to the derailment, Calnev would not have been able to see any change in the cathodic protection in this case because, “There is a casing that runs under Highland Avenue. At this particular location the casing and the pipe are operating at the same potential. That large casing would probably mask any damage to the coating that might be evident in that location. I don’t think you would have seen a change to the cathodic level there.”

The first 107 miles of the pipeline were hydrostatically tested between June 20, 1970, and July 3, 1970; the section through the rupture site (MP 0.0 through MP 25.2) was tested on June 29 and 30, 1970. The pressure test on this section was begun at 8:15 a.m. on June 29, 1970, at 2,085 psig and completed at 12:30 p.m. on June 30, 1970, at 2,083 psig. The minimum pressure during the test was 2,075 psig, and the minimum 4-hour internal sustained pressure was 2,077 psig.

Check Valves.—At the time the pipeline was constructed, Calnev installed check valves in its pipeline to prevent backflow of product from one section of the pipeline to another. These valves also serve to minimize the amount of product that can be released from the pipeline should the pipeline rupture. Generally, Calnev installed top-hinged check valves, and at some locations there are connections installed to bypass the check valves. However, on the 14-inch portion of the pipeline, Calnev installed seven Wheatley “All-Clear Check Valves.” These check valves are side-hinged check valves which purportedly provided advantages over the top-hinged check valves by producing less pressure drop and offering less resistance to the passage of spheres and scrapers. Side-hinged check valves were installed at MP 0.0, 6.9, 14.9, 19.2, and 25.7. Calnev’s manager of operations testified that he was not aware that Calnev had ever inspected any of the check valves installed in the pipeline between the Colton pump station and Cajon Pass to determine if the valves operated properly. He further testified that it was his understanding that check valves are not routinely inspected in the industry and that he was unaware of any Federal regulation or industry standard that required such inspection. He stated that following the rupture Calnev made plans to inspect the check valves in this area. In a letter to the Safety Board dated May 21, 1990, Calnev stated, “Calnev has installed four new check valves; three to replace existing check valves and one additional check valve at MP 10.0. Our intention is to replace one more check valve and install a supplemental block valve near another in the next 60 to 90 days.”

The OPS representative who testified at the Safety Board’s public hearing stated that the proper operation of check valves can be important to the safe operation of pipelines; he also advised that the OPS historically has considered that the regulations do not apply to the maintenance of check valves. The OPS has not issued an interpretation to this effect and it has
not provided to its enforcement personnel any guidance indicating that check valves do not have to comply with the maintenance requirements; however, the OPS representative stated that this position reflected what OPS has been doing from an enforcement policy.

The Calnev manager of operations further testified that, based on the amount of product eventually required to refill the line, at the time of the rupture, the check valve at MP 6.9 did not close, the valve at MP 14.9 "must have come closed at some point," and that check valve at MP 19.2 "probably has at minimum leaking seats."

**Block Valves.**—Remotely operated block valves were installed on the Calnev pipeline at MP 35.4 and MP 46.7. A manually operated block valve was installed at MP 25.7. According to the testimony of the incident commander (the deputy fire chief) and Calnev's manager of operations, the deputy fire chief requested after the train derailment that a block valve be installed just north of where the derailment occurred. According to Calnev's manager of operations, "With a block valve you have the ability for positive shut-off. You can turn a crank and tighten it and possibly have a more certain measure that your pipeline is shut off at that point. I think the chief felt that given the difficulty we had in getting that check valve to seat during our drain-down, that that might be a good idea given the population in the area.... We were basically in agreement with the chief that that would be a good idea." He further stated, "There is a fair amount of lead-time in ordering such an item and a fair amount of time to set up an installation such as that one." Subsequent to the pipeline rupture, a remotely operated block valve was installed at MP 6.9.

**Dispatch Center.**—The pipeline system is controlled by dispatchers from a dispatch center at the Colton Pump station. The system is equipped with a monitoring system that scans selected system parameters, such as pipe pressures and motor drive amperages, every 13 seconds, compares the data with programmed acceptance values, and through visual and audible alarms, alerts the dispatcher-to changes to operating-conditions in the system and abnormal or unacceptable occurrences. The audible alarm indicates that a change has occurred; however, this does not necessarily indicate that there is an emergency or that any action is required on the part of the dispatcher other than to acknowledge the alarm by pressing a key on his terminal keyboard. The visual alarms are presented in the form of numerical values flashing on a colored background. The background color varies depending on the measured value for the particular operating parameter. Background colors range from shades of white and blue, representative of the range of low pressure conditions, to yellow and red, representative of the range of high pressure conditions. Normal ranges are presented on a green background.

A computer printout of the monitoring system indicated that on the day of the accident, the dispatcher on duty received both a low suction and a low discharge pressure alarm on his computer terminal screen. The dispatcher did not detect the low discharge pressure alarm, and by one stroke on his terminal keyboard, he silenced the audible alarm, caused the flashing word "alarm" to disappear from his screen, and caused the flashing numerical information regarding the low suction pressure and the low discharge pressure...
to return to a steady presentation; the background color does not change until the operating condition changes. According to Calnev, subsequent to the rupture, Calnev modified its automated control system to include a high flow set point whereby if excessive flow is observed out of the Colton pump station (indicative of a potential leak or rupture), the system will automatically shut down the Colton pump, and indicate the alarm condition.

Emergency Response Manual.--On the day of the pipeline rupture, Calnev did not have any procedures in its abnormal operation response plans (a section of the company's emergency response manual) that would advise the dispatchers of the actions to take upon receiving both a low discharge pressure and a low suction pressure alarm. Calnev's manager of operations stated, "We felt that it was adequately covered in the explanation section for low suction pressure" which advises that the line pressure be checked in the event of a low suction pressure alarm. He stated further that following the pipeline rupture, Calnev revised its manual to include an explanation of what to do in the event a low discharge pressure alarm is received.

Calnev's emergency response manual was last revised in January 1989. The manual contains a list, by milepost, of telephone numbers for fire and police departments, and procedures for notifying Calnev personnel and other agencies in the event of a spill or leak. The manual also contains maps of the pipeline and directions to each mainline block valve, and procedures for responding to a natural disaster and external incidents.

The procedures for a suspected leak require the pipeline to be shut down, pressures to be stabilized, remotely operated valves to be closed, and pressures in specific sections of the pipeline system to be monitored. If a leak is confirmed, the procedures outline specific actions to be taken to locate the leak and to respond to the leak.

The procedures for a natural disaster and external incident refer to the potential adverse effects of train derailments. The procedures indicate that substantial portions of the pipeline system are built on the railroad right-of-way and that train derailments pose a serious threat to the pipeline primarily by equipment being used to clear the wreckage and replace the roadbed. The areas where the pipeline system is located near railroad tracks are listed by milepost; the area of the train derailment of May 12, 1989, is included in this section. In the event of a train derailment, the procedures indicate that Calnev personnel are to be immediately dispatched to the scene and assess the situation to determine if the pipeline could have been damaged. Railroad personnel are to be contacted and advised of the location of the pipeline. In the event of possible damage, the pipeline is to be shut down, and upstream and downstream valves are to be closed. The procedures also indicate that once the pipeline has been secured, the location of the pipeline through the derailment area should be accurately marked, heavy equipment should not be allowed to operate over the pipeline if it is considered hazardous to the pipeline, and Calnev personnel should be present on scene until all work is completed.
Personnel Information

Operating Crew of Extra 7551 East.--The head-end engineer had been off duty for about 20 hours before reporting for duty at Bakersfield at 9:00 p.m. on May 11. The engineer reported the following information: He spent his off-duty time sleeping, eating, watching television, and relaxing. He had been eating regular meals during the day preceding the accident, had been receiving his usual amount of rest of about 10 hours, and was fully rested when he reported for duty on the evening of May 11. There had been no recent changes in his lifestyle, he had not consumed any alcohol during the days preceding the accident, and he was not a user of illicit substances.

The engineer held an active State of California driver’s permit. An inquiry to the State of California Department of Motor Vehicles (SCDMV) revealed that the engineer had no history of having received any summons or convictions. The National Driver Register (NDR) contained no information on revocations or suspensions regarding the engineer’s driving privileges.

The head-end engineer had been employed by the SP for almost 15 years at the time of the accident. He had held the positions of fuel oil attendant, laborer, and fireman before being promoted to the position of engineer on November 28, 1986. (For additional information, see Engineer Training Program.)

The head-end engineer had been qualified on the physical characteristics of the territory by making one check ride from Tehachapi to Bakersfield (see figure 1) with a supervisor in September 1988. He stated that he was familiar with the descending grade in the accident area and had operated trains over this trackage several times. He stated further that he had previously operated trains with a trailing tonnage of 6,151 tons and with a trailing tonnage of about 8,900 tons. His testimony also indicated that he had never operated a train that he believed the tonnage of which was substantially more than the tonnage shown on his train documents. He did indicate, however, that this was the first unit (single commodity) freight train he had operated through the Cajon Pass; all of his prior experience through the Pass was operating mixed commodity freight trains. He added that he believed this was the first time he had transported trains. The head-end engineer stated that he had worked previously with the other head-end crewmembers, but had no knowledge of, nor had previously worked with, the helper engineer.

The conductor of Extra 7551 East had been off duty the 4 days preceding the accident. The conductor’s wife reported the following information about the conductor: On Thursday, May 11, the conductor awoke around 6:30 a.m. and remained at home during the day. He received his call for duty, as expected, and reported to the Bakersfield yard at 9:00 p.m. that evening. He had been eating regular meals and had been receiving his usual amount of rest during the days preceding the accident. Her husband was “rested as usual” when he reported for duty the evening of May 11. She had noticed no changes in her husband’s lifestyle. The conductor did not smoke cigarettes or drink alcohol.
The conductor held an active State of California driver's permit. According to the SCDMV, the conductor had no history of having received a summons or conviction. The NDR contained no information on revocations or suspensions regarding the conductor's driving privileges.

The conductor had been employed by the SP for 17 years at the time of the accident. He had held the position of brakeman until April 15, 1975, when he was promoted to the position of conductor.

The head-end brakeman of Extra 7551 East had been off duty during the 48 hours preceding the accident. The brakeman's wife reported the following information about the brakeman: He spent the time during the days conducting personal business and engaged in activities with his family. On Thursday, May 11, he awoke about 9:30 a.m. having received about 10 1/2 hours of sleep, and spent the day at home. He reported for duty at Bakersfield at 9:00 p.m. that evening. He had been eating regular meals, had been receiving his normal amount of rest, and "was not fatigued" when he departed home on the evening of May 11. He did not smoke cigarettes, drink alcohol, or use illicit substances, and she had not noticed any recent changes in her husband's lifestyle.

The head-end brakeman had been employed with the SP for more than 17 years at the time of the accident. He was promoted to the position of brakeman on November 27, 1971.

The helper engineer had been off duty since 11:00 p.m., May 9, having completed at that time an approximate 10-hour tour of duty. He stated that on May 10, he attended a union meeting in the morning and for the remainder of the day engaged in personal activities. According to his testimony, on Thursday, May 11, he awoke around 10:00 a.m., having received about 8 hours of sleep. He spent the day performing personal business and retired that evening about 11:30 p.m., at which time he received a call from the crew dispatcher for a 1:30 a.m. duty call. He reported to the West Colton yard and then rode in a company van for the 1/2-hour trip to the Dike siding where he was to relieve the on-duty helper engineer.

The helper engineer reported that there had been no recent changes in his lifestyle, that he does not use illicit substances, and that he had not consumed any alcohol during the days preceding the accident.

The helper engineer stated that he had eaten regular meals during the days preceding the accident and that he normally receives 6 to 8 hours of sleep daily. In his initial statements to Safety Board investigators, he stated that when he received the call for duty on the evening of May 11, he had not received his proper rest and "was tired." He elaborated by stating that he was not tired when he first reported for duty but that he was not "in tip top condition the whole trip." When questioned if he had fallen asleep during the trip, the helper engineer replied, "I don't think so." The engineer further stated that he had expected to receive a call for duty because he had called the crew dispatcher's office several times that day, but believed that he would receive the call for duty later in the night or early the following morning. During the Safety Board's public hearing, he
testified that he was not tired when he reported for duty and had no difficulty remaining alert during the trip.

The helper engineer had been employed by the SP for more than 11 years at the time of the accident. He had held the positions of hostler and fireman before being promoted to the position of engineer on November 5, 1979.

The helper engineer stated that he normally operated trains between West Colton and Yuma. He was not qualified on the physical characteristics of the railroad for the territory in which the accident occurred and could not, therefore, operate as a road engineer in this area. He estimated that during the past year he had served as a helper engineer about four times on trains operating over the accident territory. Company records indicate that during the month preceding the accident, the helper engineer had not worked with any of the other crewmembers assigned to the accident train.

The helper brakeman received an emergency call for duty from the crew dispatcher on the evening of May 11, to report for duty at 1:30 a.m., May 12. He stated that he had expected to be called for duty about 10:00 a.m. later that morning. Prior to the emergency call, the brakeman had been off duty since 9:00 p.m. on May 10. The helper brakeman reported the following information about his activities. He had "a normal day" on May 11, had been eating regularly (which for him was one meal in the evening) during the day preceding the accident, had been receiving his usual amount of rest, about 8 hours daily, and he was not fatigued when he reported for duty on the day of the accident. He had consumed one beer at home on the evening of May 11. His lifestyle had been altered as a result of his wife's death 3 months earlier. He did not indicate that he was not adjusting properly to this loss.

The helper brakeman had been employed by the SP for more than 38 years at the time of the accident, holding the position of brakeman since the time he was hired. He estimated that he had been a crewmember on trains operating over the accident area on about 10 occasions in the past and that he had worked on many occasions with the helper engineer.

On-scene investigators attempted to locate the grips (personal bags) belonging to all five crewmembers. It was learned that the helper crew had taken their bags when they departed the accident site. The grip belonging to the conductor was removed from the wreckage by railroad officials, and investigators were unable to locate any documentation concerning the contents of this grip. The grips belonging to the head-end engineer and brakeman were located in the wreckage and recovered. A review of the contents of these grips revealed nothing noteworthy.

Other Southern Pacific Personnel.--The train dispatcher on duty at the time of the accident normally worked a 5-day week. Prior to the day of the accident, the dispatcher had not worked since May 6, due to illness. She stated that she was feeling fine when she reported for duty on the morning of
May 12. The dispatcher had been employed by the SP for almost 10 years and had held positions as yard clerk and interlocking operator before being promoted to the position of dispatcher on November 19, 1983.

The assistant chief train dispatcher, who arranged the locomotive units for the movement of Extra 7551 East, worked a regular shift of 10:30 p.m. to 6:30 a.m., 5 days a week. He had been off duty for 16 hours before reporting for duty on the evening of May 11. The assistant chief dispatcher was employed by the SP in July of 1970. He held various positions including freight clerk, yard clerk, and train order operator until being promoted to the position of train dispatcher in 1973. He was promoted to chief train dispatcher in August 1973, resigned voluntarily from that position in September 1977, and returned to the position of train dispatcher in Los Angeles until April 1983. At that time, he exercised his seniority options and returned to Bakersfield as a crew dispatcher and worked in that capacity until 1985, when he returned to the train dispatcher position. His last examination on the operating rules was conducted in 1985.

Calnev Pipeline Dispatcher.--The dispatcher on duty at the time of the pipeline rupture had been employed with the Calnev Pipe Line Company since October 3, 1988. He was hired as a pipeline operator, which includes serving as a relief dispatcher. He was performing the duties of relief dispatcher at the time of the accident.

According to the dispatcher, the day of the pipeline rupture was the third day of his work week; he had finished his last shift at 3:00 p.m. the preceding day. On the day of the rupture, he reported for work at 6:45 a.m. He reported the following information: He had been receiving his usual amount of rest and was properly rested when he reported for duty. He was not taking any medication on the day of the pipeline rupture, had not consumed alcohol the day before the rupture, and he does not "involve himself" with illicit drugs.

The dispatcher had been employed previously with the Paramount Petroleum Corporation for 10 years, during which time he served as a pumper-pipeline operator, a laboratory technician, and a crude oil unit operator.

(Additional personnel information is in Appendix B.)

Southern Pacific Training Programs

Engineer Training Program.--Trainees for the engineer training program were selected from employee applications with preferential treatment given to those applications submitted by United Transportation Union (UTU) members--brakemen, switchmen, and hostlers--because of existing labor agreements between the SP and the UTU. Those trainees selected initially entered a 4-week formal training program during which preliminary air brake, mechanical, locomotive, and operating rules are covered both in the classroom and in the field. The class size for the program normally consisted of 10 trainees. If the trainees successfully completed examinations midway and at the end of the 4-week period, they then progressed to the next stage, which consisted of making 60 road trips with a qualified engineer. A trainee was
not assigned to a specific engineer during this time (labor agreements did not provide for instructor engineers), and, thus, may have ridden with many different engineers in the process of completing 60 road trips. Following the completion of 60 road trips, the trainees were evaluated by the road foreman of engines on the respective district over which they had been working. If he determined that the trainees had reached a minimum level of proficiency, they were then scheduled for the final 3-week phase of training at the company's training facility in Cerritos, California: 1 week consisted of 40 hours of classroom instruction; the last 2 weeks consisted of 1/2 day of classroom instruction and 1/2 day of simulator training. If the trainees successfully passed all three written examinations (one each on air brakes, mechanical systems, and operating rules) and demonstrated train handling skills as observed in the train simulator, they were then promoted to the position of locomotive engineer and received a seniority date. An engineer was not qualified for a given territory until the road foreman of engines for the territory had ridden with the engineer for a period of time and had determined that the engineer was knowledgeable of the territory and could adequately handle trains over the territory. (According to the assistant manager of training and development, the number of times a road foreman of engines would ride with an engineer varied based on the level of skills of the engineer.)

The SP also had in place a 1-week and a 2-week continuing education program during which time engineers returned to the Cerritos facility for refresher training. The 1-week program consisted primarily of reviewing train handling skills (1/2 day in the classroom and 1/2 day in the simulator) and was geared for engineers who worked in heavy-grade territory or mountainous terrain. During the 2-week program, train handling skills were reviewed, and the mechanical systems on the locomotive and the operating rules book were also reviewed. The engineers were not confronted with a pass/fail situation upon completing the continuing education programs. The superintendent of an engineer's respective division received a report on the engineer's performance both on the simulator and on the written examinations. The superintendent could then use the information to determine if the road foreman of engines should spend additional time with a particular engineer.

The head-end engineer of Extra 7551 East entered the engineer's training program on October 20, 1986. After successfully completing the 2-week classroom or "presimulator" training course, he attended the 3-week training course held at the training center in Cerritos. After successfully completing 1 week of classroom instruction and 2 weeks of simulator training at the center, he was promoted to the position of engineer on November 28, 1986. The engineer returned to the training center in January 1988 for the 1-week continuing education program to receive additional instruction on heavy-grade operations. The engineer successfully completed both the classroom portion and the simulator training portion of the program.

The head-end engineer of Extra 7551 East testified that he had never been trained on procedures concerning the reversing of engines, had never received instruction concerning the effects of extended brake application on the deterioration of brake shoes, had never received instruction regarding
train handling while receiving helper engine assistance, and had never been placed in an emergency situation during simulator training. He further stated that he was not taught during training how to recover dynamic brakes after an emergency application of the train brakes had been made.

The helper engineer entered the engineer's training program on August 13, 1979. He successfully completed the final phase, 1 week of classroom instruction and 2 weeks of simulator training, before being promoted to the position of engineer on November 5, 1979. He returned to the training center in Cerritos in July 1988 and successfully completed a 2-week continuing education program. The helper engineer testified that during his training, the company rule that addressed reversing the engines was discussed in situations involving "light engines or just a couple of cars, low speeds." He further testified that during this simulator training, they operated trains with helper units. He stated, "...you are trained to take and just go by what the road engineer requests. Normally, it is standard procedure just to go in full dynamics, unless he requests otherwise, and stay there in full dynamics."

According to SP's assistant manager for training of engineers, reversing the engines was not taught during any aspect of the training program "because with the train in emergency, we do not allow the engineer to attempt to reset the PC switch before the train comes to a halt." His testimony also indicated that emergency situations incorporated into the simulator training were predicated on the premise that once the brakes are applied in emergency, the train will stop. With respect to helper engine service, the assistant manager for training stated, "The extent of our instruction to people as far as being helper engineers is push as hard as you can up the hill and hold back as hard as you can going down the hill and if the road engineer asks you to do something, do it."

Dispatcher Training Program.--The SP was training its dispatchers at its training center in Cerritos. According to the training officer for dispatchers, the existing program had been in place for about 1 1/2 years. Candidates for the dispatcher position entered an 8-week training course that incorporated the use of the same computerized dispatching equipment that the individual would use once assigned to an office. After passing the final examination on the classroom portion of training, candidates were sent to a dispatching office where they began their on-the-job training. There was no set period of time that trainees were required to perform on-the-job training. The chief train dispatcher determined when an individual was qualified for a particular dispatcher's position.

The dispatcher, who had operational responsibility over the Mojave Subdivision and was on duty at the time of the derailment, successfully completed the 8-week dispatcher training program on August 19, 1988. She then received on-the-job instruction from an experienced dispatcher for 3 months before being qualified to operate independently as a dispatcher. The assistant chief dispatcher, who assigned the locomotive units for the movement of Extra 7551 East, had not been through the Cerritos dispatcher training program; his training for the position of dispatcher was all on-the-job training.
Clerk Training Program.--The yard clerks who estimated the weight of the cars at the time the cars were released and the yard clerk who estimated the weight of the trona on the shipper’s bill of lading had received no formal instructions regarding their duties, according to their testimony. All training had been on-the-job training with other clerks. According to the director of system clerical operations, “It’s not always feasible to give these people classroom training when, in fact, they may be trained in a classroom for 2 weeks and then have somebody exercise their seniority against them or they bid to another position...” He estimated that about 20 percent of the clerks were receiving classroom instruction and that SP hoped to raise that percentage to between 30 and 50 percent. According to his testimony, it was standard procedure that any time a clerk estimated a weight on the waybill, some notation on the waybill was needed to indicate that the weight was estimated. He further testified that more and more shippers were dealing directly with the billing office in Los Angeles rather than dealing with yard clerks in the various outlying areas.

Calnev Pipeline Dispatcher Training Program

The primary function of a Calnev pipeline dispatcher was to operate and monitor the pipeline through use of a computer-based operating system. This computer system monitored the condition of the pipeline and incorporated several safety mechanisms that would automatically shut down the system in the event of an emergency.

According to Calnev’s manager of operations, there were no written criteria the company followed in selecting an individual for the position of dispatcher. The employee turnover rate was low, and individuals filling the positions of dispatcher normally came from within the company and were knowledgeable of Calnev’s operations and procedures.

A trainee received an overview of the Calnev pipeline system and was then paired with the on-duty day shift dispatcher, who was responsible for the trainee’s on-the-job training. The duration of on-the-job training varied with the individual. According to the manager of operations, an individual experienced in Calnev’s operations might only require 2 months of on-the-job training before being allowed to dispatch while other individuals who were not as knowledgeable might require up to 6 months of on-the-job training.

The on-duty dispatcher provided updates on the trainee’s performance to the terminal supervisor and the manager of operations. After a 6-month period, a trainee received a written performance appraisal. After a trainee had completed on-the-job training and had shown a competent working knowledge of the system, the dispatcher was monitored while operating the system alone. Performance was monitored continually by an event recording system, which recorded every keystroke entered on the computer by the dispatcher and all alarms received during the employee’s shift. The event recorder printout was reviewed by company officers after an occurrence involving unusual circumstances.
To supplement on-the-job training, the trainee was exposed to several on-going training programs. These programs included monthly meetings concerning safety and operations, review and completion of the operator training manual, and special training seminars. The operator training manual was a self-paced, self-instructional two-volume document that covered a wide variety of pipeline operational procedures. Trainees reviewed these manuals while on duty, a chapter at a time. When the individuals believed they had adequately reviewed the chapter, they were examined on the material. A company officer administered the exam and reviewed all incorrect responses with the trainees. Trainees were to complete all chapters and associated tests during their first year of employment.

The dispatcher on duty at the time of the rupture received his 6-month performance appraisal on March 30, 1989, with the rating of "meets most performance requirements." His instructor had described the dispatcher's ability to learn material as "slow" at that time but attributed this to the dispatcher's refinery rather than pipeline background. The instructor added that as time passed, the dispatcher "quite easily" learned the proper operating and dispatching procedures.

Southern Pacific Management Oversight of Train Operations

The SP's road foreman of engines was responsible for the direct supervision of engineers operating over his particular territory. The road foreman of engines, whose territory was involved in the train derailment, testified that he was responsible for 35 to 55 engineers, depending on the number of helper units in service and the amount of train traffic. According to his testimony, in addition to the required rules examinations, rules compliance was measured through efficiency testing, train rides, review of event recorders, and general observation.

The road foreman of engines for the territory involved in the train derailment testified that efficiency tests were conducted 7 or 8 days a month and that 50 percent of that time would be devoted to checking speed violations through use of radar. The other 50 percent was devoted to efficiency testing of other operating rules. According to the road foreman, there was no set policy on the number of efficiency tests to be made on grade operations or through the use of radar. With respect to train rides, the road foreman testified that he would ride with each engineer at least once or twice a year or more if the engineer was experiencing problems. Again, there was no written policy regarding the number of check rides that had to be made. According to the road foreman, he reviewed 15 to 20 speed tapes a month, some of which were reviewed with the engineer if the road foreman had some concern about the engineer's performance.

The SP instituted a demerit system for rules violations as one method of disciplinary action. According to the road foreman, an employee could accumulate up to 90 demerits before suspension or disciplinary action was initiated. He stated further, however, that if an employee had accumulated
Establish inspection, maintenance, and test requirements to demonstrate and maintain the proper functioning of check valves installed in pipeline systems.

On November 13, 1989, RSPA responded to the Safety Board's recommendations stating:

An Alert Bulletin has been issued that alerts all hazardous liquid pipeline operators to test in critical locations all check valves for proper closure and recommends the replacement of any check valve that fails to close properly. Also, the advisory recommends that valves located in noncritical areas be inspected for operation at the first opportunity the valves can be bypassed or otherwise taken out of operational service. (The full text of the alert bulletin is contained in appendix L.)

We have initiated a study to determine the feasibility of establishing inspection, maintenance, and test requirements to demonstrate and maintain the proper functioning of check valves installed in pipeline systems. We plan to complete this study within 9 months. If the study supports a need for such a regulation, we will initiate rulemaking.

Based on RSPA's response to the Board's recommendations, Safety Recommendations P-89-5 and -6 have been classified as "Open--Acceptable Alternate Action" and "Open--Acceptable Action," respectively.

Meteorological Information

At 7:30 a.m. on May 12, 1989, at the Norton Air Force Base, located about 4 miles from the accident site, the sky was clear with a temperature of 57 degrees F. Visibility was reported as 15 miles. Similar weather conditions existed at the time of the pipeline rupture.

Medical and Pathological Information

Train Derailment.--Two children, ages 7 and 9, suffered fatal injuries when the train derailed and hopper cars struck their house at 2348 Duffy Street (see figure 11). Postmortem examinations indicated that both children died of suffocation and compressional asphyxia.

The head-end engineer of Extra 7551 East sustained a 4-inch laceration of the left upper arm, multiple rib fractures on the left side with pneumothorax, and multiple abrasions and contusions. He was admitted to the intensive care unit at St. Bernardine Hospital where he was treated and later released.

The two crewmembers located in the last helper engine reported receiving minor injuries. Immediate medical attention was not sought, and there are no records to indicate injuries or treatment.
As an agent for OPS, when CSFM detects a violation of 49 CFR 195, it advises OPS of the findings. Based on its review of the information provided by CSFM, OPS determines if enforcement action is warranted, the type of action warranted, and whether or not to pursue further action. According to a representative from the CSFM, in this arrangement, CSFM serves to detect noncompliance but has no regulatory authority in resolving any noncompliance detected. Testimony from the division chief for pipeline safety operations at CSFM indicated, however, that CSFM could request an operator to take corrective action without first consulting OPS if an immediate risk to public safety existed.

The San Bernardino deputy fire chief (incident commander) testified that although he had been contacted by a representative from the CSFM on the day of the derailment, he was not made aware of the presence or activities of the CSFM during the days following the train derailment. Testimony from the division chief of pipeline safety operations indicated that representatives from the CSFM were on site through May 16, were in contact with Calnev personnel throughout this time concerning cleanup operations and inspection of the pipeline, and relayed information concerning activities at the derailment site to the OPS' regional office in Colorado. According to his testimony, OPS did not instruct CSFM to take any actions at the site, CSFM representatives on site were satisfied with Calnev's inspections, and based on Calnev's assessment of the integrity of the pipeline, CSFM did not request Calnev to take any further action. He stated also that CSFM was not aware of any request by the deputy fire chief to fully expose and inspect the pipeline in the derailment area. The division chief further testified that representatives from CSFM routinely worked with pipeline personnel rather than fire department personnel, but that CSFM had initiated a program subsequent to the pipeline rupture to contact the fire departments within the State of California to inform them of CSFM's role in and responsibilities for liquid pipelines.

Following the pipeline rupture, representatives from the CSFM and from OPS were dispatched to the scene of the accident. The deputy fire chief stated that he was made aware of their presence and was routinely updated on their activities during the days following the rupture. (The actions taken by the OPS following the pipeline rupture have been previously discussed.)

On August 9, 1989, as a result of its preliminary investigation of the pipeline rupture, the Safety Board issued the following two Safety Recommendations to the Research and Special Programs Administration:

P-89-5

Require pipeline operators that have "All-Clear Check Valves" manufactured by the Wheatley Company installed in their pipeline systems to test these valves for proper closure and require the replacement of any that fail to close properly.
60 demerits, an assessment of the employee’s performance was made. For each month that no violations were incurred, two and one-half demerits were removed from the employee’s record.

SP’s records indicated that in the 12 months prior to the train derailment, the head-end engineer had successfully passed 68 of 70 efficiency tests conducted. His records indicated two instances of disciplinary action. On March 31, 1986, he was cited for exceeding maximum authorized speed (29 mph in a 25-mph zone) while serving as fireman during helper engine service. He waived a formal investigation and received 30 demerits. The second instance involved his failure to properly connect locomotives on February 13, 1988. Again, he waived a formal investigation and received 30 demerits.

SP’s records indicated that in the 12 months prior to the train derailment, the helper engineer had successfully passed all 63 efficiency tests conducted. His records indicated no instances of disciplinary action.

None of the crewmembers involved in the train derailment on May 12, 1989, were cited for disciplinary action. According to the general manager for the Western Region, one reason for not taking any disciplinary action was because of the false information provided to the traincrew. He testified, 

"...it would not have seemed appropriate due to all the outside factors to cite this crew. It would have been very difficult to establish the complicity of the crew as far as the runaway train."

Industry Pipeline Standards and Federal Regulations

When the construction of the Calnev pipeline began in 1969, there were no federal regulations in effect that addressed the operation, inspection, and maintenance of liquid pipelines. Industry-recommended standards, American Standards Association (ASA) Code B31.4 - "Liquid Petroleum Transportation Piping System" (as revised in 1966), addressed design, construction, inspection, testing, operation, and maintenance considerations, which liquid petroleum operators were encouraged to follow. Selected provisions of the code are contained in Appendix I.

Federal authority to regulate liquid pipeline carriers for safety purposes has existed since March 4, 1921, and was vested originally in the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC). In 1967, this authority was transferred to the FRA of the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), and shortly thereafter, the first federal safety regulations for liquid pipelines were issued requiring only the reporting of accidents (49 CFR 180.28).

In August 1968, the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 1968 was enacted, and the Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS) within the DOT was established to develop safety standards for natural gas pipelines and to provide technical advice to the FRA on matters relating to liquid pipelines. On September 29, 1969, the FRA issued regulations for liquid pipelines, 49 CFR Part 195. (The regulations did not apply to pipelines already constructed or under construction.) Many of the provisions of the regulations were based on the existing industry standards, including the 1966 edition of the ASA Code
B31.4. Pertinent provisions of Part 195 are contained in Appendix J. Only a few substantive changes have been made to these particular provisions since the regulations were issued in 1969.

ASA Code B31.8, "Gas Transmission and Distribution Piping Systems," is the industry standard for the natural gas industry. Code B31.8, unlike Code B31.4, had established design standards based on the surrounding population. In determining the population density, the number of buildings intended for human occupancy within a 1/4-mile exposure distance on each side of a gas pipeline route was to be considered. Initially, these standards applied only to the original installation of pipelines, and modifications were not required when the population adjacent to the pipeline increased. However, the 1968 edition of Code B31.8 recommended that gas pipeline operators continually survey their pipelines, and that for pipelines operating in excess of 40 percent of the specified yield strength of the pipe, operators confirm the adequacy of the design or reduce pressure in the pipeline when prescribed population densities were exceeded. Additionally, Code B31.8 (as revised in 1968) based the frequency of several tests required for acceptance of newly installed pipeline, and of several inspections required of pipelines in operation, on the population densities adjacent to a pipeline.

The first Federal regulations for natural gas pipelines, 49 CFR Part 192, were published on August 19, 1970, and were primarily based on the 1968 edition of Code B31.8. Pertinent provisions of Part 192, specifically the population-based spacing requirements for valves on natural gas transmission lines, are contained in Appendix K.

Oversight of Calnev’s Pipeline Operations

The Calnev pipeline involved in the train derailment and the subsequent pipeline rupture is an interstate liquid pipeline. Federal regulations addressing interstate pipelines, as contained in 49 CFR Part 195, are currently administered by OPS within the Research and Special Programs Administration (RSPA), a part of the DOT. The Office of the California State Fire Marshal (CSFM) has authority for the regulation, inspection, and enforcement of intrastate pipelines. On January 1, 1987, the CSFM signed an agreement with OPS that stipulates that the CSFM will act as an agent for OPS for inspecting and monitoring interstate pipelines within the State of California to determine compliance with certain provisions of 49 CFR Part 195. Because construction of the Calnev pipeline began in 1969, the provisions of 49 CFR 195 were not yet in effect; thus, the design, materials, installation (including the location of valves), and initial testing requirements do not apply to this pipeline. However, the provisions for reporting accident and safety-related conditions and for the operation and maintenance of the pipeline do apply.

31 On August 22, 1972, the U.S. Department of Transportation Act was amended to transfer the authority of the FRA to carry out the liquid pipeline safety functions to the Secretary of Transportation.
A resident at 2326 Duffy Street (see figure 11) sustained multiple injuries, including a right compound fracture of the femur, a large laceration of the right knee, and a compressed spinal fracture when several hopper cars struck his house. This resident was trapped for about 15 hours before being rescued and transported to a local hospital.

The conductor of Extra 7551 East, who was located in the lead engine unit, 8278, and the brakeman who was located in the third engine unit, 7549, suffered fatal injuries as a result of the derailment. Postmortem examinations indicated that both crewmembers died of multiple traumatic injuries.

**Pipeline Rupture.**—Two residents, one of whom was in her house at 2327 Duffy Street and the other in her backyard at 2315 Duffy Street (see figure 11), sustained fatal injuries as a result of the fire.

Three residents received serious injuries, second and third degree burns, while escaping from their burning homes. Sixteen other residents reported minor burns and shortness of breath from smoke inhalation. One firefighter reported burning his foot while fighting the fire.

One person, who was not a local resident, received multiple rib fractures in an automobile accident while attempting to make a U-turn to avoid the fire resulting from the pipeline rupture. Three other persons, who also were not local residents, reported minor injuries, including lacerations and contusions, while attempting to drive away from the fire.

**Toxicological Information**

In accordance with current FRA requirements, toxicological samples were obtained from all five crewmembers of Extra 7551 East. These samples (blood and urine specimens from the surviving crewmembers, and blood, urine, and tissue specimens from the deceased crewmembers) were forwarded to and examined by the Center for Human Toxicology (CHT) in Salt Lake City, Utah. Additionally, in accordance with SP operating procedures, a second urine specimen was collected from each of the surviving crewmembers and forwarded to an alternate contract laboratory facility, Roche Biomedical Laboratories, Incorporated (RBL), for examination. The specimens examined by CHT and RBL were negative for alcohol and other drugs.

The train dispatcher on duty at the time of the train derailment was not requested to submit to toxicological testing. Calnev’s pipeline dispatcher on duty at the time of the pipeline rupture was not requested to submit to toxicological testing. Calnev did not have a policy regarding postaccident toxicological testing of employees. Calnev employees, however, were required to submit to drug testing before being hired. Testimony by Calnev’s manager

---

32 Samples from the head-end engineer, the helper engineer, and the helper brakeman were collected, respectively, at 12:15 p.m., 9:45 a.m., and 10:18 a.m., on the day of the accident.
of operations indicated that Calnev was aware that the company would be required by Federal regulation to implement a drug testing program in the near future.

Southern Pacific's Physical Examination Policy

SP's physical examination policy requires all employees to submit to a physical examination when they are hired. With the exception of engineers, there is no requirement that employees submit to further examinations after that date. Engineers must undergo a physical examination at the time they are promoted to the position of engineer. They are not required to submit to another examination until they reach the age of 40, at which time they must then undergo a physical examination every 5 years until the age of 60. At 60, an engineer must then receive an annual physical examination. At age 65, engineers are required to undergo semiannual examinations. (Physical examination dates of the SP employees are contained in Appendix B.)

Tests and Research

Event Recorders.--The multi-event recorders recovered from head-end locomotive units 7549, 7551, and 8278 were sent to the Safety Board's laboratory in Washington, D.C., for readout and evaluation.

The type of recorders installed on the SP locomotive units involved in the accident were designed to record speeds up to 90 miles per hour (mph). The three stripcharts generated from the event recorders indicated that the train speed exceeded 90 mph. Because the physical limit of these stripcharts was exceeded, the maximum speed of the train could not be determined based on the original recorded values. To determine the maximum speed attained, additional stripcharts were generated using a method that reduces the recorded speed values to half their original values (appendix M). Actual values at any point on the stripchart are then obtained by doubling the indicated speed. The results indicate that the train probably reached a speed of 110 mph before derailing.

By reviewing the stripchart generated from the information recorded from unit 7549, Safety Board investigators attempted to determine if the dynamic braking on that unit was functioning. If the dynamic brakes on a locomotive unit are functioning, whenever an engineer uses dynamic braking, corresponding amperage activity should occur and be recorded on the stripchart. A review of the stripchart indicated that unit 7549 went into dynamic braking 15 occasions during the previous 30 hours of operation; however, the expected corresponding amperage activity was recorded on only 2 occasions. Both instances of recorded amperage activity occurred before Extra 7551 East reached Hiland. The SP chief mechanical officer testified, "...I do not have [the] degree of confidence in the reconstructed tape that [the general road foreman] does because of the difficulty we've experienced with the tape cartridges. It's not uncommon to have them not record on a.

33 Since the effect of the half-speed process on the other parameters is unknown, the stripcharts should be used to determine train speed only.
channel." The general road foreman testified that based on his review of the stripchart for unit 7549, "During the time that the train descended the hill from Highland, the dynamic brake did not work."

The event recorder printout indicated that service braking (air/mechanical brakes) occurred for more than 25 minutes as the train descended the hill from Hiland. According to information obtained from a brake shoe manufacturer, "Composition brake shoe binders start to decompose at temperatures between 700 degrees F and 800 degrees F, provided this elevated temperature is sustained. If composition brake shoe temperatures are sustained for an extended period of time (20 minutes or greater) above 700 degrees F and decomposition takes place, the shoe will continue to produce high frictional values with small losses as the result of heat fade."

**Train Dynamics Analyzer Runs.**--On August 15, 1989, six simulations of the movement of train Extra 7551 East down the 2.2 percent grade from Hiland were conducted on a Freightmaster Train Dynamics Analyzer in Fort Worth, Texas. Operating parameters, including air brake reductions and speeds, were based on the information contained on the stripchart made from the event recorder data pack removed from SP 7551 following the derailment. As stated by SP's general road foreman, who observed the simulations with Safety Board investigators, "Test one is the only test that we could run that would allow us to go down the hill in the same manner that this train went down the hill and make the air brake reductions as they were made on the strip chart." Test one was made with 12 axles of dynamic braking on the head-end locomotive units, 6 axles of dynamic braking on the helper units, and with a trailing tonnage of about 8,900 tons. The brake shoe efficiency was purposely degraded during the run with the level of degradation and the location of degradation estimated as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mile Post Location</th>
<th>Percent Brake Shoe Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>469</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>473.7</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>474.7</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>475</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480.7</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The general road foreman of engines recounted the results of the simulation, "We maintained the 30 miles an hour with the reductions that were made on the strip chart and then as the speed started increasing on the strip chart, we started brake deterioration in the simulations and things deteriorated from that point on....the train obtained approximately 105 miles per hour."

Test four was conducted with 12 axles of dynamic braking on the head-end of the train, 12 axles of dynamic braking on the rear end, and a trailing tonnage of about 6,150 tons. These parameters represent the number of axles of dynamic braking and the tonnage that the head-end engineer believed existed for Extra 7551 East. The simulation revealed that the train was controlled and the speed maintained under 30 mph coming down the hill.
The other four tests were stopped when the train could not be controlled coming down the hill by using the parameters from the event recorders.

**Instrumented Brake Shoe Tests.**--On June 12, 13, and 14, 1989, SP conducted brake shoe tests on SP cars equipped with empty/load devices and on CSGW cars not equipped with the devices. The tests were conducted to determine braking forces on cars similar to the cars that were in the accident. By replacing the actual brake shoe with an instrumented brake shoe, accurate measurements of the forces applied to the wheel could be made. According to the SP's chief mechanical officer, the tests confirmed that the SP cars had "...a braking ratio of 1...."

**Train Vibration Study.**--At the request of the Safety Board, the Test and Engineering Center of Failure Analysis Associates, an engineering and scientific consulting service, conducted tests at the accident site to measure and record vibration and strain levels to determine if the passage of trains induced vibration or strain in the buried pipeline. As stated in the introduction to the report prepared by Failure Analysis Associates, "...an instrumentation system was assembled to provide a measure of the vertical and lateral acceleration at two locations and axial and hoop strains at two locations on the pipe." Data were acquired for a 24-hour period during which time nine trains passed through the area. In addition, consist and engine log data were acquired from the SP for several of these trains. After analyzing the data collected, Failure Analysis Associates concluded, "...it does not appear that the passage of trains, at the speeds observed, imparts a measurable strain or vibration in the pipeline."

**Soil Inspection Report.**--On May 25, the day of the pipeline rupture, Calnev contracted with Converse Consultants, a geo-technical and environmental consulting organization, to perform work in the area of the pipeline rupture. As stated in its August 30, 1989, report of findings (appendix N), Converse Consultants' investigation "...was performed to evaluate the subsurface conditions in the vicinity of the pipeline rupture in order to locate areas where the soils may have been disturbed by excavating equipment. It is our understanding that excavating equipment may have been utilized in the vicinity of the pipe rupture during Calnev post derailment pipe inspection and/or during clean-up of the derailment debris." A total of 14 tests were conducted; tests 1 through 4 (figure 16) were performed within the area of the rupture, and tests 5 through 14 were conducted in an area ("control area") where Converse Consultants believed there had been no excavation or disturbance of the soil. According to Converse Consultants' report, tests of samples taken at locations 1 through 4 indicated "...disturbed or poorly compacted earth materials...and contained significant quantities of the mineral trona." Tests of samples taken at locations 5 through 14 indicated that the earth materials had not been recently disturbed. The tests indicated no presence of the material trona at these locations. A representative from Converse Consultants testified, "...my interpretation and conclusion is that the materials, backfill materials, which prior to the derailment would have been just clean, natural soils without the presence of trona, had become contaminated with trona by means of excavation and replacement, probably as backfill or certainly as materials that had been exposed to trona and mixed, by whatever means."
Figure 16.--Map from Converse Consultants' soil inspection report.
Metallurgical Testing.—Two 14-inch outside diameter (OD) pipe sections, one measuring 44 inches long and containing a rupture and one about 41 inches long, were taken to the Safety Board's materials laboratory in Washington, D.C., for examination. The two sections of pipe had been adjacent to each other before they were cut apart. As received in the Board's laboratory, the pipe contained directional arrows and a marking along the top of the section to indicate orientation of the pipe in the ground before removal. Arrows "N" and "S" denoted the north and south directions, respectively (figure 17). A longitudinal marking across the sections at the transverse cut signified the top of the pipe and the matching rotational positions of the two sections relative to each other. Yellow grid line markings had been made on the OD surface around the rupture area. Subsequent notes supplied by Failure Analysis Associates (the metallurgical consultants contracted by the SP to examine the pipe) indicated that these markings denoted positions where thickness measurements had been made on the pipe. Arrow "x" in figure 18 indicates a location where the wall thickness measured the thinnest at about 0.249 inch, which was confirmed by micrometer measurements in the Safety Board's laboratory. Wall thicknesses of 0.254 inch were also found in the origin area of the fracture. The wall thickness away from the fracture measured about 0.312 inches.

The northern section of pipe contained a gaping rupture on the east side of the pipe (bracket "o" in figure 18). As shown in figure 19, the fracture faces were gaped apart and the pipe was deformed outward.

Examination of the OD surface of the pipe sections disclosed what appeared to be mechanical damage in the form of depressions or scrapes which, for the most part, were linear. The most severe damage was on the northern section of pipe and in line with the origin of the rupture. Unmarked arrows in figure 18 outline the damage, which was readily visible. This damage produced a visible depression in the pipe OD surface with a matching bulge on the inside diameter (ID) surface. The maximum depth of the depression was estimated to be about 0.18 inch from the original OD shape. The width of the damage was about 2 inches at its maximum point.

Arrows in figure 20 outline mechanical damage to the OD surface on the southern section of pipe. This section contained two pronounced areas of elongated damage, the centers of which were 2 to 3 inches apart. Neither of these areas showed appreciable denting into the OD surface.

Visual examination of the fracture surface of the rupture disclosed no evidence of progressive cracking. All fracture features were typical of an overstress separation. A pie-shaped section containing the origin area of the rupture was excised from the pipe and further sectioned to a specimen size suitable for examination with the aid of a scanning electron microscope (SEM). SEM examination disclosed dimple rupture features throughout the fracture area that were typical of a ductile overstress separation. There was no evidence of crack arrest markings or oxidation areas that would indicate a progressive separation.
Figure 17.--Overall view of the pipe sections as submitted for examination.
Approximately 1/24 magnification.

Figure 18.--Higher magnification view of northern pipe section containing
the rupture (indicated by bracket 1, figure 17).
Figure 19.--Looking north on north section of pipe showing bulge in the pipe at the rupture. Bracket locates gap in rupture.

Figure 20.--Higher magnification view of the southern pipe section with mechanical damage outlined by arrowheads.
Many parallel microfissures were noted on the outside diameter in the origin area near the fracture plane. Most of these microfissures were extremely small and shallow and, for the most part, detectable only by higher magnification. However, some microfissures were readily visible with the unaided eye. SEM examination of the fractures within these larger microfissures disclosed features also representative of an overstress separation.

To better characterize the mechanical damage to the OD surface, several metallographic sections were prepared that were oriented both transversely and in line (along the length) with the linear depression. Arrows "B" and "C" in figure 18 indicate the general area where these sections were prepared. The sections were etched and examined along the OD surface for evidence of grain distortion. Except for sporadic highly isolated areas, there was no evidence of grain distortion that would signify a direction of deformation. A few very small areas were noted along the OD surface that were indicative of particles impacting the OD surface radially inward with a slight sliding movement. There was no evidence of grain distortion that would indicate a massive movement of the material in the depression.

A section of pipe located south of the rupture and which contained two areas of surface damage—one near the top centerline and one on the west side—was sent to the Southwest Research Institute for metallurgical examination. The principal objectives of the examination were to inspect for the presence of cracks and to identify the direction of surface deformation in the two damaged areas on the sample. A summary of the results follows:

1. No evidence of any surface cracking was observed on the outside surface of either sample.

2. No significant wall thinning had occurred in either of the scraped areas. The minimum wall thickness measured at the point of most severe damage was 0.313 inch, while the undamaged wall thickness was 0.317 inch.

3. The pipe had been locally dented inward approximately 0.1 inch at the damaged area near the top centerline (southernmost damage area).

4. SEM and EDS analyses of the surfaces did not detect any tool-to-pipe metal transfer.

5. Metallographic sectioning positively identified the direction of surface deformation in both areas of damage.

   a. Damage near top centerline

      The direction of surface deformation was established to be in a mainly southerly direction.
b. Damage near 270 degree position (west side)

The direction of damage was established to be in a downward and southerly direction. This direction is consistent with the nature of the coating damage.

Simulation of Excavating Equipment Operations.—On January 16, 1990, in accordance with a test plan agreed to by all parties, Calnev conducted a series of field tests to determine the amount of damage that three pieces of excavating equipment could inflict on a 14-inch pipeline. These three pieces of equipment that worked in the vicinity of the pipeline between May 12 and 19, 1989, following the removal of the train cars and locomotives, were a Case 580C rubber tire backhoe, a John Deere 690 track excavator, and a Caterpillar 988B front-end loader.

Two 80-foot lengths of pipeline that had been removed from the accident site were filled with water and pressurized to 800 psig and buried without anchors to about minimal burial conditions (one was buried to a 4-foot depth and the other to a 1 1/2-foot depth) that might have been encountered in the area of the train derailment during cleanup operations. The backhoe and the excavator were owned and operated by the Arizona Pipeline Company, and the front-end loader was owned and operated by Jimco Construction Equipment Company, working on behalf of SP. In addition to Safety Board personnel, representatives from Calnev, the Southern Pacific Transportation Company, the California State Fire Marshal's office, IT Corporation, and the Office of Pipeline Safety were present for these field tests.

The teeth on the 2-foot-wide bucket of the Case 580C backhoe penetrated the pipeline coating but could not substantially dent the pipe wall in any of the tests. Running the teeth of the bucket along the top of the pipeline resulted in shallow "chatter" type scratches in the pipe wall. The bucket of the backhoe, with teeth down, was pulled across the top of the pipeline at various angles; pulling the bucket across at an angle of 45 degrees resulted in the greatest penetration to the pipeline coating and the pipe wall with all five teeth of the bucket. Dropping the bucket from a 6-foot height and a 2-foot height and hitting the pipeline with the back of the bucket did not result in any dents to the pipe wall. Because the hydraulics of the equipment slowed the bucket speed when dropped from the 6-foot height, the damage to the coating was less than the damage that occurred when the bucket was dropped from the 2-foot height. The teeth of the bucket did not penetrate or dent the pipe wall when dropped onto the pipeline.

Running the teeth on the bucket of the John Deere 690B excavator along the top of the pipeline resulted in chatter type marks in the pipe wall similar to those made by the Case 580C backhoe. Scraping the side of the pipeline with the side of the bucket resulted in damage to the pipeline coating but no dents in the pipe. Two hits on the pipeline with the back of a loaded bucket created a dent about 1/16-inch deep in the top of the pipe.

During the first test on the second piece of buried pipeline using the Caterpillar 988B front-end loader, the operator dug into the soil covering
the pipeline and then dragged the back of the bucket over the top of the pipeline. The operator stated that he did not feel the equipment hit the pipeline, and there was no noise at ground level of the equipment striking the pipeline. After the pipeline was uncovered by hand at this location, observers saw that two marks physically disturbed the metal, about 2 feet apart, on the top of the pipeline. Also, coating damage was observed. A second attempt to drag the back of the bucket over the top of the pipeline resulted in distinctive marks, 18 inches apart, to the coating and the pipe wall. During this second attempt, the operator felt the equipment hit the pipeline, and the noise of the equipment striking the pipeline was clearly heard at ground level. When the side of the bucket was forcefully scraped along the side of the pipeline in a forward motion, damage to the pipe coating was extensive. Where the coating damage ended, a tooth of the bucket struck the lower quadrant of the pipeline creating a deep dent. This action also caused the unanchored pipeline to move 4 inches in a longitudinal direction. When the side of the bucket was scraped along the side of the pipeline a second time over a 5-foot length of the pipeline, a 4-inch-wide area of coating was removed along the entire length. When the back of the bucket of the front-end loader was dragged over the top of the pipeline a third time, two marks, 5 inches apart, were observed along the top quadrant of the pipeline. There was no visible denting of the pipe at these locations.

Other Information

Train Movements Following the Train Derailment and Preceding the Pipeline Rupture.--Between the time the SP opened its rail line for traffic at 4:00 p.m. on May 16, 1989, and the time of the pipeline rupture on May 25, 1989, 34 trains and 1 light engine were operated eastbound, and 39 trains and 1 light engine were operated westbound.

Agreement Between the Southern Pacific and City of San Bernardino Following the Train Derailment.--An agreement between the Southern Pacific and the City of San Bernardino relative to the train derailment of May 12, 1989, was presented at the Safety Board’s public hearing in August 1989 (appendix O). In addition to outlining the obligations of the railroad with respect to the property destroyed or damaged as a result of the train derailment, the agreement provided that Southern Pacific, rather than the City, would be responsible for any reimbursement claims by CalNev. The agreement further stated:

It is further hereby acknowledged and agreed by the parties that a Cal-Nev 34 gas line runs adjacent to the location of the derailment; that the health, safety and welfare of the persons in the vicinity of the derailment requires that such line be fully exposed to allow visual and other examination to the satisfaction of the City Fire Department. As between City and Railroad, Railroad shall bear all costs incurred thereby and for replacement

---

34 The Safety Board verified at the public hearing that the term “CalNev” used in the agreement does refer to the CalNev Pipeline Company.
of the line. Railroad’s obligation to Cal-Neva shall be determined by the contract between Cal-Neva and Railroad, if any.

This agreement may be amended only in writing by and between the parties hereto.

The agreement was signed on May 17, 1989, by the general manager of SP’s Western Region and the City Attorney for San Bernardino.

The deputy fire chief (incident commander), who stated that he had expressed the desire to Calnev’s manager of operations during the immediate days following the train derailment that the pipeline be fully exposed and inspected, testified that he was not made aware of the provision of the agreement until June 21, 1989. According to his testimony, it was his understanding that he did not have the authority to require Calnev to expose and inspect the pipeline and that only the State Fire Marshal’s Office through the Office of Pipeline Safety had that authority. The deputy fire chief stated that he did not make his desire known to the State Fire Marshal’s Office. The deputy fire chief terminated his command of the emergency response to the train derailment on May 15, 1989.

The general manager of SP’s Western Region testified that when he signed the agreement, it was his belief that the inspection outlined in the agreement had been performed. Calnev’s manager of operations testified that he was not aware of any agreement between the City and SP regarding the exposure and inspection of the pipeline and that there had been no contract between Calnev and SP. He testified also that, based on his understanding of the right-of-way agreement between SP and Calnev, SP could have requested Calnev to expose and inspect the pipeline. Testimony from the SP’s general manager indicates that a request to fully expose and inspect the pipeline was never made to Calnev.

Development of Land Adjacent to the SP Railroad and the Calnev Pipeline.—The area affected by the May 12 derailment and the May 25 pipeline rupture was planned in 1955 for residential use, and the subdivision plat was recorded with San Bernardino County on November 10, 1955. On October 1, 1957, the subdivision was annexed by the City of San Bernardino and incorporated within the city limits. In 1967, the SP constructed the portion of its railroad where the train derailment occurred, and at that time, no houses were located on Duffy Street.

By October 1967, houses had been constructed within the eastern portion of the subdivision, but no houses were on either side of that portion of Duffy Street that paralleled the proposed railroad. In 1969 and 1970, when the Calnev pipeline was constructed along the eastern edge of the SP right-of-way, no houses had yet been erected on that portion of Duffy Street that paralleled the railroad; only a few houses had been built within the subdivision. According to recollections of long-term residents, intensive construction within the area occurred from 1970 to 1972.

The City of San Bernardino’s General Plan for land use is a policy document that establishes goals, objectives, and policies for the future.
The specific standards for a development are to be guided by this Plan and included in the zoning ordinances or development codes. The subject of land use control because of its proximity to railroad mainline tracks or high pressure liquid or other pipelines is not specifically addressed.

Before these accidents, the City had developed a proposed revision to its Plan, subsequently conducted public hearings on the proposal, and approved a revised plan. A statement within the proposal advised that, in part, this plan is a foundation policy document that defines the framework for decisions by the City on the use of its land for the protection of residents from natural and human-caused hazards. Neither the proposal nor the newly adopted plan specifically addressed the use of land near mainline railroads or high pressure pipelines.

Disaster Preparedness.--San Bernardino County, about 20,000 square miles in size, is located in the southeastern portion of California. Within the county are 20 incorporated cities with the heaviest concentration of population in the west-central portion. The county's population is more than 1 million.

The County of San Bernardino, the district fire agencies, and the municipal fire departments are signatories to the State of California's Master Mutual Aid Plan to combat emergency situations that may develop and that are beyond the control of any one agency. In addition, many of the agencies have developed local mutual aid and automatic aid agreements. To maximize the resources within the County and to assist in the coordination of such resources, a Mutual Aid System was developed that divides the County into 10 zones. The SP train derailment occurred in what is designated in the Mutual Aid Plan as Zone 2.

Zone 2, or the "East Valley" area is served by eight agencies in the east end of the San Bernardino Valley (figure 21). Resources of the agencies in Zone 2 include: 83 fire response vehicles, 28 specialty units and squads, and 6 pieces of specialized equipment. Within Zone 2 are 526 full-time firefighters and 25 reserve firefighters.

The San Bernardino County Communications Center located in Rialto serves as the Zone 2 Emergency Communications Center. The Communications Center is responsible for emergency dispatch functions for the San Bernardino County Fire Agency-Central Valley District and the Rialto and Loma Linda Fire Departments. Separate dispatch centers are maintained by the fire departments of the City of San Bernardino and Norton Air Force Base, and by the County Fire Warden.

Train Derailments over Pipelines.--The California State Fire Marshal's Office has maintained records on pipeline failures since it began regulating hazardous liquid pipelines in 1984. On March 9, 1989, a butane car derailed at the Tosco Refinery in Martinez, California, and struck and ruptured an above-ground pipeline. No injuries, fire, or explosion resulted from the accident. In another recorded incident at Montclair, California, on
December 19, 1988, an axle from a "rail car truck" had made a small hole in the 20-inch-diameter pipeline of the Southern Pacific Pipe Line Company; the pipeline ran parallel to the railroad tracks.

On June 27, 1989, a locomotive was being used to switch the order of rail cars at a Union Pacific Railroad yard at Las Vegas, Nevada. About 8:30 a.m., Pacific daylight time, 34 rail cars were being moved when the leading 9 cars and the trailing 12 cars derailed with several rail cars overturning on top of two Calnev petroleum products pipelines. The 6-inch pipeline located on one side of the rail line contained jet fuel, and the 8-inch pipeline on the opposite side of the rail line contained gasoline. Both pipelines were under about 600 psig pressure and both were buried 4 to 5 feet below the ground surface.

Pipeline inspection personnel from both the Nevada Public Service Commission and the Office of Pipeline Safety responded to the Las Vegas accident to monitor the removal of rail cars, to require inspection of both pipelines to determine if the pipelines had been damaged, and to determine if they were safe to return to service. The Office of Pipeline Safety required Calnev to fully uncover and visually inspect the pipelines for possible damage and then required Calnev to hydrostatically test the pipelines through the area of the derailment. The Office of Pipeline Safety advised the Safety Board that it had established as a policy that pipelines potentially damaged by a derailment would be both visually examined and subjected to a hydrostatic test before they could be returned to service, if OPS believes there is potential for harm to life or property.

The Safety Board requested that the Santa Fe Pacific Pipelines Company (formerly the Southern Pacific Pipelines Company)\(^\text{35}\) provide records of any derailments over pipelines and their results. Santa Fe advised that 55 percent of its 3,300-mile pipeline system was installed along railroad rights-of-way and that between 1966 and 1989, 121 train derailments had occurred over its pipeline. The Santa Fe has never experienced any damage as a result of a train derailment where the pipe was buried 3 feet or more below ground. However, it did experience damage to its pipeline during the derailment clearing operations for the Montclair accident.

On June 20, 1989, the California Senate Committee on Toxics and Public Safety Management and the California Assembly Select Committee on Hazardous Materials and Pipeline Safety held a joint public hearing on the San Bernardino accidents. As a result of that hearing, Assembly Bill No. 385 was passed and signed into law. The bill calls for the California State Fire Marshal to conduct and prepare a risk assessment study addressing hazardous liquid pipelines within 500 feet of a railroad track. The study is to be completed by January 1, 1991.

\(^{35}\) As a result of mergers subsequent to the Montclair, California, accident, Southern Pacific Pipelines became the Santa Fe Pacific Pipelines.
ANALYSIS

General

When the Calnev 14-inch liquid petroleum pipeline ruptured on May 25, 1989, in the immediate area where a Southern Pacific freight train had derailed 13 days earlier, the Safety board’s investigation developed a bifold focus: (1) to determine the factors that led to the train derailment on May 12, 1989; and (2) to determine the factors that led to the pipeline rupture, including the effect, if any, that the train derailment and the postderailment wreckage clearance and pipeline inspection activities had in causing the pipeline to rupture. To facilitate a discussion of the accident investigation, this report will address first those issues that relate exclusively to the train derailment; second, those issues pertinent to the time period between the train derailment and the pipeline rupture; third, those issues that relate exclusively to the pipeline rupture; and fourth, those issues germane to both the train derailment and the pipeline rupture, such as emergency response.

No anomalies or deficiencies in the track structure, track geometry, or signals were noted that would have contributed to the train derailment. The crewmembers of Extra 7551 East were qualified by the Southern Pacific for their respective positions. The Calnev pipeline dispatcher on duty at the time of the pipeline rupture had successfully completed the training program established by the company. Weather was not considered a factor in either the train derailment or the pipeline rupture.

The Train Derailment

The investigation of the train derailment on May 12, 1989, revealed that when Extra 7551 East crested the hill at Hiland to descend the 2.2-percent grade, the head-end engineer believed he had a trailing tonnage of 6,150 tons and 69 tons per operative brake, based on the tonnage profile that had been given to him at the Mojave yard office, and 24 axles (four 6-axle units) of dynamic brakes, based on his assumption that two of the head-end locomotive units and the two helper locomotive units had functioning dynamic brakes. Based on this information, the operating rules required that the engineer crest the hill at 5 mph under the maximum speed allowed, 30 mph, and not exceed the maximum speed during the descent. The general road foreman testified, and the results of the train dynamics analyzer tests corroborated, that the engineer should have been able to easily control the train and maintain a speed of 30 mph down the grade with 24 axles of dynamic brakes and a trailing tonnage of 6,150 tons. The Safety Board’s investigation, therefore, examined (1) the accuracy of the information—particularly the number of axles of functioning dynamic brakes and the trailing tonnage—on which the engineer based his operation of the train, and (2) whether or not the engineer’s acceptance of this information as being accurate was reasonable. The investigation then attempted to determine what action, if any, the engineer could have taken to control the train down the 2.2-percent grade or to prevent the train from derailing given the information that was provided to him.
Axles of Dynamic Brakes.--The Safety Board examined the available evidence to determine the actual condition of the dynamic brakes on all six units. The head-end engineer and the helper engineer were riding in the first unit of the head-end consist, SP 8278, and the last unit of the helper consist, SP 7443, respectively. Their testimony indicates that the dynamic brakes on these two units were functioning. Also, a readout of the event recorder data from unit SP 8278 verifies that the dynamic brakes on that unit were functioning. Although unit SP 7443 was not equipped with an event recorder, the Safety Board believes that the testimony of the helper engineer is sufficient to conclude that the dynamic brakes on that unit were also functioning. The second unit in the head-end consist, SP 7551, was dead-in-power, had its dynamic brakes cut out and tagged. Based on the physical evidence and the testimony of the two engineers, the Safety Board concludes that the dynamic brakes on units SP 8278 and SP 7443 were functioning whereas the dynamic brakes on units SP 7551 and SP 8317 were not functioning when the train began descending the 2.2-percent grade.

The Safety Board received conflicting information regarding the condition of the dynamic brakes on the remaining two units, SP 7552 and head-end consist. According to the head-end engineer, the assistant engineer, he asked the head-end brakeman about the condition of the dynamic brakes on that unit, and the head-end brakeman replied, "its revving." According to the SP's chief mechanical officer, even though a unit "revs" in dynamic, one cannot be certain that the dynamic brakes on the unit are actually functioning without checking the ammeter reading in the cab of the locomotive in question. The inquiry by the head-end engineer should have prompted a conscientious brakeman to report any malfunction of the dynamic brakes. The lack of any further comment by the head-end brakeman suggests that either he was not attentive or that the dynamic brakes were functioning. Although there is no evidence to suggest that the head-end brakeman was inattentive, the Safety Board could not rule out that possibility. An engineer's failure report of May 4, 1969, 9 days before the derailment, indicated a dynamic brake failure on SP 7549 because of a stuck motor-braking switch. Although this defect was corrected, the chief mechanical officer testified that this type of defect could easily recur. Therefore, the possibility exists that the motor-braking switch became stuck after the head-end brakeman observed that the brakes were "revving." Data from the event recorders of SP 7549 indicated no amperage in dynamic braking as the train descended the hill. The general road foreman testified that, based on this information, he believed that the dynamic brakes on unit SP 7549 were not functioning when the train descended the hill. The chief mechanical officer testified, however, that because of past experience with the cartridges from the event recorders not recording accurately, the lack of a recording was not sufficient evidence to conclude that the dynamic brakes were not functioning.

According to the head-end engineer, the dynamic brakes on unit SP 734 were "intermittent" when he operated the unit from Fleta to Mojave before the locomotives were repositioned for the eastbound trip through the Cajon Pass; that is "it would load and then the dynamics would drop out." Based on a review of worksheets provided by SP, extensive dynamic brake work had been
performed on unit SP 9340 between April 27 and April 29, 1989. During this time, several dynamic braking grids and a grid blower were replaced to correct a previously reported dynamic brake defect. According to the chief mechanical officer, based on this extensive work, the unit should have had functioning dynamic brakes during the descent from Hiland.

The results of the train dynamics analyzer tests indicated that in order to replicate the accident sequence, including brake pipe reductions and speed, a train with a trailing tonnage of 8,900 tons would have required the equivalent of three locomotive units with functioning dynamic brakes. Although the Safety Board concludes that when Extra 7551 East began its descent from Hiland, only three of the six locomotive units had functioning dynamic brakes, the Board could not determine, based on the available evidence, whether this total of three units involved the full dynamics of either SP 7549 or SP 9340, or a combination of the two.

After the operating crew of Extra 7551 East picked up their three-unit locomotive consist at the Mojave yard, they determined that one of the locomotive units was not operating. During the movement of the four-unit locomotive consist to pick up the 69 loaded cars of trona, the head-end engineer became aware that the dynamic brakes on one of the locomotive units were functioning only intermittently. When the two-unit locomotive helper consist coupled onto the rear of Extra 7551 East at Oban, the dynamic brakes on only one unit (SP 7443) were functioning. The helper engineer testified that he did not inform either the dispatcher or the head-end engineer because the dynamic brakes on the other unit (SP 8317) were not functioning when he took control of the consist and thus he believed the information had been relayed to the dispatcher by the engineer whom he relieved.

When Extra 7551 East departed Oban, the head-end engineer asked the helper engineer if he had "...all of your dynamics." When the helper engineer responded, "Yeah, I'm in full," the head-end engineer believed that both helper locomotive units had functioning dynamic brakes. Therefore, the head-end engineer believed that he had at least four units with fully functional dynamic brakes. Although the Safety Board is concerned about the lack of communication among the assistant chief dispatcher, the helper engineer, and the head-end engineer regarding the condition of the dynamic brakes on the six locomotive units, the head-end engineer's belief that he had four units with functioning dynamic brakes was reasonable, under the circumstances.

**Trailing Tonnage**—The Lake Minerals Corporation had shipped an average of only 88 tons per rail car when it had intended to ship 100 tons per car on the previous occasion that it had shipped trona by rail. To avoid a repeat of that situation and also to avoid having excess material at the destination, Lake Minerals requested that the loading contractor at Rosamond install a sensing device on the front-end loader to measure the amount of material that was being loaded into the hopper cars. According to the superintendent of Lake Minerals, the accuracy of the sensing device had been tested and he was confident that each of the 69 hopper cars contained approximately 100 tons of trona. Therefore, the Safety Board concludes that the 69 hopper cars loaded at Rosamond each contained approximately 100 tons
of trona for a total lading weight of about 6,900 tons. Given the total
light weight of the 69 cars was 2,130 tons, the Safety Board concludes that
the total trailing tonnage of the train was about 9,000 tons.

At the time the cars were loaded and moved to the siding at Fleta, SP
procedures required that yard clerks release Lake Minerals Corporation from
the per diem charge for empty cars by accessing SP’s computer system and
entering information into the car file of the computer system, including the
estimated tonnage of the car lading. The yard clerks estimated what they
thought to have been the weight of the material in the car, believing that
the estimated weight they entered would be overridden by the proper weight
when the shipper’s bill of lading was later received at the billing office in
Los Angeles, and the computer system’s car file updated with that
information. The yard clerks had routinely estimated the weights of cars
that were being released and had no reason to believe in this instance that
the estimated weights would not be replaced with the actual weight as
provided by the shipper. The yard clerks’ actions, while ultimately a factor
in the information provided to the traincrew concerning the weight of their
train, were consistent with accepted SP practices for releasing cars.
Although one yard clerk testified that it was necessary to estimate as
closely as possible the actual weight of the material, he could not provide a
reason why. Because all cars were loaded with about the same amount of
material, the estimated weights of 50 tons each for 32 cars, 75 tons each
for 15 cars, and 60 tons each for 22 cars suggest, however, that there was no
consistent method for estimating the actual weight of material at the time
cars were being released. The Safety Board concludes that the established
practice of estimating weights at the time the cars were released, coupled
with the belief that these weights would be changed at a later time, created
a potentially hazardous situation in which yard clerks were merely satisfying
a requirement of the SP computer system in order to obtain a release of the
affected cars.

The bill of lading submitted by the superintendent of Lakes Minerals
Corporation to a shipping clerk at SP’s yard office at Mojave did not
indicate the weights of the cars. The document was reviewed and signed by
both the shipping clerk and the superintendent, but testimony indicates there
was no discussion regarding the lack of weight information. According to the
shipping clerk, he realized, after the superintendent had left the office,
that the billing office in Los Angeles would require a weight to be listed on
the document. After an unsuccessful attempt to contact Lake Minerals
Corporation about the weights of the cars, he estimated the weight of each
car to be 60 tons and wrote the figure of 120,000 pounds per car on the bill
of lading. Contrary to company procedures, however, he did not indicate on
the bill of lading that the weight listed was an estimated weight. The
clerk’s actions, particularly because he had never before received a bill of
lading without the weights provided, again indicate an unsafe practice in
preparing train documents.

The investigation revealed that the tonnage profile document generated
by SP’s computer system and given to traincrews was based, in part, on
information contained in the car file of the system. Because of the design
of the computer system, when the billing clerk received the shipper’s bill of
lading without an indication that the weights listed were estimated weights, the billing clerk had the option of entering the bill of lading information into the computer system by listing either the total shipment weight in the waybill file of the system or by listing the individual weight of each car in the car file of the system. Because the billing clerk chose to list the total shipment weight into the waybill file, the weights estimated and previously entered into the car file of the computer system by the yard clerks when the hopper cars were released were not overridden; these weights remained in the car file. The Safety Board, therefore, concludes that the tonnage profile document later generated and given to the operating crew of Extra 7551 East at the yard office in Mojave contained the incorrect trailing tonnage of 6,150 tons based on the weights estimated by the yard clerks at the time the cars were released, rather than the correct trailing tonnage of 9,000 tons (the weight of the trona and the light weight of the cars).

Had the billing clerk elected the other method to enter the bill of lading information into the computer system, the shipping clerk's estimated weights of each car would have overridden the weights previously estimated by the yard clerks and entered into the car file. Consequently, the tonnage profile given to the operating crew would still have indicated that the trailing tonnage was less than it actually was by about 2,760 tons (40 tons multiplied by 69 cars). Had the shipping clerk indicated that the weights listed on the bill of lading were estimated weights, the billing clerk would have had to verify the true weight of the lading before entering the information into the computer. Therefore, the shipping clerk's failure to indicate that the weights listed on the bill of lading were estimated weights contributed to the accident. The billing clerk's decision to enter the total shipment weight rather than the individual weight of each car was influenced by the manner in which the weight information was provided and, therefore, not considered a factor in this accident. Nevertheless, the Safety Board is concerned about the procedures for entering bill of lading information and addresses this issue in more detail later in the report.

The investigation determined that the 38 SP cars in the train consist were equipped with empty-load devices. According to timetable instructions in effect at the time of the accident, loaded cars with these devices were to be considered the equivalent of 1 1/2 cars in determining tons per operative brake (i.e., 50 percent additional braking capability per car). At the time of the train derailment, this information was programmed into the computer system, which automatically calculated the tons per operative brake. This information was listed on the tonnage profile given to the crew of Extra 7551 East—69 tons per operative brake, based on a trailing tonnage of 6,150 tons.

The results of the brake tests performed on SP cars equipped with empty-load devices in June 1989 indicated that the tested cars had a normal braking capability of 1, rather than the 1 1/2 capability. The Safety Board concludes, therefore, that the tonnage profile given to the head-end crew of Extra 7551 East contained inaccurate information regarding the tons per operative brake. Based on the listed trailing tonnage of 6,150 tons, the tons per operative brake should have been listed as 88. Further, had the tonnage profile correctly listed the trailing tonnage as 9,000 tons, the tons per operative brake would have been listed as 130. However, even if a
braking capability of 1, rather than the 1 1/2, had been used to calculate the tons per operative brake, with a trailing tonnage of 6,150 tons and 24 axles of dynamic brakes (which is what the engineer believed he had), the operating rules would still have permitted Extra 7551 East to be operated down the grade.

The head-end engineer testified that he had never on any previous occasion questioned the paperwork given to him, including the tonnage profile. He had no reason to believe on this occasion that the tonnage profile contained inaccurate information. Although he had never operated a unit train of this material before, he had operated many trains down the grade and had operated trains with trailing tonnages of about 6,000 tons and about 9,000 tons. The Safety Board concludes that the head-end engineer's acceptance of the information contained on the tonnage profile as being accurate when he received the document was reasonable.

Extra 7551 East had an actual trailing tonnage of about 9,000 tons, 69 cars calculated with a braking equivalence of 1, and 18 axles (three locomotive units) of dynamic braking. Consequently, the train would have had 130 tons per operative brake (TPOB) and 500 tons per axle of dynamic brake. Based on Rule 33 of the company's operating rules, Extra 7551 East would not have been permitted to be operated down the 2.2-percent grade. (See Figure 15, arrow 1.)

In summary, the Safety Board concludes that deficiencies in SP's operating procedures in estimating the weights of cars at the time they were released combined with the method for entering bill of lading information into the computer resulted in inaccurate information being provided to the head-end engineer of Extra 7551 East concerning the trailing tonnage of his train. These procedures were directly causal to the engineer's decision to operate the train down the 2.2-percent grade and, consequently, causal to the train derailment.

Operation of Extra 7551 East Down the 2.2 Percent Grade.—Based on the tonnage profile document provided to the engineer and the number of axles of dynamic brakes that the engineer believed he had, timetable instructions indicated that Extra 7551 East could descend the 2.2-percent grade at a speed not exceeding 30 mph. According to the event recorder data, Extra 7551 East crested the hill at 27 mph. As the speed of the train increased, the head-end engineer gradually increased the brake pipe reduction and eventually exceeded one half (13:1:bs) the normal full service train brake available (26 lbs) at MP 467 to hold the speed at 30 mph. The operating rule in effect at the time stated that "the amount of brake (train) retarding force used to balance the grade normally should not exceed one half (50 percent) of the normal full service train brake available...." The results of the train dynamics analyzer tests indicate that the train would have stopped had the engineer attempted to stop it at the point he exceeded the 13:1:bs reduction, which occurred while the train was still negotiating curves at the top of the hill. The engineer also testified he could have stopped the train at that point. The engineer, however, had been able to hold the speed of the train at 30 mph by increasing the brake pipe reduction and, therefore, probably had no reason to believe he would not be able to control the train.
beyond that point. (Not until he increased the brake pipe reduction to 70 lbs did he begin to become concerned about controlling the train.) Furthermore, testimony by the head-end engineer, the helper engineer, the general road foreman, and the road foreman of engines indicated that the operating rule was considered a recommended guideline or option and not mandatory. Testimony also indicates that engineers apparently had routinely exceeded the 13-lb reduction and were able to control trains down the grade. The Safety Board notes that after the train derailed SP revised the operating rule to provide more explicit direction to operating crews. The Safety Board agrees that more explicit direction was needed and concludes that the operating rule in effect at the time of the train derailed provided inadequate guidance to the head-end engineer on the allowable speed and brake pipe reduction down the 2.2-percent grade and this was, therefore, a contributing factor to the derailment.

The head-end engineer testified that after the helper engineer placed the train brakes in emergency, which in essence nullified all dynamic braking capability, he believed there were no further options available to him to stop or control the train. The Safety Board investigated what options, if any, were available to the head-end engineer at that point.

One possible option, according to the rules, was for the head-end engineer to reverse the engines. The Safety Board's investigation, however, revealed that although the SP air brake and train handling rules addressed the procedure to reverse the engines, the head-end engineer had never received any training on the procedure. Furthermore, the assistant manager for training of engineers testified that this procedure was not taught because engineers are not allowed to reset the PC switch [an action that would be required before the engines could be reversed] before the train comes to a halt. He also testified that emergency situations incorporated into the simulator training program are predicated on the premise that once the brakes are applied in emergency, the train will stop. The Safety Board notes and is concerned with this apparent conflict between what is addressed in the rules and what is addressed in the training program. However, the Board believes that certain questions need to be answered before any railroad advocates, through train handling rules or in training programs, that engines be reversed in the event of an emergency situation (particularly at high speeds). For example, the results of reversing the engines at high speeds in terms of the destruction to the locomotive operating compartment and when hazardous materials are entrained are factors that should be considered. In view of the foregoing concerns, the Safety Board could not determine if reversing the engines would have been an option for the head-end engineer of Extra 7551 East when he realized that the train was not slowing sufficiently in response to brake pipe reductions.

Another possible option for the head-end engineer would have been to recover dynamic braking capability after the emergency application of the train brakes. Given that the procedure takes about 1 1/2 minutes, the head-end engineer would have had sufficient time to accomplish this procedure during the more than 5 minutes that elapsed from the time the brakes were placed in emergency until the train derailed. The Safety Board's investigation revealed again, however, that the head-end engineer had never
received any training on the procedure to recover dynamic braking. The Safety Board recognizes that the effectiveness of dynamic brakes above 40 mph is substantially degraded. Furthermore, using the formula to determine the amount of retardation of dynamic brakes at various speeds, the Safety Board calculated, based on the weight of the train/force of gravity and the rate of acceleration, that the retarding force from the dynamic brakes would have been minimal and would have had little, if any, effect on the speed of the train as it entered the accident curve. Therefore, the Safety Board concludes that while the engineer had sufficient time to recover the dynamic brakes, had he done so, the accident would still have occurred.

The Safety Board considered the possibility that the head-end engineer could have used retaining valves to operate Extra 7551 East down the 2.2-percent grade. The timetable instructions indicate, however, that for trains being operated with operative dynamic brakes down the grade between Hiland and West Colton, use of retainers is not required if tons per axle of dynamic brake do not exceed 375 per standard range or 450 per extended range. Based on the information contained on the tonnage profile document given to the head-end engineer and based on the number of axles of dynamic brakes that the head-end engineer thought he had, the tons per axle of dynamic brake would have been about 256 (6,150 tons divided by 24 axles)—far less than as outlined in the timetable instructions. The Safety Board concludes, therefore, that the head-end engineer would have had no reason to consider using retainers before he began descending the grade.

In summary, the Safety Board believes that the head-end engineer would have been able to stop the train only if he had gone to a full service brake application at the time he exceeded the 13-lb brake pipe reduction while the train was negotiating curves at the top of the grade. At that time, however, the head-end engineer probably had no indication that he would not be able to control the speed of the train. The Safety Board further believes that after the engineer reached MP 469 and had used 21 lbs of his air brake pressure, there was no possibility of stopping the train.

Derailment Speed.—The initial three stripcharts generated from the event recorders installed on three of the lead locomotive units indicated that the train speed exceeded 90 mph—the physical limit of the stripcharts. Additional stripcharts were generated; they indicated the maximum speed was at least 100 mph. These results are consistent with the testimony of the head-end engineer who believed that the train reached 100 mph. The Safety Board, therefore, concludes that Extra 7551 East was traveling at least 100 mph when it derailed.

Communication

The Safety Board’s investigation revealed serious shortcomings in the exchange of pertinent information among the head-end engineer, the helper engineer, and the assistant chief dispatcher. In reviewing the communication that took place, the Safety Board attempted to determine what information, or lack thereof, was critical to the operation of Extra 7551 East down the 2.2-percent grade.
When the helper units coupled onto the rear of Extra 7351 East at Oban, the helper engineer knew that one of the helper units did not have functioning dynamic brakes and did not know the condition of the dynamic brakes on the lead locomotive units. The helper engineer stated that he did not inform the dispatcher about the lack of functioning dynamic brakes because the brakes on that unit were not functioning when he took control of the helper units; he believed that the engineer whom he had relieved would have informed the dispatcher who, in turn, would have informed the head-end engineer. The head-end engineer testified that he had been informed that only one of the helper units had functioning dynamic brakes, he probably would not have operated Extra 7551 East any differently because he still believed that he could control a train with a trailing tonnage of 6,150 tons with three locomotive units having functioning dynamic brakes.

The assistant chief dispatcher arranged the number of locomotive units for the movement of Extra 7551 East based on his calculation that the trailing tonnage was about 8,900 tons. Furthermore, when he was informed that one of the locomotive units in the yard was dead-in-consist, he altered the plan to have the crew pick up an additional locomotive at Paladale by ordering the 2-unit helper locomotive to move to Oban and couple onto the rear of Extra 7551 East—an action that suggests that the dispatcher was concerned with the number of locomotive units that had been arranged for the movement of Extra 7551 East. However, in spite of this concern and even though the dispatcher had never in the past recalculated the tonnage to determine the number of locomotive units needed, he was not prompted to query the crew or access the computer system, which was available at his desk, to determine the tonnage figure that had been provided. Had he done so, he might have realized that a discrepancy existed. Nevertheless, even if the dispatcher had expressed some concern to the head-end engineer that the trailing tonnage of the train might have been about 8,900 tons, the head-end engineer, in applying rule 33 and believing that—he had 24 axles of dynamic brakes, would still have concluded that he could operate the train down the grade. However, with a trailing tonnage of 8,900 tons and 24 axles of dynamic braking, the engineer would have been required to crest the hill at 15 mph and not exceed 20 mph descending the grade. The Safety Board believes that at those speeds, the brake shoes would probably have not been destroyed or burned away and that, consequently, the train could have been brought safely down the grade. Therefore, the failure of the assistant chief dispatcher to follow up on a possible discrepancy regarding the tonnage of the train contributed to the train derailment.

The investigation also revealed that the assistant chief dispatcher was primarily concerned with assigning sufficient locomotive units to provide power for moving trains up a grade. The dispatcher testified that he did not request information from engineers nor did he query the computer system; engineers were responsible for informing him if dynamic brakes were not functioning. While the Safety Board agrees that engineers have this responsibility, the Board also believes that the dispatcher, who is responsible for the safe movement of trains, should be equally concerned about providing sufficient locomotive units with functioning dynamic brakes to bring a train safely down a mountain grade as he is with providing sufficient power to move a train up a mountain grade. Had the assistant
chief dispatcher queried the operating crew of Extra 7551 East concerning the status of dynamic brakes, he might have been prompted to assign an additional unit to the consist.

Consequently, the Safety Board concludes that the head-end engineer would possibly have altered his decision to operate Extra 7551 East down the grade, only if he had received accurate information concerning the trailing tonnage figure and information regarding the inoperative dynamic brakes on one of the helper units. Neither piece of information alone would have been significant enough to alert the engineer that operating down the grade might be unsafe. Therefore, the lack of communication among the assistant chief dispatcher, the helper engineer, and the head-end engineer concerning the trailing tonnage of the train and the number of locomotive units with inoperative dynamic brakes before the train began descending the grade is considered a factor to the cause of the train derailment.

There was no communication between the head-end engineer and the helper engineer after the train departed Oban and during the descent down the grade. The helper engineer testified that there was no need for communication because he could observe the brake pipe gauge and determine what action the head-end engineer was taking. When the train speed reached about 40 mph, the helper engineer initiated an emergency brake application without communicating with the head-end engineer. Although the head-end engineer testified that he was about to initiate an emergency brake application, the Safety Board is concerned that no communication was initiated by either crew member when it was obvious that an emergency situation was developing.

The Safety Board notes that the SP now requires the road and helper engineer(s) to communicate the condition of their units and train to determine maximum authorized speed and train handling requirements. The Safety Board recognizes that this rule should ensure that the engineers are aware of the condition of the dynamic brakes on the locomotives in their train; the Board remains concerned, however, that vital information, as was evident in this accident, may not be relayed to and from the dispatcher. Apparently engineers are required to inform dispatchers of any defective locomotive condition, but the helper engineer in this accident did not make sure that the dispatcher had been informed. Further, although the assistant chief dispatcher in this accident had some concern regarding the accurate tonnage of the train, he did not relay this concern to the operating crew of Extra 7551 East. Therefore, the Safety Board believes that the SP should develop explicit procedures that require the dispatcher and the operating crew to communicate vital information concerning the condition of the train.

Testing Dynamic Brakes

Despite the railroad industry's emphasis on the use of dynamic brakes to control a train, as reflected in the operating rules, timetable instructions, and engineer training programs, neither the carrier involved in this train derailment, the SP, nor the FRA required that the dynamic brake system on a locomotive be tested or be functional. The Safety Board is concerned that certain rules and special instructions regarding the operation of trains, particularly in mountain territory, require a train to have a certain number
of axles of dynamic brakes, yet there is no rule to require that the dynamic braking system on a locomotive be functional or even tested.

Testimony by the head-end engineer revealed, however, that SP personnel are familiar with the procedure for testing the dynamic brakes. The only positive method is for someone to read the ammeter in each unit of the locomotive while moving above 15 mph to ensure sufficient current while in the dynamic braking mode. This test method, however, was not followed before Extra 7551 East began descending the 2.2-percent grade, even though sufficient dynamic braking was critical to the safe operation of the train down the grade. The Safety Board believes that the status of a system as critical to the safe movement of the train as the dynamic brake system should be tested before departure and that testing should be required by both the FRA and the railroads. The Safety Board does, however, have concern about the safety involved with having an employee climb from one locomotive to another while the train is moving. With today's technology, the Safety Board believes that a positive method could be developed to indicate to the operating engineer in the cab of the controlling locomotive unit the status of the dynamic brakes on all units in the train. Furthermore, the Safety Board believes that the Federal Railroad Administration and the Association of American Railroads are the appropriate agencies to research this issue and develop an appropriate method for transmitting dynamic brake information to the cab of the controlling locomotive unit.

Because of conflicting testimony from SP personnel regarding the company's interpretation of FRA requirements for functioning dynamic brakes, the Safety Board requested that the FRA provide in writing its position on this issue. The FRA responded, "If a dynamic brake or regenerative brake system is in use, that portion of the system in use shall respond to control from the cab of the controlling locomotive." The Safety Board does not agree with FRA's further statement that this "makes clear that both the equipping and the use of dynamic brake is optional." Moreover, the Safety Board is disappointed with FRA's position that it will not take exception if a dynamic brake is found inoperative or not operating properly. Given the emphasis on dynamic brakes in operating rules, in timetable instructions, and in training programs for engineers, and given the lack of a requirement for testing dynamic brakes, the Safety Board firmly believes that if a locomotive is equipped with dynamic brakes, the dynamic brakes should be functional. Consequently, the Safety Board believes that the FRA should revise its regulations accordingly.

Event Recorders

According to SP's general road foreman, all new locomotives being purchased are equipped with event recorders, and event recorders are being installed on existing locomotives during major overhaul. The investigation of the derailment of Extra 7551 East demonstrates the need for all locomotives to be equipped with event recorders. While the Safety Board obtained pertinent information from the readout of the strip charts generated from the event recorders installed on three of the lead locomotive units, other pertinent data were not available because the two helper locomotive units and the fourth lead unit were not equipped with event recorders. For
example, had the helper units been equipped with event recorders, more accurate information would have been available concerning the time when the helper engineer placed the train brakes into emergency. Also, had the fourth lead unit, unit 9340, been equipped with an event recorder, amperage activity from dynamic braking should have been recorded; this information would have aided in determining whether or not the dynamic brakes on that unit were functioning. The Safety Board continues to believe that event recorders are not only an invaluable investigative tool in determining the cause of accidents and preventing future accidents, but also a management tool that can be used to monitor compliance with operating rules, particularly speed restrictions. The Safety Board notes that the SP has established a program to equip existing locomotives with event recorders.

The Safety Board's position regarding the mandatory use of event recorders in the railroad industry has been well documented in previous accident investigations, through the issuance of safety recommendations to the industry and the FRA, and in comments on Federal rulemaking proposals. The Safety Board addressed the issue of a Federal regulation requiring event recorders in its investigation of a head-on collision between two Iowa Interstate Railroad freight trains near Altoona, Iowa, on July 30, 1980.\(^\text{36}\)

The Board stated:

The Safety Board believes that the Rail Safety Improvement Act of 1988 mandates rules requiring event recorders and that it does not give the FRA freedom to decide whether Federal regulatory intervention on this subject is necessary. The Board is concerned, based on the FRA's past considerations of this issue, that the FRA will arbitrarily decide that Federal regulations are not justified or warranted. The Board believes that the intent of Congress is explicit and that the FRA should take immediate action and issue the rulemaking requiring event recorders in the railroad industry.

As a result of the Altoona accident, the Safety Board issued the following safety recommendation to the FRA:

R-89-50

Expeditethe rulemaking requiring the use of event recorders in the railroad industry.

The FRA has not responded formally to the Board's recommendation. However, in a recent meeting between FRA and Safety Board staffs, agreement was reached on the general principle that some type of recording device should be required to be installed on trains. The FRA and Safety Board staffs will meet further to discuss the parameters of this issue. In spite of the agreement reached through this cooperative effort, the Safety Board remains concerned that rulemaking activity has not been expedited. Consequently,

Safety Recommendation R-89-50 remains in an "Open--Unacceptable Action" status, and the Safety Board reiterates the recommendation as a result of the Board's investigation of the San Bernardino accident.

Computer-Generated Tonnage Profile Information

At the time of the train derailment, the estimation and placement of weights of loaded cars into the car file of the computer system was an accepted practice on the SP. After the train derailment, SP revised the computer system so that regardless of the weights estimated and placed into the file, the computer will automatically update the tonnage to the maximum capacity of the car. According to the director of clerical operations, the maximum tonnage figure will remain in the car file of the computer until the shipper's bill of lading is received and only when the bill of lading indicates a shipper-certified weight will the maximum tonnage figure be adjusted to reflect the shipper-certified weight. If an estimated weight is indicated on the shipper's bill of lading, the maximum tonnage figure will remain in the car file of the computer system until the car has been weighed. Although the Safety Board notes that the SP has taken steps to improve the system in place at the time of the derailment, the Board remains concerned that inaccurate information concerning the trailing tonnage of a train can still be generated and given to the operating crew. The current system does not provide an adequate method of generating accurate trailing tonnage information.

Opportunity for error still exists after the computer has automatically updated the tonnage figure to the maximum capacity of the car. If a yard clerk (1) receives a shipper's bill of lading without weights listed, and (2) estimates the weights without indicating the weights are estimated, when that document is transmitted to the billing office in Los Angeles, the billing clerk could assume, as occurred in this accident, that the weights listed are shipper-certified weights. If the billing clerk then elects to list the individual weights, as shown on the document from the yard clerk, the estimated weights would override the maximum tonnage figure that was automatically generated at the time the cars were released. Consequently, even with the changes made by SP after the train derailment, a traincrew's tonnage profile document, which is generated based on information in the car file of the computer system, could still reflect inaccurate information concerning the trailing tonnage of the train. The Safety Board recognizes that this most likely would occur when a unit train is involved; yet the opportunity for error still exists with the system currently in place. Therefore, the Safety Board believes that the SP should take immediate steps to improve the method of providing accurate trailing tonnage information to traincrews.

The use of the maximum tonnage figure until a car has been weighed, in the event the shipper's bill of lading reflects estimated weights, raises additional concerns regarding the efficiency and safety of train operations. If the maximum tonnage figure remains in the car file of the computer system, this information will dictate, in essence, the number of axles of dynamic brakes needed to operate a train down a grade. It is conceivable, therefore, that the actual weight of a train could be substantially less than what is
indicated on the tonnage profile document, based on the maximum tonnage figures. As a result, more locomotive units to provide power and dynamic braking could be assigned to a train than are needed. While the margin of safety would appear to be increased by this procedure, the Safety Board questions whether or not the SP has studied the ramifications of this procedure in terms of traincrews becoming overly reliant on the increase in power and dynamic braking capability and in terms of operating a railroad efficiently. On the other hand, operating personnel may become increasingly wary of a tonnage profile document knowing that the document may not contain accurate information concerning tons per operative brake. One additional point to consider is the overloading of cars. If, for example, each car in a unit train is loaded to a weight that is higher than the maximum figure contained in the computer, the actual trailing tonnage of the train could be considerably higher than the weight listed on the tonnage profile generated by the computer. Accordingly, the Safety Board urges the SP to examine the ramifications of any method proposed to provide accurate trailing tonnage information to traincrews.

Dynamic Brake/Emergency Interlock

The purpose of the interlock that nullified the dynamic brakes after an emergency application of the air brakes was to prevent the wheels from sliding. This had some validity when dynamic braking was new and before engineer training became formalized. However, engineers in the industry are now trained to automatically release locomotive brakes in a trainline emergency. Other railroads, such as the Union Pacific and the Burlington Northern, recognize the importance of retaining dynamic brakes to ensure that some retardation is still available if brake shoes burn away. Consequently, the Safety Board believes that the SP should eliminate the dynamic brake/emergency interlock on all locomotive units to ensure the availability of at least one braking system at all times.

Reporting Defective Conditions on Locomotives

The investigation revealed that updating the computer system with information regarding defective locomotive conditions did not appear to receive priority attention. Furthermore, conflicting testimony by SP personnel suggests that the responsibility for updating the computer had not been well delineated. According to the assistant chief dispatcher involved in this accident, it is not his responsibility to place that information into the computer. He stated he does so on occasion or gives the information to a clerk in the office who will update the computer when convenient to do so. According to the chief mechanical officer, however, the dispatcher is responsible for updating the computer when he receives information from engineers concerning locomotive defects. The Safety Board believes that the computer system should accurately reflect the condition of locomotive units and that SP should develop a procedure to ensure such information is entered into the computer system in a timely manner and to clearly designate the responsibility for doing so.
Training Program for Engineers

The Safety Board's review of the training program for engineers revealed that, overall, the program was well conceived and offered a balance of classroom instruction and simulator training. Refresher training programs were also offered with the 1-week program geared for engineers who worked predominantly in mountainous terrain. The Board's investigation of this accident, however, revealed shortcomings in the program.

Of concern to the Safety Board was the head-end engineer's testimony that he had never been placed in an emergency situation during simulator training. The assistant manager for training testified that emergency situations incorporated into the simulator training are predicated on the premise that once the brakes are applied in emergency, the train will stop; consequently, engineers are not taught to recover their dynamic brakes after an emergency application of the train brakes have been made. If the assistant manager's statement accurately reflects SP's position regarding simulator training, the Safety Board believes that SP is not attaining maximum benefit from its simulator training program. During simulator training, crewmembers should be confronted with several operating parameters, including emergency situations that require the crewmembers to make appropriate decisions and to take appropriate actions. Contrary to what occurred in this accident, crewmembers should be trained and instructed to work as a team and communicate to arrive at the most suitable solution to the emergency at hand. The Safety Board believes that the head-end engineer of Extra 7551 East should have been provided adequate training and instructions regarding options during emergency situations, including the recovery of dynamic brakes. The SP, therefore, should review its training program for engineers and incorporate emergency situations into the simulator portion of the program that will require crewmembers to respond appropriately to various operating parameters.

Southern Pacific Training Program for Yard Clerks

The investigation revealed that yard clerks had been provided no formal guidance regarding the weights of various commodities that were being transported by the SP or how the practice of estimating weights could possibly affect the safety of train operations. The discrepancy between the actual weights of the cars and the weights estimated by the yard clerks indicate that even on-the-job training was not accomplishing a degree of consistency. The Safety Board notes that the change in the computer system and the tendency of shippers to deal directly with the billing office in Los Angeles rather than with the clerks in outlying areas should minimize the type of errors with the bill of lading information that occurred in this accident. The Safety Board believes, however, that because clerks in outlying areas may continue to receive bill of lading information from shippers, SP should emphasize to its employees the importance of (1) obtaining the actual weights from shippers, and (2) the importance of indicating on the bill of lading if the weights listed are shipper-certified or estimated weights. Furthermore, shippers should be alerted to the importance of providing accurate weight information on the bill of lading they submit.
Southern Pacific Management Oversight of Train Operations

SP's oversight of train operations is primarily accomplished through efficiency testing, train rides, and a review of event recorders. However, the investigation also revealed that there is no consistent method or written policy regarding the number and types of efficiency tests that are to be made (particularly on grade operations), no policy regarding the number of check rides that should be made with engineers, and no policy regarding the review of event recorders.

The Safety Board is concerned that without specific guidance or a written policy regarding efficiency tests, check rides, and a review of event recorders, SP management may not detect certain operating practices that are not in compliance with operating rules. For example, Rule 61.E, in effect at the time of the train derailment, stated, "The amount of brake retarding force used to balance the grade normally should not exceed one half (50 percent) of the normal full service train brake available if dynamic brake and pressure maintaining are operative." Testimony by the head-end engineer indicated, however, that he had in the past exceeded 50 percent of the full service train brake available, and that engineers routinely exceeded the 50 percent. Although testimony also indicated that this rule was not to be interpreted as mandatory, the Safety Board believes that a specific policy regarding oversight of train operations been in place—through efficiency checks, check rides, or a review of event recorder tapes—the practice of exceeding 50 percent of the full service train brake available may have been detected by supervisors and corrective action may have been taken. The Safety Board believes that riding with an engineer only once a year or reviewing an event recorder tape only when an apparent violation occurs is not adequate supervisory oversight. Consequently, the Safety Board believes that the SP should review its supervisory oversight of train operations and provide specific guidance regarding efficiency tests, check rides, and the review of event recorder tapes.

The Safety Board has previously addressed the issue of supervisory oversight of train operations with the SP. On November 18, 1986, as a result of its investigation of the derailment on June 9, 1985, of a St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company freight train near Pine Bluff, Arkansas, the Safety Board issued the following Safety Recommendation to the SP:

R-86-42

Provide intensive full-time supervisory oversight of its mainline train operations with particular emphasis placed on the enforcement of speed restrictions and operating rules.

In its response of September 8, 1987, the SP advised the Safety Board, in part, of the following:

A comprehensive program to control speed as well as overall rules compliance has been initiated. This program includes efficiency testing by all of our officers, both individually and as teams, to
insure rules compliance both day and night. Our officers are required to make a preponderant number of their tests during hours of darkness.

Team testing is done by assigning our officers in groups of four with one officer designated as captain. They test all areas of the division, on a random basis to ensure no patterns are established that would nullify the surprise element.

Our road foremen of engines are required to ride 12-15 trains each month, concentrating on those engineers with lesser skills in train handling techniques, air brakes and rules knowledge. This program is designed to upgrade all of our enginemen to a high level of performance.

A large percentage of our locomotives are now equipped with event recorders. The tapes are captured at strategic locations and all of them are read and evaluated by our road foremen of engines for speed violation and train handling techniques.

The safety recommendation was being held in an "Open--Acceptable Action" status pending completion of the Board's investigation of an accident at Yuma, Arizona, in which supervisory oversight was again raised as an issue. The SP informed the Board that as a result of the Yuma accident, the company was placing an officer on duty 24 hours a day at the Yuma yard office. The results of the investigation of the San Bernardino accident again suggest that the SP needs to examine supervisory oversight of train operations. In view of the new safety recommendation being issued in this report, Safety Recommendation R-86-42 has been classified as "Closed--Unacceptable Action/Superseded."

The head-end engineer had been qualified over the territory by making one trip with a supervisor from Bakersfield to Tehachapi; this trip did not include the area in which the accident occurred. The Safety Board believes that supervisors cannot assess adequately the ability of engineers to operate trains properly over an entire territory by making one short ride with an engineer. In territory with mountainous terrain, supervisors, at a minimum, should ride with an engineer in both directions on the mountain grade before qualifying an engineer for the entire territory. Further, the ride should be performed on a train that is comparable in size and trailing tonnage to those typically most difficult to operate on that territory. Consequently, the Safety Board believes that the SP should revise its procedures accordingly for qualifying engineers. The Board also believes that the FRA should promulgate regulations along the same line.

The Pipeline Rupture

To determine the cause of the pipeline rupture on May 25, 1989, the Safety Board examined the physical damage to the pipeline, reviewed the results of reports of the metallurgical examinations of the pipeline, inspection of soil, recordings of train vibrations; conducted field simulations of excavating equipment operations; and reviewed the testimony of
equipment operators and Calnev and SP personnel who were at the accident site between the time of the derailment and the time of the pipeline rupture. Although the occurrence of the pipeline rupture in the same area where the train had derailed 13 days earlier immediately raised concern about the relationship of the two events, the Safety Board considered the possibility that the damage to the pipeline had occurred before the train derailed. The results of the metallurgical examination performed at the Safety Board's laboratory indicate that the rupture was not associated with the longitudinal weld. There was no evidence that any heavy equipment had been operating in the area before the train derailed, yet the mechanical damage to the pipe in the form of linear scrapes and depressions and the damage to the coating were typical of equipment-related damage. In view of the physical damage to the pipe and the lack of any evidence that heavy equipment was operating in the area before the train derailed, the Safety Board ruled out the possibility that the damage to the pipe occurred before the train derailed.

The Safety Board then examined the possibility that railroad parts from derailing equipment or sections of track may have penetrated the native soil sufficiently to strike and damage the pipeline. Testimony and the available evidence indicates that during the postderailment inspections of the pipeline, and during the inspection of the area following the pipeline rupture, railroad equipment parts were found in the immediate area and that although some parts were embedded in the native soil, no part was of sufficient mass and shape to be suspected of having caused the damage to the pipeline. The immediate concern following the derailment was that if the inverted locomotive had remained intact, it may have penetrated the ground as much as 3 or 4 feet. When the locomotive was removed, however, it was determined that the top of the locomotive had been sheared off and that the locomotive remained at ground level. Also, the location of this locomotive was south of the rupture area. Further, the Safety Board believes that it is unlikely that any railroad debris coming in contact with the pipeline could have produced the relatively parallel marks that were noted on the pipeline in the area of the rupture. Based on the lack of any railroad parts in direct contact with the pipeline and based on the physical damage to the pipeline, indicating excavation equipment-related damage, the Safety Board ruled out the possibility that railroad parts penetrated the soil sufficiently during the derailment sequence to contact and damage the pipeline. The soil consultant's report strongly indicates that the area where the rupture occurred had most likely been excavated because of the loose compaction of the soil and the amount of trona material that was observed in the soil. This information combined with the information regarding the train parts found near the rupture further supports a finding that the pipe was damaged after the train derailment. However, this information does not help to identify precisely the timing of the damage to the pipeline after the train derailment.

In view of the foregoing, the Safety Board examined the activities during the time between the train derailment and the pipeline rupture to determine if the pipeline was damaged (1) during removal of the train wreckage, (2) during the removal of the trona from over the pipeline, (3) during the excavation and inspection of the pipeline, or (4) during removal of the trona from the derailment area.
Removal of the Train Wreckage.—SP cut a breach through the levee and brought in several pieces of heavy equipment—including cranes, bulldozers, and front-end loaders—to remove the train wreckage. Although no calculations were made to determine the stress imposed on the pipeline by the heavy equipment operating over it, both Calnev and SP personnel testified they believed there was sufficient cover, with the existing native soil and the spilled trona above the pipeline to prevent any damage to the pipeline. According to the testimony of on-site personnel, the removal of the train wreckage was accomplished as planned; no cars or locomotives were dropped or dragged over the pipeline—all equipment was lifted and carried out to the other side of the track. The Safety Board, however, considered the possibility that a piece of equipment, such as a front-end loader with teeth on the bucket, may have inadvertently dug deep into the ground unnoticed. Equipment operators stated that excavation equipment, including two large bulldozers, were working diligently in the area lifting cars and moving trona. During that time, the terrain was uneven because of the spilled trona and, consequently, the exact depth to native soil was probably not known to the operators of the equipment. Furthermore, because of the many pieces of equipment operating in the area, the high noise level generated by the heavy equipment, and the visibility throughout the area restricted by stacked rail cars, supervisory personnel unlikely would have been able to observe every movement of the equipment operators, particularly on May 13 when operations continued after dark. Although the 4 to 6 feet of natural cover that existed over the pipeline at this time should have provided ample protection against damage from the wreckage clearing operations, some equipment being operated was capable of penetrating the available cover. Because of the limited surveillance during the wreck clearing operations, opportunity existed for equipment to damage the pipeline unobserved.

Removal of Trona From Over the Pipeline.—After the train wreckage was removed, Calnev cut an 8-foot-wide path through the trona to excavate and inspect the pipeline at those locations where railroad parts may have penetrated the native soil. To accomplish this, Calnev had to work through the night of May 15.

The equipment used to remove the trona from over the pipeline included a John Deere 690B excavator and a front-end loader. Although testimony by Calnev personnel on site indicated that they were never concerned during the removal of the trona that the integrity of the pipeline may have been compromised, the Safety Board considered the possibility that the teeth on the bucket of the 690B excavator could have been the source of the linear and relatively parallel marks observed on the pipeline following the rupture. (Because the bucket on the front-end loader had a smooth edge, it is highly unlikely that the bucket could have produced the relatively parallel marks observed on the pipeline.) Testimony indicates that the 690B excavator may have dug as deep as 16 inches into the native soil at one location. However, the depth of the pipeline in this area was later determined to have been at a minimum of 3 1/2 feet, and close to 4 feet. Further, the metallurgical examination of a section of pipe just south of the ruptured area of the pipe by the Southwest Research Institute indicated that the damage was established in a southerly direction. The testimony also indicated that the excavator
was working primarily in a south to north direction which means that any damage inflicted would have been in a northerly direction. Finally, the damage produced by the excavator during the field simulations did not approximate the damage found on the pipeline following the rupture. Therefore, the Safety Board concludes, based on the available evidence, that the damage to the pipeline did not occur when Calnev made the 8-foot-wide path and removed the trona from over the pipeline before the excavation and inspection of the pipeline.

Excavation and Inspection of the Pipeline. The only piece of equipment noted to have been close to the pipeline during its excavation and inspection was the Case 580C backhoe used to excavate the pipeline at the locations where railroad debris had penetrated the native soil. At those locations, the pipeline was excavated and inspected from the 6 o'clock position clockwise to the 2 o'clock position looking north, and no damage to the coating or pipeline was observed. Calnev's manager of operations testified that the area of rupture on the pipe most likely was located in an area where Calnev had excavated. The metallurgical examination indicates that the point of rupture was at the 1:30 o'clock position, although photographs of the pipeline suggest that it may have been closer to the 3 o'clock position. The Safety Board believes that during its inspections had Calnev uncovered the area of the pipeline that later ruptured, they would have observed the damage, recognized the danger it posed to continued operations, and removed the damaged portion. Consequently, either Calnev's inspections did not uncover this area sufficiently to expose the damage, or if it did, the damage did not exist at that time. Even if the exact point where the pipeline eventually ruptured was not completely uncovered during the excavation and inspection, the Safety Board believes that if the damage was inflicted during the excavation of the pipeline, coating damage on top of the pipeline, at a minimum, would have been observed when the pipeline was visually inspected.

The Safety Board, therefore, considered the possibility that the damage occurred when the backhoe backfilled the excavation hole after the pipeline was inspected. Testimony indicates that much of the backfilling was accomplished by hand. However, time was a factor and to expedite the backfilling process, the backhoe may have been used to reach in and pull the soil that was above and to the side of the pipeline; during this process, the teeth of the bucket may have contacted and damaged the pipeline. Furthermore, testimony of the equipment operators and Calnev's manager of operations indicate that the 580C backhoe was working from north to south. Consequently, any damage to the pipeline from the teeth of this backhoe would have resulted in the infliction of damage in a southerly direction during both the excavation and the backfilling of the hole. This direction of damage is consistent with the results of the metallurgical examination by the Southwest Research Institute.

However, further testimony by equipment operators and the results of the simulation of the excavating equipment operations suggest that the 580C backhoe could not inflict the type of damage that occurred to the pipeline. The "chatter" type marks inflicted during the simulation were not consistent with the physical damage observed on the pipe. Therefore, the Safety Board concludes that the damage to the pipeline did not occur when the
excavation hole near the middle of lot 76 was backfilled with the 580C backhoe after the pipeline had been inspected.

Removal of Trona From the Derailment Area.—The Safety Board considered the possibility that the pipeline may have been damaged when the trona was removed by SP from the derailment area following the excavation and inspection of the pipeline. Calnev personnel testified that the soil cover they observed over the pipeline following the rupture may have been 1 1/2 feet less than what they noted when they left the site following the derailment. Because the trona had already been removed above the pipeline through the area where the rupture eventually occurred, there was no need for equipment to have been digging into the native soil during the process of removing the trona from the derailment area. However, equipment operators who were in the area where the trona was being removed later testified that equipment may have been operating near the pipeline and even over the pipeline during the removal process. The track excavator used to remove the trona from the railroad embankment was observed to have been dragging the trona down the side of the embankment and across the pipeline. Although a piece of metal had been welded to the teeth of this equipment to facilitate a smooth grade, testimony indicates that this piece of metal occasionally broke off, but that the excavator continued to operate. Other testimony indicated that after the trona was dragged down the embankment, it was stockpiled west of the pipeline at which point a front-end loader would move in (with its tires east of the pipeline), scoop up the trona, and then back up to a point where the trona could be loaded into trucks. To remove trona that had been stockpiled east of the pipeline, a front-end loader raised its bucket over the top of the pile, and then lowered the bucket dragging the trona back to a point where it could then be loaded into trucks.

The soil consultant’s report indicated that in the excavated areas the soil had been loosely compacted following the backfilling of the hole. It is possible, therefore, that the track backhoe without the piece of metal welded to the teeth of the bucket or a front-end loader could have penetrated the loosely compacted soil to a greater depth than anticipated by the operator and could have contacted the pipeline. The simulation of the excavating equipment operations indicated that a front-end loader could strike the pipeline without the noise being heard in the immediate area or the contact being felt by the operator of the equipment. In view of the foregoing, the Safety Board believes that it is possible that the damage to the pipeline occurred during the removal of the trona following the excavation and inspection of the pipeline.

Adequacy of Calnev’s Inspection of the Pipeline Following the Train Derailment

The exact timing of the damage and the precise manner in which the damage was inflicted is not, in the Safety Board’s view, the major safety issue; rather that Calnev recognized that damage to its pipeline could occur as a result of the derailment, the wreckage clearing operations, and the trona removal, but failed to perform adequate inspections or tests of the pipeline to determine that it had not been damaged before resuming normal operations. Although Calnev had the greater responsibility to protect its
pipeline, SP was aware of the potential for damage during the wreckage removal and cleanup, and it had a responsibility to prevent damage to the pipeline.

Calnev prudently decided to use its employees and its contract personnel to remove the trona over the pipeline and to excavate and inspect the pipeline in areas where train wreckage penetrated the ground. In so doing, Calnev minimized the opportunity for excavation equipment not under its control to damage its pipeline and afforded the company the opportunity to determine if any of the train wreckage had penetrated the ground to a depth that may have compromised the integrity of the pipeline. However, Calnev apparently did not adequately consider the potential for damage that could have been caused earlier by excavation equipment during the wreckage removal or later during the removal of the trona from the accident site. Action to properly and fully assess the condition of the pipeline could have been achieved by following one of three procedures: by excavating and visually inspecting the entire pipeline through the derailment area after all equipment had been removed from the site, by performing a hydrostatic test at a level capable of confirming the integrity of the strength of the pipe, or by using internal inspection instruments capable of detecting pipe wall reductions and pipe diameter abnormalities.

To have performed a hydrostatic strength test, Calnev would have had to remove the petroleum product from the pipeline and to have tested that section of pipeline between Colton and Cajon Pass, or would had to have taken additional action such as separating the pipeline on either side of the derailment area and hydrostatically testing the pipeline section through the derailment area. This would have involved removal of the water from the tested section and then reconnecting the tested section to the pipeline. To have used the internal inspection instrument, Calnev would have had to install at some point downstream of the derailment area a means for receiving and removing the internal inspection instrument, and would have had to place the pipeline in operation at a pressure sufficient to move the internal inspection instrument through the pipeline to the receiving point. Although each of the three inspection or test procedures could have been performed, visual inspection of the pipeline within the derailment area was the most practical procedure given the existing configuration of the pipeline because this method would have only required the pipeline to be kept out of operation until the inspection had been performed; no special arrangements or changes to the pipeline would have been required.

However, had the pipeline configuration permitted the use of an internal inspection instrument without having to increase substantially the pressure then the pipeline, such an inspection would have readily revealed the damages in the pipe wall and their locations without having to excavate the entire pipeline or without having to take the pipeline out of service. The Safety Board discussed in its 1987 report of gas pipeline ruptures and fires
at Beaumont, Kentucky, the capabilities and limitations of internal inspection equipment, the special provisions that must be made in the configuration of pipelines to use this equipment, the fact that many pipelines are not configured to accept and use this equipment, and the fact that the Federal pipeline safety standards do not require pipeline operators to use this equipment. Because the Safety Board believed that many potentially hazardous conditions, such as the damage to the Calnev pipeline, could be identified through the use of internal inspection equipment before an accident occurred, the Board, on March 24, 1987, issued the following safety recommendations to the Research and Special Programs Administration:

P-87-6

Require existing natural gas transmission and liquid petroleum pipeline operators when repairing or modifying their systems, to install facilities to incorporate the use of in-line [internal] inspection equipment.

P-87-7

Require that all new gas and liquid transmission pipelines be constructed to facilitate the use of in-line [internal] instrument inspection equipment.

On April 29, 1987, RSPA advised the Safety Board that the topics addressed by the recommendations were related to a proposal included in an advance notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPRM) (Docket PS-93) issued earlier in 1987, and that it was reviewing the subsequent comments to assist in developing a further position on the need for new inspection or testing requirements. On June 8, 1990, RSPA issued a notice (55 FR 23514) advising that, in accordance with section 304 of the Pipeline Safety Reauthorization Act of 1983 (Public Law 100-561), it had begun a study on the feasibility of requiring operators to use internal inspection instruments to test their pipelines at periodic intervals. Intervals would be determined by applying operational factors such as location; size, age, manufacturer, and type of pipe; nature and volume of materials transported; frequency of leaks; present and projected population adjacent to pipelines; and climatic, geologic, and environmental conditions of the areas in which pipelines are located. RSPA advised that the completed study would be submitted to the Congress in 1990; if the results are positive, new rulemaking will be initiated. RSPA further advised that, as required by sections 108(b) and 207(b) of the Reauthorization Act, it will establish requirements for new and replaced gas transmission lines and hazardous liquid pipelines to be designed to accommodate the passage of internal inspection instruments. RSPA also advised that an NPRM has been scheduled but did not provide the scheduled date. Although the Safety Board notes that RSPA has pledged to consider the merits of Safety Recommendations P-87-6 and -7 and to require operators to

---

design new and rebuilt pipelines to accommodate the use of internal inspection instruments, the safety recommendations have been classified as "Open—Unacceptable Action," because of RSPA's apparent reluctance to consider them until required by the Congress to do so and because of the time that elapsed before RSPA initiated action.

On October 31, 1988, the Pipeline Safety Reauthorization Act of 1988 (Public Law 100-561) was enacted. Sections 108 and 207 of that Act requires the Secretary of Transportation to establish by regulation that the design and construction of new and replaced natural gas transmission and liquid pipeline facilities "... be carried out, to the extent practicable, in a manner so as to accommodate the passage through such ... facilities of instrumented internal inspection devices (commonly referred to as 'smart pigs')."

In summary, the Safety Board believes that given the extensive wreckage clearance operations that took place following the train derailment and the many pieces of excavation equipment operating in the area through May 19, Calnev should have taken additional precautionary measures before normal pipeline operations were resumed to determine positively that the integrity of the pipeline had not been compromised. Consequently, the Safety Board believes that Calnev's failure to determine positively that the pipeline had not been compromised after all equipment had been removed from the area was causal to the pipeline rupture.

The Timing of the Pipeline Rupture

The pipeline failed catastrophically 13 days after the train derailment at a location where the pipe had been dented and gouged by earth-moving equipment. Metallurgical examination of the rupture and damage to the pipeline revealed no evidence typical of a fatigue failure, and the fracture features were typical of an overload failure. However, several microfissures were also found in the pipe wall metal in and adjacent to the fracture face. If the yield strength of an undamaged section of this pipe was 52,000 pounds per square inch (psi) (the minimum yield strength specified by the manufacturer), the pipe would be expected to contain without failure internal pressures up to 2,580 psi. However, with the wall thickness reduced to 0.249 inches, it could contain without failure about 1,850 psi. The microfissures likely existed before the pipe was damaged, and at the ratio of operating stress to pipe metal yield strength, these microfissures likely posed no immediate safety problem. However, when the pipeline as damaged was again operated, the microfissures apparently grew in size as the normal operation of the pipeline subjected the metal in the damaged area to cyclic loading at a substantially larger operating stress-to-yield-strength ratio. It appears that the rupture occurred when the size of one or more of the microfissures became critical for the pressure in the pipeline at the time of the rupture.

Calnev Pipeline Monitoring System

The investigation revealed that on the morning of the pipeline rupture, the pipeline dispatcher on duty received both a low suction and a low discharge pressure alarm on his terminal screen. However, the dispatcher
apparently did not observe the low discharge pressure alarm. Furthermore, by one stroke on his terminal keyboard, he silenced the audible alarm and deacktivated the flashing alarm. However, the dispatcher's failure to notice the low discharge pressure alarm and his attempts to restart the pumps had no substantial effect on the amount of product discharged because the computer monitoring system promptly recognized the low discharge pressure and shut down the pumps. After the pipeline rupture, Calnev installed a high flow set point whereby if excessive flow is experienced on the pipeline, the system will automatically shut down. Calnev also revised the emergency response manual to advise the dispatchers of the actions to take when receiving both a low discharge and a low suction pressure alarm. While the Safety Board notes the actions taken by Calnev following the rupture, the board believes that Calnev should enhance the computerized operating system by requiring the dispatcher to acknowledge individually each alarm received or by adding a second dissimilar sounding alarm denoting multiple alarm conditions.

Shutdown of Failed Pipeline

Check Valves.--Because more than 9,400 barrels of gasoline were required to refill the pipeline, with 1 mile of pipeline holding 917.69 barrels of product, it was evident that the check valve at MP 6.9 failed to close when the pipeline ruptured and the check valve at MP 14.9 did not close completely. The 4.3- to 8.0-mile spacing of the four check valves along this segment of pipeline would probably have lessened the severity of this accident had the valves worked properly. The check valves installed in the pipeline should have closed when the gasoline at higher elevations began to flow to the rupture site and less than 100 barrels (about 4,000 gallons) of gasoline should have been released. However, the investigation revealed that the check valves had not been inspected and closed to determine if they functioned properly in the 19 years since they were installed, nor were they required by Federal safety regulations to have been installed, tested, or inspected.

Following the train derailment, Calnev's plan of action to lower the pressure in the pipeline was prudent and appropriate to ensure that an immediately dangerous condition did not materialize. However, the problems that Calnev experienced in attempting to lower the pressure in the pipeline should have raised some concern about the proper functioning of the check valves in the pipeline between Colton and Cajon Pass. Had Calnev considered that its inability to lower the pressure in the pipeline may have resulted from other than an inadequate rate of product withdrawal, the company then might have recognized that malfunctioning check valves could produce the conditions it was experiencing. Such recognition would not have altered Calnev's capability to further lower the pressure in the pipeline during the wreckage clearing operations; however, it would have alerted Calnev to determine the status of its check valves before again restarting pumping operations.

The All-Clear check valve does not incorporate in its design a means to determine the position of the valve clapper as do many conventional check valves. Calnev, however, could have excavated one of these valves that was
equipped with bypass connections, installed pressure gauges to monitor the pressure on each side of the valve, and then withdrawn product from the upstream connection and monitored the pressures to assess the functioning of the clapper. Alternatively, Calnev could have excavated the check valve at MP 6.9, installed a product withdrawal tap upstream of the check valve and pressure monitoring taps on each side of the check valve, and then withdrawn product from the pipeline and monitored the pressure on each side of the check valve to assess the functioning of the clapper.

As a result of the apparent failure of two or more of the side-hinged check valves, Calnev and RSPA entered into an agreement calling for Calnev to inspect these check valves and to subject at least two to examination to determine why they did not function properly. Since the accident, Calnev has inspected three check valves—at pipeline MP 6.9, MP 19.2, and MP 25.7. All check valves thus far inspected were found stuck in the open position. Calnev has removed the check valves at MP 19.2 and 25.7 and planned to remove the check valve at the Colton Terminal. These valves were subjected to OPS-approved operational tests. Calnev has installed top-hinged check valves equipped with a clapper position indicator to replace the check valves removed and plans to install similar check valves adjacent to all of the side-hinged check valves remaining in the pipeline. The Safety Board notes Calnev’s efforts following the pipeline rupture; the Safety Board concludes, however, that the company’s failure to ever inspect and test the check valves to determine they functioned properly, particularly following the train derailment, contributed to the severity of the damage that resulted from the pipeline rupture.

The top-hinged valves incorporate the clapper as an integral part of the hinge, making the hinge less susceptible to fouling by product impurities and uses the full weight of the clapper to achieve positive closure (figure 22). The Board understands the desire to take advantage of the advertised benefits of the side-hinged valves: less pressure drop through the valve and improved ability to pass cleaning instruments. However, the Safety Board was unable to locate any documentation regarding reliability tests on which pipeline designers based their selection of the side-hinged check valves in 1969. Because of its concern that other malfunctioning check valves may be installed in other pipeline systems, the Safety Board issued Safety Recommendation P-89-5 to RSPA. In response to the recommendation, RSPA issued an alert bulletin to operators of all liquid pipeline operators advising them to test for proper closure all check valves in critical locations and to replace any valves that fail to close properly.

Remotely Operated Valves.—The first mainline block valve from the Colton Pump station was located at MP 25.7. It took 55 minutes for a Calnev employee to drive from the Colton station and manually close the block valve. Since the pipeline rupture, Calnev has installed a remotely operable block valve at MP 6.9. In the event of an emergency situation, this valve can be remotely closed by the pipeline dispatcher at the Colton Pump station within a minute after being notified of an emergency. However, the installation of the remotely operated valve at MP 6.9 does not reduce the hazard posed to the residential communities that now exist or that will be constructed adjacent
this accident to ensure that it functioned properly, the consequences of the May 25 rupture would have been substantially less destructive.

The Federal pipeline safety regulations, 49 CFR Parts 192 and 195, do not define “valve,” “mainline valve,” or “block valve.” The regulations do include specific requirements on the location, accessibility, and maintenance of valves, and they specifically require an operator to maintain in good working order at all times each valve that is necessary for the safe operation of its pipeline. The Safety Board notes from the OPS representative’s testimony at the Board’s public hearing on this accident that the circumstances of the Calnev accident have prompted the OPS to review its policy on the treatment of check valves. In response to Safety Recommendation P-89-6, RSPA has initiated a study, to be completed in August 1990, to determine the feasibility of establishing inspection, maintenance, and test requirements to demonstrate and maintain the proper functioning of check valves installed in pipeline systems. The Safety Board believes that the RSPA study should also address the lack of definitions for the various terms used for valves in the pipeline safety regulations.

The circumstances of this accident attest to the need for improvements in the Federal regulations for prompt detection and shutdown of failed liquid pipelines—a safety improvement long sought by the Safety Board. Both the liquid and the natural gas pipeline Federal regulations were based on industry codes ASA B31.8 for 49 CFR Part 192 (the natural gas pipeline regulations) and ASA B31.4 for 49 CFR Part 195 (the liquid pipeline regulations). The Safety Board has previously noted that the industry code for gas pipelines took into account population densities for construction, valve spacing, testing, and many other safety requirements whereas the industry code for liquid pipelines did not. To construct a pipeline in San Bernardino adjacent to Calnev’s pipeline, the design for a natural gas pipeline would have to comply with several population-based safety factors such as the allowable operating stress level, mainline valve spacing, and the hydrostatic testing level; no population-based safety factors would apply to the design of a liquid pipeline constructed in the same location. Additionally, a natural gas pipeline installed in the area of the Calnev pipeline would be subject to several population-based operating and maintenance requirements including the requirement to reduce the operating stress in the pipe by lowering the internal pressure should the population density increase to specified levels; a liquid pipeline would not be subject to the requirements. Recognizing the above related differences between the two sets of pipeline safety regulations, the Safety Board, as a result of its investigation of a petroleum gas pipeline rupture in West Odessa, Texas, on March 15, 1983,39 recommended that RSPA:

39 Pipeline Accident Report—"Mid America Pipeline System Liquefied Petroleum Gas Pipeline Rupture, West Odessa, Texas, March 15, 1983" (NTSB/PAR-84/1).
P-84-26

Amend Federal regulations governing pipelines that transport highly volatile liquids to require a level of safety for the public comparable to that now required for natural gas pipelines.

RSPA responded on April 7, 1986, that the maximum allowable operating pressure for gas pipelines was based on the maximum hoop stress levels in the line as a function of population densities adjacent to the lines. The letter further stated that "In contrast, stress level does not appear to be a significant factor in HVL [high volatile liquid] pipeline accidents. In fact, we are not aware of any HVL pipeline accident that has involved a long-running fracture."

In a letter to RSPA on August 20, 1986, the Safety Board stated:

...the Research and Special Programs Administration (RSPA) may have missed the thrust of this recommendation. The Safety Board is recommending that the safety standards for liquid pipelines be equivalent to natural gas pipeline standards....Based on our knowledge of the history of the ANSI B31.8 Code, the industry rationale for development of the population based class location criteria was not solely in response to its concern about fracture propagation; it was also in response to industry's over all concern about the increasing populations residing adjacent to its pipelines which initially were located in noninhabited areas....Furthermore, the Board did not make its assessment solely on the basis that the gas standards contained requirements tied to class locations rather its assessment was that the overall standards were not as stringent in many respects as those for gas pipelines.

The Safety Board classified Safety Recommendation P-84-26 as "Open--Unacceptable Action." Subsequently, on February 11, 1987, RSPA issued an ANPRM (Docket PS-93) addressing amendments to the safety standards for gas and hazardous liquid pipelines. The Safety Board provided comments to the docket on this ANPRM and reclassified the recommendation as "Open--Acceptable Action." At the time RSPA informed the Safety Board of the ANPRM, it also informed the Board that it was planning a research study in fiscal year 1988 to determine if there is a difference in the levels of safety provided for liquid pipelines and for gas pipelines. RSPA has advised the Safety Board that the report on this study has been drafted; however, completion and issuance of the report has been delayed because OPS has an insufficient number of staff members to accomplish this work and the work mandated by Congress in RSPA's Reauthorization Act. As a result of its investigation of the liquid pipeline rupture and fire in Mounds View, Minnesota, on July 8, 1986, the Safety Board reiterated Safety Recommendation P-84-26 to RSPA and reconfirmed its position that there is a difference in the level of safety and that RSPA should take action to eliminate this difference. The Safety Board's investigation of the train derailment and pipeline rupture at San Bernardino, California, heightens the Board's concern that the difference in the level of safety provided for liquid pipelines and for gas pipelines has not been eliminated. In its June 8, 1990, notice on Docket PS-93, RSPA
addresses some issues related to Safety Recommendation P-84-26. On the issue of improved populated-based leak detection and isolation requirements through remotely controlled valves and remotely monitored gauges and meters, RSPA stated "that pipeline simulation technology for more rapid leak detection and shutdown is not sufficiently developed for general use. Operators now are required to monitor their pipelines for leaks and other indications of abnormal operations and to take appropriate corrective actions if necessary." RSPA also stated that it is continuing to study the capabilities of advanced supervisory control and data acquisition systems and the benefits of using remotely controlled or automatic valves to isolate line sections where leaks are located. RSPA plans to initiate further rulemaking with respect to these subjects if its studies demonstrate that net benefits can be achieved in particular situations.

On the issue of establishing population-based class location criteria for liquid pipelines and establishing more stringent safety standards as the population-at-risk increases, RSPA states that Part 195 now contains many safety standards that vary in stringency according to population characteristics, although a class location scheme is not employed. RSPA stated that a study is near completion on the need to amend these regulations to establish more stringent safety standards for hazardous liquid pipelines in populated areas, and the results of this study will determine if further rulemaking on this subject is required. Because RSPA contends that Part 195 contains population-based safety standards, Safety Board staff again reviewed these regulations. A few requirements, primarily related to construction and testing when a pipe is initially constructed, contain general statements such as "avoid as far as practicable" populated areas or establish distances that newly constructed pipelines must be offset from existing buildings. The review of Part 195 found no new safety requirement that required additional action of a liquid pipeline operator as a result of increased population adjacent to a pipeline. For a pipeline initially constructed through uninhabited land, no change in the pipeline or in its manner of operation and maintenance would be required under Part 195, even when a metropolitan area had been constructed adjacent to the pipeline. The Safety Board urges RSPA to objectively assess the increased operating, maintenance, and emergency response requirements essential to provide reasonable public safety when a greater number of people are exposed to risks of unintended releases of hazardous liquids from pipelines. Safety Recommendation P-84-26 has been reclassified as "Open-Unacceptable Action" because RSPA has taken no action to implement the recommendation and because RSPA's comments on subjects related to this recommendation are more directed at supporting existing regulations rather than objectively assessing the need to improve the existing regulations.

Enhancing Public Safety Near Railroads and Pipelines

Although the City of San Bernardino had developed a general plan for land use, which was the framework for decisions by the City on the use of its land for the protection of residents from natural and man-caused hazards, the use of land in proximity to mainline railroads or high pressure pipelines was not addressed in the general plan or in subsequent revisions to the plan. The Safety Board believes that city and county officials should take into
account the location of railroads and high pressure pipelines when developing a general plan for land use. Furthermore, the Safety Board believes that the National Association of Counties and the National League of Cities are the appropriate organizations to inform their members of the circumstances of the train derailment and subsequent pipeline rupture and to urge their members to account for the location of mainline railroads and high pressure pipelines during the development of plans, or during revisions to existing plans, that address policies and objectives for land use.

The Safety Board has previously expressed concern about the development of residential lots near pipelines. As a result of its investigation of the liquefied petroleum gas pipeline rupture in West Odessa, Texas, the Safety Board issued Safety Recommendation P-84-27 asking that the National Association of County Administrators and the National Council of County Association Executives "...urge [their members] to develop measures to preclude the development of residential lots over pipelines transporting hazardous liquids or gases or of lots on which construction will necessarily encroach on easements for the pipelines." The Safety Board has not received a substantive response to the recommendation despite efforts to solicit a response. Consequently, Safety Recommendation P-84-27 has been classified "Closed--Unacceptable Action."

As a result of its investigation of the accident in West Odessa, Texas, the Safety Board also issued Safety Recommendation P-84-28 to the American Land Development Association asking that they:

Advise its members of the circumstances of the accident near West Odessa, Texas, on March 15, 1983, and urge them to cooperate with local government land planning and zoning agencies in the development and implementation of restrictions against the development of residential lots over pipelines transporting hazardous liquids or gases or of lots on which construction will necessarily encroach on easements for the pipelines.

The Safety Board also issued Safety Recommendation P-84-30 to the National Academy of Sciences asking that it:

Assess the adequacy of existing public policy for surface and subsurface use of land adjacent to pipelines that transport hazardous commodities to provide reasonable public safety. Based on the findings of the assessment, develop a recommended policy to correct identified deficiencies in current policy.

Despite followup efforts by the Safety Board to ascertain what actions were taken, neither the American Land Development Association nor the Urban Land Institute responded to Safety Recommendation P-84-28 (the recommendation was classified as "Closed--Unacceptable Action" in May 1989). In response to P-84-30, however, the Transportation Research Board of the National Research Council completed a report "Pipelines and Public Safety" (Special Report 219) that examines ways in which pipeline accidents caused by land development too near pipelines could be averted by more effective land-use policies. The report also provides a synthesis of policies and practices for enhancing
public safety near pipelines through damage prevention programs and emergency preparedness programs, as well as land-use measures. The recommended actions in this report are specifically directed to public safety and land-use issues for pipelines, but the Safety Board believes, in principle, that discussion on land use would also apply to railroads. Moreover, many of the considerations on land-use limitations for property adjacent to pipelines but not yet developed, also should be applied to land adjacent to railroads that has not yet been developed. Consequently, the Safety Board believes that the report could prove useful to local officials and it encourages the National Association of Counties and the National League of Cities to inform their respective members of the guidance available in the report and to encourage them to develop and implement policies on the use of lands adjacent to railroads and pipelines that are designed to protect public safety.

Survival Aspects

As a result of the train derailment, two crewmembers received fatal injuries: the conductor, riding in the lead unit with the head-end engineer; and the head-end brakeman, located in the third lead locomotive unit. Both of these locomotive units came to rest on their left sides (with respect to their direction of travel). There is no evidence that either locomotive unit rolled over during the derailment. Examination of the wreckage indicated that the left side of both units received substantial damage, which most likely compromised the occupiable space for these two crewmembers. Postmortem examinations indicated that both crewmembers died of multiple traumatic injuries. The head-end engineer, according to witnesses, climbed out of the top of the wreckage (right side of locomotive). The right side of the locomotive had substantially less damage than the left side. As a result, the right side of the operating compartment was not substantially compromised and, consequently, the head-end engineer survived the derailment.

Two residents received fatal burn injuries as a result of the pipeline rupture and subsequent fire. One resident was located in a burned-out home at 2327 Duffy Street; the other resident was found in the backyard of a residence at 2315 Duffy Street. Because of the explosion and extensive fire immediately following the rupture, the accident was not survivable for either resident.

Emergency Response

The initial response to both the train derailment and the pipeline rupture was timely; mutual aid agreements were appropriately implemented and the necessary resources were available to an incident command system that was well organized. Evacuation of residents following both accidents was well coordinated and was conducted in a timely manner. Residential utility lines were appropriately shut down following both accidents. A staging area for incoming equipment was set up which was effective in the maintenance of firefighting efforts following the pipeline rupture. The medical triage group coordinated transportation and treatment of injured with ambulance agencies and the Red Cross following both accidents.
When the incident commander arrived at the scene of the train derailment, he appropriately requested that a hazardous materials unit respond to the scene because of the unknown product being carried by the train, the leaking diesel fuel from the overturned locomotive units, and the possibility of pipeline involvement. Considerable effort was given to locating missing persons during the search and rescue operation before any attempt was made to remove the train wreckage.

The investigation revealed that personnel from the California State Fire Marshal's Office, as representatives for the Office of Pipeline Safety, did not make the incident commander sufficiently aware of their role in responding to the train derailment. The incident commander testified that he made several requests of Calnev following the train derailment but failed to exercise his authority as incident commander, which empowered him to shut down all operations until acceptable safety precautions had been taken, to follow up on his requests to ensure that the integrity of the pipeline had been maintained. Had the incident commander contacted the State Fire Marshal's Office and expressed his concerns, some of the requests he made to Calnev may have been more adequately addressed. Testimony from representatives of the State Fire Marshal's Office suggests that they had routinely dealt directly with pipeline companies and may have been remiss in not dealing more directly with the incident commander. During the response to the pipeline rupture, the presence and role of the State Fire Marshal's Office was made known to the incident commander. Nevertheless, the Safety Board believes that the role of the incident commander should be clearly defined to outline the individual's authority as the person in charge of the incident. The incident commander should not, as the deputy fire chief did following the train derailment, relinquish control of the incident until all concerns regarding the public's safety have been thoroughly satisfied.

The agreement between the City of San Bernardino and the SP that was brought to the Safety Board's attention at the public hearing raises concerns regarding adequate communication among the interested parties responding to the accident. Although one provision of the agreement signed by the City of San Bernardino and the SP indicated that the pipeline throughout the derailment area would be completely exposed and inspected, neither the incident commander, who testified that on scene he had expressed the desire to have the pipeline exposed and inspected, nor Calnev, who ultimately decided that complete exposure of the pipeline was not necessary, were informed of the provision at the time the agreement was signed. Further, the agreement was signed after the incident commander terminated his command of the emergency response to the train derailment and after Calnev resumed pipeline operations. According to testimony, neither Calnev nor the San Bernardino fire department were made aware of the provision until weeks after the pipeline rupture. Although it appears that the agreement was signed primarily for the SP to compensate the City of San Bernardino, the Safety Board is concerned that this information was not shared promptly with all pertinent parties.
Medical and Toxicological Factors

Southern Pacific's Physical Examination Policy.—Although the medical condition of the train crew members was not considered a factor in the train derailment, the Safety Board's investigation raised some concern regarding the current SP physical examination policy. Both the head-end and helper engineers had received physical examinations about 3 years before the accident. Since their respective physical examinations 17 years, 18 years, and 29 years before the accident, the conductor, the head-end brakeman, and the helper brakeman had not been required by the company to undergo any further physical examinations. Also, there is no record that the assistant chief dispatcher had ever received a company physical examination. The Safety Board is concerned that without the requirement that employees receive comprehensive periodic physical examinations, medical conditions may arise, go undetected, and conceivably affect an employee's ability to perform duties. The Safety Board has previously addressed this issue. In its investigation of the head-end collision of two Consolidated Rail Corporation freight trains near Thompsonstown, Pennsylvania, on January 14, 1988, the Safety Board stated:

The motivation for requiring periodic company physical examinations has always been the fact that the safe operation of railroads demands a proper level of employee fitness. Unless employees are seriously ill or injured, they cannot be expected to seek regular physical examinations. More than ever, railroad employees should be subject to more stringent physical standards and regular, more comprehensive physical examinations by practitioners who understand what the employees do and under what circumstances they have to do it.

The Safety Board believes, therefore, that the SP should require its operating crews and employees in safety-sensitive positions to receive periodic comprehensive physical examinations.

In accordance with FRA requirements, toxicological samples were obtained from all five crew members of Extra 7551 East: blood and urine specimens from the surviving crew members and blood, urine, and tissue specimens from the deceased crew members. Also, in accordance with SP requirements, a second urine specimen was collected from each of the surviving crew members. Because all specimens were negative for alcohol and other drugs and because the available testimony indicates that none of the crew members was impaired, the Safety Board concludes that alcohol and drugs were not a factor in the operation of Extra 7551 East on May 12, 1989.

The train dispatcher on duty at the time of the derailment, the assistant chief dispatcher who arranged the movement of Extra 7551 East, and the clerks who estimated the weights of the hopper cars and who prepared the shipper's bill of lading were not requested to submit to toxicological testing nor were they required to be tested. The Safety Board's concern about the potential involvement of alcohol and other drugs in all railroad operations has been well documented. The Safety Board believes that employees in safety-sensitive positions that can affect the movement of
trains—including supervisors and managers, train dispatchers, maintenance-of-way employees, clerks who handle hazardous materials shipments or who are responsible for recording vital information concerning the makeup of trains—should be required to submit to toxicological testing. Recommendations have been addressed to the FRA that it include in its alcohol and drug abuse regulations all persons in safety-sensitive positions, as a result of a Safety Board study on alcohol/drug use and its impact on railroad safety. Although the Safety Board concludes that alcohol and drugs were not a factor in the train derailment on May 12, 1989, the Safety Board believes that the SP should revise its rules to require postaccident toxicological testing of all employees in safety-sensitive positions.

CONCLUSIONS

Findings

1. When Extra 7551 East began its descent from Hiland, only three of the six locomotive units had functioning dynamic brakes; whether this total of three involved the full dynamics of SP 7549 or SP 9340, or a combination of the two could not be determined.

2. The head-end engineer's belief that he had four locomotive units with functioning dynamic brakes was reasonable in view of the information provided to him by the helper engineer.

3. Each of the 69 hopper cars of Extra 7551 East contained about 100 tons of trona.

4. The accepted practice of estimating weights at the time cars were released, coupled with the belief that these weights would be changed at a later time, created a potentially hazardous situation in which yard clerks were merely satisfying a requirement of the Southern Pacific computer system.

5. The Southern Pacific shipping clerk did not indicate on the shipper's bill of lading that the weights he had listed were estimated weights; the failure to do so affected the method by which the billing clerk chose to enter the bill of lading information into the computer system and ultimately the trailing tonnage information given to the operating crew of Extra 7551 East.

6. The tonnage profile generated by the Southern Pacific computer system and given to the operating crew of Extra 7551 East contained the incorrect trailing tonnage of 6,150 tons based on the weights estimated by the yard clerks at the time the cars were released, rather than the correct trailing tonnage of about 9,000 tons.

---

40 For more information, read Safety Study—“Alcohol/Drug Use and Its Impact on Railroad Safety” (NTSB/88-88/04).
7. Had the billing clerk elected to enter the individual weight of each car into the car file of the computer system, the tonnage profile given to the operating crew of Extra 7551 East would still have listed an incorrect trailing tonnage.

8. The tonnage profile given to the crew of Extra 7551 East contained inaccurate information regarding the tons per operative brake because of the incorrect trailing tonnage and because the Southern Pacific cars equipped with empty-load devices had a normal braking capability of 1, rather than the 1 1/2 as outlined in the special instructions.

9. The head-end engineer's acceptance of the information contained on the tonnage profile as being accurate when he received the document was reasonable.

10. Based on actual tonnage, available dynamic brakes, and Southern Pacific operating rules, Extra 7551 East should not have been permitted to operate down the 2.2 percent grade.

11. The head-end engineer would have been able to stop the train at the point he exceeded the 15-1b brake pipe reduction.

12. Southern Pacific operating rule 61.E provided inadequate guidance to the head-end engineer on the allowable speed and brake pipe reduction down the 2.2-percent grade.

13. The head-end engineer had sufficient time to recover his dynamic brakes, although he had not been trained to do so; however, recovering the dynamic brakes would have had little, if any, effect on the speed of the train as it entered the 4-degree curve, and the accident would still have occurred.

14. The head-end engineer would have had no reason to consider using retainers before he began descending the grade.

15. The helper engineer did not convey accurate information to the head-end engineer regarding the status of dynamic brakes on the helper units.

16. Crewmembers were not trained and instructed to work as a team and communicate to arrive at the most suitable solution to the emergency at hand.

17. The head-end engineer may have been able to bring the train safely down the hill had he crested the hill at 15 mph, which he would have been required to do if the dispatcher had informed him of the correct trailing tonnage.

18. The head-end engineer may have decided not to operate Extra 7551 East down the grade had he received accurate information about the trailing tonnage and the number of locomotive units with inoperative dynamic brakes.
19. The Federal Railroad Administration's position that both the equipping and use of dynamic brakes are optional is not consistent with the level of emphasis placed on the use of dynamic brakes in railroad operating rules, timetable instructions, and training.

20. Inaccurate information concerning the trailing tonnage of a train can still be generated by the Southern Pacific computer system and given to the crew, even with the revisions made by Southern Pacific following the train derailment.

21. The rationale to have the interlock nullify the dynamic brakes when the train brakes are placed into emergency is no longer consistent with the current training and operation of trains.

22. Updating the computer system with information regarding defective locomotive conditions did not receive priority attention in the dispatchers' office, and the responsibility for doing so was not clearly delegated by Southern Pacific management.

23. The Southern Pacific engineer training program did not adequately prepare engineers for handling a train in the event of an emergency situation.

24. The Southern Pacific management oversight of train operations, particularly on mountain grades, was inadequate.

25. The damage to the pipeline did not occur before the train derailment on May 12, 1989.

26. Calnev's pipeline met the industry-recommended safety requirements in effect when it was constructed; no State or Federal regulations were in effect at that time.

27. The 4 to 6 feet of earth cover over Calnev's pipeline protected it from damage when the Southern Pacific train derailed over the pipeline.

28. Calnev and Southern Pacific's surveillance of excavating equipment operations was insufficient to prevent damage to Calnev's pipeline.

29. Calnev's pipeline was mechanically dented and gouged at several locations by earth-moving equipment.

30. The Calnev pipeline was most likely damaged during the train wreckage removal operations or during the removal of the trona from the derailment site.

31. Calnev returned the pipeline to service without adequately inspecting or testing the pipeline for damage and without recognizing that its earlier inability to lower the pressure below 800 psig could have been the result of malfunctioning check valves.
32. Calnev’s pipeline experienced an over-stress on May 25, 1989, when a
preexisting microfissure grew in size as the normal operation of the
pipeline subjected the metal in the damaged area to cyclic loading at a
substantially larger operating stress-to-yield-strength ratio.

33. The previously untested All-Clear check valves at MP 6.9, 14.9, 19.2,
and 25.7 failed to properly close and allowed thousands of barrels of
gasoline at higher locations to be released from the failed pipeline.

34. The Calnev dispatcher’s attempts to restart the pipeline had no effect
on the consequences of the pipeline accident because the computer
control and monitoring system promptly detected the abnormal pressures
in the pipeline and shut down the pumps.

35. Federal pipeline safety requirements for liquid pipelines do not
properly protect public safety because they do not contain adequate
requirements for the rapid detection and shutdown of failed pipelines
and there are no provisions for safety enhancements when the population
at risk increases.

36. The City of San Bernardino’s plan for land use did not address the
hazards posed by the proximity of mainline railroads and of high
pressure pipelines.

37. The head-end engineer probably survived the accident because the side of
the operating compartment in which he was riding was not substantially
compromised.

38. The initial notification and emergency response to both the train
derailment and the pipeline rupture was timely and effective.

39. After the train derailment, the deputy fire chief, although assured by
Calnev that the pipeline was safe to resume normal operations, did not
fully exercise his authority as incident commander to have his concerns
regarding the integrity of the pipeline addressed.

40. The California State Fire Marshal’s office, as an agent for the Office
of Pipeline Safety, did not adequately explain its role and
responsibility to the incident commander during the emergency response
to the train derailment.

Probable Cause

The National Transportation Safety Board determined that the probable
cause of the train derailment on May 12, 1989, was the failure to determine
and communicate the accurate trailing weight of the train, failure to
communicate the status of the train’s dynamic brakes, and the Southern
Pacific operating rule that provided inadequate direction to the head-end
engineer on the allowable speed and brake pipe reduction down the 2.2-percent
grade.
The National Transportation Safety Board determined that the probable cause of the pipeline rupture on May 25, 1989, was the inadequate testing and inspection of the pipeline following the derailment that failed to detect damage to the pipe by earth-moving equipment. Contributing to the cause of the pipeline rupture was the severity of the train derailment that resulted in extensive wreckage and commodity removal operations. Contributing to the severity of the damage resulting from substantial product release was Calnev's failure to inspect and test check valves to determine that they functioned properly, particularly after the train derailment.

RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of its investigation, the National Transportation Safety Board made the following safety recommendations:

--to the Southern Pacific Transportation Company:

Develop explicit procedures that require the dispatcher and the operating crew to communicate vital information concerning the condition of the train that may impact on the crew's decisionmaking and train handling including, but not limited to, the number of locomotive units with functioning dynamic brakes and the trailing tonnage of the train. (Class II, Priority Action) (R-90-12)

Improve the method of developing accurate trailing tonnage information to be provided to traincrews. (Class II, Priority Action) (R-90-13)

Eliminate the dynamic brake/emergency interlock on all locomotive units. (Class II, Priority Action) (R-90-14)

Develop a procedure that will ensure that information concerning defective locomotive conditions is entered into the computer system in a timely manner and that the responsibility for doing so is clearly delegated. (Class II, Priority Action) (R-90-15)

Review the training program for engineers and incorporate emergency situations into the simulator portion of the program that will require engineers to respond appropriately to various operating parameters, including the recovery of dynamic braking. (Class II, Priority Action) (R-90-16)

Review the supervisory oversight of train operations and provide specific guidance regarding the number and types of efficiency tests, check rides, and the review of event recorder tapes. (Class II, Priority Action) (R-90-17)
Require postaccident toxicological testing of all employees in safety-sensitive positions, including dispatchers and clerks who are responsible for preparing accurate train documents. (Class II, Priority Action) (R-90-18)

Revise the procedures for qualifying engineers to require that supervisors ride with an engineer in both directions on mountain grade territory before qualifying the engineer over the entire territory and that the ride be performed on a train that is comparable in size and trailing tonnage to those typically most difficult to operate on that territory. (Class II, Priority Action) (R-90-19)

Require operating crews and employees in safety-sensitive positions to receive periodic comprehensive physical examinations. (Class II, Priority Action) (R-90-20)

Require the appropriate employees to obtain the actual weight of cars and product from shippers and to indicate on the bill of lading if the weights listed are shipper-certified or estimated weights. (Class II, Priority Action) (R-90-21)

--to the Federal Railroad Administration:

Promulgate regulations regarding the qualification of engineers to require that supervisors ride with an engineer in both directions on mountain grade territory before qualifying the engineer over the entire territory and that the ride be performed on a train that is comparable in size and trailing tonnage to those typically most difficult to operate on that territory. (Class II, Priority Action) (R-90-22)

Study, in conjunction with the Association of American Railroads, the feasibility of developing a positive method to indicate to the operating engineer in the cab of the controlling locomotive unit the condition of the dynamic brakes on all units in the train. (Class III, Longer Term Action) (R-90-23)

Revise regulations to require that if a locomotive unit is equipped with dynamic brakes that the dynamic brakes function. (Class II, Priority Action) (R-90-24)

Require, in conjunction with the Research and Special Programs Administration, railroad operators to coordinate with operators of pipelines located on or adjacent to their railroad rights-of-way the development of plans for handling transportation emergencies that may impact both the rail and pipeline systems and then to discuss the plan with affected State and local emergency response agencies. (Class II, Priority Action) (R-90-25)
--to the Association of American Railroads:

Study, in conjunction with the Federal Railroad Administration, the feasibility of developing a positive method to indicate to the operating engineer in the cab of the controlling locomotive unit the condition of the dynamic brakes on all units in the train. (Class III, Longer Term Action) (R-90-26)

Inform your members of the circumstances of the train derailment at San Bernardino, California, on May 12, 1989, and notify them of the braking capability of cars equipped with empty/load devices, advising that timetable instructions and operating rules should be revised accordingly. (Class II, Priority Action) (R-90-27)

--to Calnev Pipe Line Company:

Enhance the computerized operating system by requiring the dispatcher on duty to acknowledge individually each alarm received or by adding a second dissimilar sounding alarm denoting multiple alarm conditions. (Class II, Priority Action) (P-90-22)

Provide a means for testing all mainline check valves to determine that they function properly and test these valves annually. (Class II, Priority Action) (P-90-23)

--to the City of San Bernardino:

Revise the existing plan for land use to account for the location of railroads and high pressure pipelines. (Class II, Priority Action) (I-90-18)

Define clearly the authority of the incident commander as the person-in-charge of an emergency response and emphasize the need to not relinquish control of an incident until all concerns regarding the public safety have been thoroughly satisfied. (Class II, Priority Action) (I-90-19)

--to the Research and Special Programs Administration:

Address, in the ongoing study to determine the feasibility of establishing inspection, maintenance, and test requirements for check valves, the lack of definitions for the various terms used for valves in the pipeline safety regulations. (Class II, Priority Action) (P-90-24)
Require, in conjunction with the Federal Railroad Administration, operators of pipelines located on or adjacent to railroad rights-of-way to coordinate with the railroad operators the development of plans for handling transportation emergencies that may impact both the rail and pipeline systems and then to discuss the plan with affected State and local emergency response agencies. (Class II, Priority Action) (P-90-25)

--to the National Association of Counties and the National League of Cities:

Inform your members of the land-use guidance for enhancing public safety contained in the National Research Council's Special Report 219, "Pipeline and Public Safety," and encourage them to develop and implement policies to protect public safety for lands adjacent to pipelines and railroads. (Class II, Priority Action) (I-90-20)

As a result of its investigation, the Safety Board also reiterated the following safety recommendations:

--to the Research and Special Programs Administration:

P-84-26

Amend Federal regulations governing pipelines that transport highly volatile liquids to require a level of safety for the public comparable to that now required for natural gas pipelines.

P-87-6

Require existing natural gas transmission and liquid petroleum pipeline operators when repairing or modifying their systems, to install facilities to incorporate the use of in-line [internal] inspection equipment.

P-87-7

Require that all new gas and liquid transmission pipelines be constructed to facilitate the use of in-line [internal] instrument inspection equipment.

P-87-22

Require the installation of remote-operated valves on pipelines that transport hazardous liquids, and base the spacing of remote-operated valves on the population at risk.
--to the Federal Railroad Administration:

R-89-50

Expedite the rulemaking requiring the use of event recorders in the railroad industry.

BY THE NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD

/s/ James L. Kolstad
Chaiman

/s/ Susan M. Coughlin
Vice Chairman

/s/ John K. Lauber
Member

/s/ Jim Burnett
Member

Adopted: June 19, 1990
APPENDIX A

INVESTIGATION AND HEARING

Investigation

The National Transportation Safety Board was notified on May 12, 1989, of a derailment of a Southern Pacific Transportation Company freight train near San Bernardino, California. The investigator-in-charge and other members of the investigative team were dispatched from the Washington, D.C. office and the Fort Worth, Texas, and Atlanta, Georgia, field offices. Investigative groups were established for engineering, mechanical, operations, human performance, and survival factors.

On May 25, 1989, the Safety Board was notified of a pipeline rupture at the site of the earlier train derailment. The investigator-in-charge and members of the investigative team were again dispatched to the scene of the accident. Investigative groups were established for mechanical, pipeline operations, human performance, and survival factors.

Hearing

A 5-day public hearing was convened in San Bernardino, California, beginning on August 28, 1989. Designated parties at the hearing were the Southern Pacific Transportation Company, the Calnev Pipe Line Company, the Federal Railroad Administration, the Research and Special Programs Administration, the State of California (the Public Utilities Commission for the train derailment and the State Fire Marshal’s Office for the pipeline rupture), the City of San Bernardino, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, and the United Transportation Union. Thirty-four witnesses testified during the 5-day hearing.
Southern Pacific Transportation Company Personnel

Engineer, Extra 7551 East.--Engineer Frank W. Holland, age 33, received his last SP medical examination on December 11, 1986. The medical record disclosed no adverse medical condition and reported that his hearing and corrected vision were within normal limits.

Conductor, Extra 7551 East.--Conductor Everett Crown, age 35, underwent a company physical examination on April 18, 1972. The record of that examination disclosed no medical problems and reported vision and hearing to be within normal limits. No other documentation could be located by SP officials concerning his medical condition. Postaccident statements by Conductor Crown's wife indicated that his sensory acuity at the time of the accident was normal.

Brakeman, Extra 4771 East.--Brakeman Allan Reiss, age 43, received his last company physical examination, according to SP medical records, in November 1971. The record revealed no medical problems and reported his hearing and uncorrected vision to be normal. According to Brakeman Reiss' wife, her husband had recently received a routine physical examination from their family physician, who reported no medical problems.

Helper Engineer, Extra 7551 East.--Engineer Lawrence Hill, age 42, underwent a company physical examination on December 19, 1986. The record indicated no restrictive medical conditions and reported his hearing and corrected vision to be within normal limits.

Helper Brakeman, Extra 7551 East.--Brakeman Robert Waterbury, age 57, received his last company physical examination in April 1960. The SP records at that time indicated no adverse medical conditions and reported his hearing and corrected vision to be within normal limits. Brakeman Waterbury indicated that since his last company physical examination, he had been seeing a local physician for a high blood pressure condition. The physician last examined Brakeman Waterbury in March 1989, and refilled a prescription for an antihypertensive drug. At the time of the examination, the physician reported no complications and noted Brakeman Waterbury's blood pressure to be within the normal range.

Calnev Personnel

Pipeline Dispatcher.--Dispatcher Arturo Aguilar, age 34, received his last company physical examination on September 2, 1988. The record disclosed no adverse medical condition and reported his hearing and uncorrected vision to be normal.
# APPENDIX C

## BILL OF LADING
(provided by shipper)

### ALTERNATE STRAIGHT BILL OF LADING—SHORT FORM

- **Shipper No.**
- **Carrier No.**
- **Date.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commodity</th>
<th>Description of Goods</th>
<th>Gross Weight</th>
<th>Net Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRY</td>
<td>500 LBS</td>
<td>500 LBS</td>
<td>500 LBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRESH</td>
<td>1000 LBS</td>
<td>1000 LBS</td>
<td>1000 LBS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Weight:** 2000 LBS
Appendix C

Bill of Lading
(provided by shipper)

Alternate Straight Bill of Lading - Short Form

Shipper: LAKE MINERALS CORPORATION

P.O. Box 37

Port of Los Angeles

OCEAN FREIGHT

Marks: TRANSIT -/graphql/GRAPH

Consolidation

Shipment No.: 3

Ctns.: 15

Unit Weight: 500 lbs.

Rate: 10 cents per pound

Freight prepaid

Freight Forwarder: SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CORP.

 ICC: SP-C-685S

Shipment No.: 3

From: LAKE MINERALS CORPORATION

To: SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CORP.

Invoice No.: 123

P.O. No.: 456

Shipment Date: 12/31/89

Freight Rate:

Ctns.: 15

Weight: 7,500 lbs.

Freight Total: $750

Freight Included

Freight Not Included

Freight Paid

Freight Prepaid

Freight Collect

Clean

Dirty

Loading Port: SAN FRANCISCO

Destination: NEW ORLEANS

Shipper's Instructions:

Precautions to be Observed:

Transportation:

Special Instructions:

Shipment to be Delivered:

Signature of Authorized Shipper:

Signature of Authorized Receiver:

Date: 12/31/89

Certified by:

Date: 12/31/89

Certifies that the above information is true and correct.
# BILL OF LADING
(provided by shipper)

## APPENDIX C

### ALTERNATE STRAIGHT BILL OF LADING—SHORT FORM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carrier</th>
<th>RAISER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</th>
<th>FROM</th>
<th>LAKE MINERALS CORPORATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>5/14/69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipper</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cargo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notify</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SHIPMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHIP TO</th>
<th>LICENCE NO.</th>
<th>MARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CORP.</td>
<td>ICC-SP-C-6855</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ITEMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit No.</th>
<th>Description of Articles</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Charge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>481043</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>481024</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>481104</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>481110</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TOTAL CHARGES

- Freight charges: $3
- Cargo insurance: $1
- Other charges: $0

### SHIPPER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAISER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
<td>566/700 North 49750</td>
<td>BAKING FACILITY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CONSIGNEE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAISER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
<td>566/700 North 49750</td>
<td>BAKING FACILITY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MARKS

- 481043
- 481024
- 481104
- 481110
- 481104
- 481110
- 481110

### SHIPPER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAISER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
<td>566/700 North 49750</td>
<td>BAKING FACILITY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CONSIGNEE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAISER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
<td>566/700 North 49750</td>
<td>BAKING FACILITY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX C

BILL OF LADING
(filled out by yard clerk)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TO</th>
<th>SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CORP.</th>
<th>ICC-SF-C-635E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TALLY SHEET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ITEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TOTAL CHARGES | $100.00 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| WEIGHT | 10000 | 5000 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01/01/20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREIGHT CHARGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MERCHANTS' END</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CORP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC-SF-C-635E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSUING OFFICER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CORP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC-SF-C-635E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSUED TO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEIZER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSUED FOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEIZER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRAND AND DESCRIPTION OF GOODS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CORP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC-SF-C-635E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSIGNEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEIZER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSIGNEE ADDRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEIZER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSIGNEE ZIP CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER NO.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12345678</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PORT OF LOADING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOS ANGELES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PORT OF DISCHARGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOS ANGELES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHIPPER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEIZER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHIPPER ADDRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEIZER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHIPPER ZIP CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CARRIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CARRIER ADDRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CARRIER ZIP CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01/01/20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSUING OFFICER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CORP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC-SF-C-635E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSUED TO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEIZER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSUED FOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEIZER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRAND AND DESCRIPTION OF GOODS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CORP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC-SF-C-635E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSIGNEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEIZER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSIGNEE ADDRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEIZER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSIGNEE ZIP CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER NO.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12345678</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PORT OF LOADING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOS ANGELES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PORT OF DISCHARGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOS ANGELES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHIPPER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEIZER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHIPPER ADDRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEIZER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHIPPER ZIP CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CARRIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CARRIER ADDRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CARRIER ZIP CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01/01/20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSUING OFFICER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CORP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC-SF-C-635E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSUED TO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEIZER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSUED FOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEIZER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRAND AND DESCRIPTION OF GOODS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CORP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC-SF-C-635E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSIGNEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEIZER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSIGNEE ADDRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEIZER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSIGNEE ZIP CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER NO.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12345678</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PORT OF LOADING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOS ANGELES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PORT OF DISCHARGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOS ANGELES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHIPPER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEIZER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHIPPER ADDRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEIZER INTERNATIONAL CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHIPPER ZIP CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CARRIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CARRIER ADDRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CORP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CARRIER ZIP CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01/01/20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Appendix C

**Bill of Lading**

(filled out by yard clerk)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Method of Transportation</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Charges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Shipped by:** Kaiser International Corporation

**To:** [Destination Address]

**From:** [Origin Address]

**Car#** [Car Number]

**Date** [Date]

**Signatures**

[Signatures and seals]
# APPENDIX C

**BILL OF LADING**
*(filled out by yard clerk)*

## ALTERNATE STRAIGHT BILL OF LADING - SHORT FORM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shipment Order Copy</th>
<th>Carrier No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>05/06/89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TO</th>
<th>FROM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Address]</td>
<td>[Address]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carrier No.</th>
<th>Carrier Name</th>
<th>Z.C.E.</th>
<th>Zip Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PACKING LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item 1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>12 x 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>9 x 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SHIPMENT TYPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Type]</td>
<td>[Description]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CHARGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>$32.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protect</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TOTAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>$157.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**FOR SHIPPER**

[Signature]

**FOR CARRIER**

[Signature]  
Date: [Date]

---

**FOR YARD CLERK**

[Signature]  
Date: [Date]
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TONNAGE PROFILE OF EXTRA 7551 EAST

1000 56 1225 02/12/69 1532 K2 RARO II NF25600

INPUT DEVICE: NF25600 SEQUENCE NUMBER: 441

CAR TONNAGE PROFILE FOR M J P M 11 3 1 NOV-28-78

IM "CA" INPUT DETAILS AT MCOLTON CA 1224 9/1/2/69 441

S: 0647000/06151/03474

TONS PER OPERATIVE SHAPE: 69.9

N 455 912 1367 1821 2215 2034 3334 3805 4298 4613 5017 5424
H 245 305 350 140 1250 1506 1783 2014 2242 2519 2776 3027

THREADS FROM FIRST DETAIL ENTERED TO LAST

N 5826
H 3275

ARBOUS COMMORITIES: NONE
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SEAWAYS: E 0506 SE 0006 "U.S.
"0450 "E 0506 "U.S.

TARGET: 0450 "E 0506 "U.S.

SEAFLOWS: E 0506 SE 0006 "U.S.

CONDUCTOR: EGRDN 12 0830 2000 12 0830 00 1240 1920 ENGINEER: HOLLAND

TOOL 22000

22000 @ SPMTAD X

O LBS. O THIIS @ FF ELM BURY

SEATOUT 22000

EX. 22000 LMD001 27060 XECOMP 21900 B

KALIENINTERN 250

FF

EX. 40105 LMD001 21900 XECOMP 21900 B

KALIENINTERN 250

FF

EX. 40105 LMD001 21900 XECOMP 21900 B

KALIENINTERN 250

FF

EX. 40105 LMD001 21900 XECOMP 21900 B

KALIENINTERN 250

FF

EX. 40105 LMD001 21900 XECOMP 21900 B

KALIENINTERN 250

FF

EX. 40105 LMD001 21900 XECOMP 21900 B

KALIENINTERN 250

FF

EX. 40105 LMD001 21900 XECOMP 21900 B

KALIENINTERN 250

FF

EX. 40105 LMD001 21900 XECOMP 21900 B

KALIENINTERN 250

FF

EX. 40105 LMD001 21900 XECOMP 21900 B

KALIENINTERN 250

FF
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bunker</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>401066</td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>D54</td>
<td>LHD30D50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401042</td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>D54</td>
<td>LHD30D50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401047</td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>D54</td>
<td>LHD30D50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401061</td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>D54</td>
<td>LHD30D50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401062</td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>D54</td>
<td>LHD30D50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
- D54 refers to a type of vessel or equipment.
- LHD30D50 likely refers to a loading or handling capacity.
- The quantity is given in cubic meters (m³).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SETOUN 22050</th>
<th>BFHR 9125 C Z10 000 17900 A</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>SPEZ10 X</th>
<th>SETOUN 22000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BP 481012 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>SICOMP</td>
<td>21980</td>
<td>BP 481020 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP 481051 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>SICOMP</td>
<td>21980</td>
<td>BP 481052 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP 481069 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>SICOMP</td>
<td>21980</td>
<td>BP 481070 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP 481085 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>SICOMP</td>
<td>21980</td>
<td>BP 481090 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP 481142 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>SICOMP</td>
<td>21980</td>
<td>BP 481143 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP 481237 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>SICOMP</td>
<td>21980</td>
<td>BP 481237 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP 481315 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>SICOMP</td>
<td>21980</td>
<td>BP 481315 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP 481470 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>SICOMP</td>
<td>21980</td>
<td>BP 481470 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP 481575 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>SICOMP</td>
<td>21980</td>
<td>BP 481575 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP 481670 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>SICOMP</td>
<td>21980</td>
<td>BP 481670 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP 481775 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>SICOMP</td>
<td>21980</td>
<td>BP 481775 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP 481875 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>SICOMP</td>
<td>21980</td>
<td>BP 481875 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP 481975 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>SICOMP</td>
<td>21980</td>
<td>BP 481975 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP 482075 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>SICOMP</td>
<td>21980</td>
<td>BP 482075 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP 482175 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>SICOMP</td>
<td>21980</td>
<td>BP 482175 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP 482275 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>SICOMP</td>
<td>21980</td>
<td>BP 482275 L H08 091 21980 X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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OPS HAZARDOUS FACILITY ORDER
AND SUBSEQUENT AMENDED ORDERS

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

IN THE MATTER OF
CALIFORNIAS PIPELINE COMPANY
RESONSPENT

CFR NO. 5087 - H

FINAL ORDER

Following a rupture on May 22, 1986, the Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS), through its Western Region, initiated an
investigation of Respondent's 14-inch Interstate hazardous liquid
(petroleum product) pipeline in San Bernardino, California on the
site, and in the vicinity, of a derailment on May 22, 1986 of a
Southern Pacific train. As the result of the rupture and the
release of gasoline, an ensuing fire caused at least three
fatalities and 11 injuries as well as extensive property damage.

Based on the preliminary findings made below, I find that if
placed into service under the same circumstances as existed after
the rupture, that portion of Respondent's pipeline subject to the
required corrective actions prescribed in Section 3 below, would
be hazardous to life and property. Accordingly, pursuant to the
authority of section 205(b) of the Hazardous Liquid Pipeline
herewith order Respondent to take the actions prescribed in Section
3 of this Order before the subject portion of Respondent's 14-inch
pipeline may be returned to operation.

Respondent desires not to delay progress toward resuming safe
operations and has orally waived prior written notice and an
opportunity for hearing. Respondent has received oral notice of
the terms of this Order. Therefore, this Order is issued without
prior written notice and hearing.

1. Preliminary Findings.

a. After the May 22, 1986 train derailment, the
line had not been completely exposed and
visually examined for damage.

b. The portion of the pipeline potentially
affected by the derailment was reported to be
at least 500 feet. Respondent did not
ascertain the structural integrity of the
entire section of affected pipeline after the
May 22, 1986 derailment. In addition to
structural damage, coating damage may have occurred as a result of the derailment and clean-up efforts.

c. It was reported that various wreckage debris (rail, train parts, etc) was found near the pipeline when exposed after the failure. This debris may have a detrimental effect on the integrity of the pipeline.

d. The line is used for the transportation of petroleum products under pressure. A failure in the line can result in injury to persons and property. The failure on May 30, 1989 indicates this circumstance.

e. The line runs adjacent to a residential area.

2. Pipeline Covered by This Order.

The portion of Respondent's 14-inch petroleum pipeline to which the requirements of this Order apply is hereby described as follows:

All of that pipe between a point 100 yards south of the check valve on the downstream side of the derailment impact area, (Calnev designation, station 363 + 40) and a point 100 yards upstream of the road casing at Highland Avenue. (Calnev designation station 355 + 92).

3. Required Corrective Action.

The corrective actions required herein are designed to assure that operation of the subject pipeline, if resumed, is safe. Pursuant to section 209(b) of the Kepha, I hereby order CalNeva Pipeline Company to take the following actions with respect to operation of the pipeline:

a. Excavate and expose the full circumference of pipe between a point 50 feet north of the casing beneath Highland Avenue and the south end of the levee adjacent to the check valve.

b. Conduct a thorough visual inspection of the entire circumference of the pipe exposed under paragraph a. of this Section to locate any damage to the coating or the pipe itself and repair or replace coating or pipe as appropriate.
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c. Hydraulically (water under pressure) test the pipe to 1.25 times its maximum operating pressure. The test must be conducted in accordance with the applicable requirements of 49 CFR Part 195.

The Chief of the CPS Western Region will review and approve Respondent's hydrostatic testing and inspection program. OPS will monitor the test. The pipeline shall not be returned to service until all actions required herein are determined by the Chief of the OPS Western Region to have been successfully completed.

Failure to comply with the terms of this Order may result in the assessment of civil penalties or referral to the Attorney General for relief in the appropriate United States District Court. This Order is effective upon issuance.

Richard L. Beam
Director, Office of Pipeline Safety

DATE ISSUED: M2 26 583
AMENDED FINAL ORDER

Following a rupture on May 25, 1989, the Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS), through its Western Region, initiated an investigation of Respondent’s 14-inch interstate hazardous liquid (petroleum product) pipeline in San Bernardino, California, on the site, and in the vicinity, of a derailment on May 12, 1989, of a Southern Pacific train. As the result of the rupture and the release of gasoline, an ensuing fire caused fatalities and injuries as well as extensive property damage.

In response to the accident, and to ensure that the pipeline could be safely operated in the future, on May 25, 1989, I ordered (CPF No. 5087-M) Respondent to take certain actions (Section 3) before putting the pipeline back in service. Based on information obtained by OPS since issuance of the Order as part of its ongoing investigation of the rupture, I am hereby amending the Order as set forth below.

Based on the preliminary findings made below, I find that if placed into service under the same circumstances as existed after the rupture, that portion of Respondent’s pipeline subject to the required corrective actions prescribed in Section 2 below, would be hazardous to life and property. Accordingly, pursuant to the authority of section 208(b) of the Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Safety Act of 1979, as amended (49 App. U.S.C. 2008(b) (HLPSA)), I hereby order Respondent to take the actions prescribed in Section 2 of this Amended Final Order before the subject portion of Respondent’s 14-inch pipeline may be returned to operation.

Respondent desires not to delay progress toward resuming safe operations and has orally waived prior written notice and an opportunity for hearing. Respondent has received oral notice of the terms of this Amended Final Order. Therefore, this Amended Final Order is issued without prior written notice and hearing.

1. Preliminary Findings.

   a. After the May 12, 1989, train derailment, the line had not been completely exposed and visually examined for damage.
b. The portion of the pipeline potentially affected by the derailment was reported to be at least 500 feet. Respondent did not ascertain the structural integrity of the entire section of affected pipeline after the May 12, 1989, derailment. In addition to structural damage, coating damage may have occurred as a result of the derailment and clean-up efforts.

c. It was reported that various wreckage debris (rail, train parts, etc.) was found near the pipeline when exposed after the failure. This debris may have a detrimental affect on the integrity of the pipeline.

d. The line is used for the transportation of petroleum products under pressure. A failure in the line can result in injury to persons and property. The failure on May 25, 1989, indicates this circumstance.

e. The line runs adjacent to a residential area.

2. Required Corrective Actions.

The corrective actions required herein are designed to assure that operation of the subject pipeline, if resumed, is safe. The actions prescribed herein supersede the actions prescribed in Section 3 of the Order issued to Respondent on May 26, 1989.

Pursuant to section 209(b) of the HLPSA, I hereby order CalNav Pipe Line Company to take the following actions with respect to operation of the pipeline:

a. Excavate and expose the full circumference of pipe between a point 10 feet north (downstream) of the casing beneath Highland Avenue and the south (upstream) rise of the Muscoy Levee.

b. Conduct a visual inspection of the entire circumference of the pipe exposed under paragraph a. of this Section to determine any damage to the pipe or pipe coating.

c. Replace all pipe between the points identified in paragraph a. of this Section with new pipe.

d. Install a block valve between the check valve and the Muscoy Levee.
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e. Hydrostatically (water under pressure) test the pipe between a point 50 feet south of the Highland Avenue casing and the block valve required under paragraph d. of this Section to 1.25 times its maximum operating pressure.

f. Each action required by this Amended Final Order must be performed in accordance with all applicable requirements of 49 CFR Part 195.

The Chief of the OPS Western Region will review and approve Respondent's hydrostatic testing and inspection program. OPS will monitor the test. The pipeline shall not be returned to service until all actions required herein are determined by the Chief of the OPS Western Region to have been successfully completed.

Failure to comply with the terms of this Amended Final Order may result in the assessment of civil penalties or referral to the Attorney General for relief in the appropriate United States District Court. This Amended Final Order is effective upon issuance.

Richard L. Beaz
Director, Office of Pipeline Safety

DATE ISSUED: MAY 30 1988
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, DC

IN THE MATTER OF
CALTEX PIPE LINE COMPANY,
RESPONDENT.

CPF No. 5087-M

FURTHER AMENDMENT TO
AMENDED FINAL ORDER


During the course of the corrective action required by the Amended Final Order, namely during the physical exposure of the line required by paragraph a. of that order, it was discovered that the line has a bend at the casing. This condition renders it technically impractical, if not impossible, to tie-in new pipe at that location (10 feet north of the casing) as required by paragraph b. By letter of June 6, 1989, Respondent has requested relief from this requirement. Review of the exposed pipe by a representative of the Office of Pipeline Safety indicates no apparent damage to the pipe at that location. Furthermore, the line will be hydrostatically tested prior to return to service, assuring safety.
Accordingly, I hereby further amend the Amended Final Order by replacing paragraph e. with the following new paragraph e.: 

c. Replace all pipe between the points identified in paragraph a. of this section with new pipe except that replacement need not be done between the exposed point 10 feet north of the casing and the point approximately 35 to 40 feet north of the casing at which a tie-in becomes technically practical. The selection of that point shall be concurred in orally by a representative of the Office of Pipeline Safety.

In all other respects, the Amended Final Order remains the same.

Richard L. Bean, Director
Office of Pipeline Safety

Date Issued: 10/5/86
CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Mr. David Andries
Manager of Operations
Calnev Pipe Line Company
412 W. Hospitality Lane
San Bernardino, CA 92412

Dear Mr. Andries:

I have reviewed the Calnev hydrostatic testing and inspection program and the results of the program and other actions required by the terms of the Order (as amended) in this case. I find that the terms and conditions of the Order have been successfully completed.

Sincerely,

Jack C. Overly
Chief, Western Region
Office of Pipeline Safety

Copy to: Richard Bean, Director, OPS
Jin Wait, Chief, Pipeline Safety, CSTM
Arnold Koodie, CSTM
James Fannmann, City Attorney, San Bernardino, CA
**APPENDIX F**

**ASSESSMENT OF DAMAGES TO RESIDENCES AND PROPERTY**

Table I.--City assessment of damages to residences from train derailment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residence</th>
<th>Damages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2314 Duffy</td>
<td>90 percent destroyed: entire roof, rear exterior and two side exterior walls, and all but one small interior wall at front entrance destroyed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2326 Duffy</td>
<td>100 percent destroyed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2336 Duffy</td>
<td>99 percent destroyed: only a portion of front exterior wall left standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2348 Duffy</td>
<td>99 percent destroyed: only a portion of front exterior wall left standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2360 Duffy</td>
<td>rear 40 percent of walls and ceiling destroyed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2372 Duffy</td>
<td>97 percent destroyed: portion of front exterior wall and one small interior wall left standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2382 Duffy</td>
<td>20 percent destroyed: entire garage and corner of dining room and kitchen destroyed; electrical service destroyed; all rear windows broken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2394 Duffy</td>
<td>all rear windows broken and electrical service damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2404 Duffy</td>
<td>all rear windows broken</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II.--Residences and damages incurred from pipeline rupture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residence</th>
<th>Damages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2373 West Adams</td>
<td>heat and smoke damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2395 West Adams</td>
<td>house and 3 vehicles destroyed by fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2348 San Carlo</td>
<td>house and 1 vehicle destroyed by fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2360 San Carlo</td>
<td>house and 1 vehicle destroyed by fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2372 San Carlo</td>
<td>smoke damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2382 San Carlo</td>
<td>garage damaged by fire, back of house received heat and smoke damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2383 Duffy</td>
<td>minor heat damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2351 Duffy</td>
<td>house and 2 vehicles destroyed by fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2349 Duffy</td>
<td>house and 1 vehicle destroyed by fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2347 Duffy</td>
<td>house and 2 vehicles destroyed by fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2327 Duffy</td>
<td>house destroyed by fire (location of one fatality)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2315 Duffy</td>
<td>house and 1 vehicle destroyed by fire (location of one fatality)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2302 Duffy</td>
<td>house and 3 vehicles destroyed by fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2395 Donald</td>
<td>heat and smoke damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2379 Donald</td>
<td>minor smoke damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2382 Donald</td>
<td>house and 6 vehicles destroyed by fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2358 Donald</td>
<td>house and 1 vehicle destroyed by fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2344 Donald</td>
<td>minor smoke damage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FRA LETTER REGARDING FUNCTIONING DYNAMIC BRAKES

1 OCT 1989

Mr. Lee Dickinson
Member of the Board
National Transportation Safety Board
800 Independence Avenue, S.W., Room 840
Washington, D.C. 20594

Dear Mr. Dickinson:

This refers to your request relative to the Federal Railroad Administration’s enforcement policy concerning defective or inoperative dynamic brakes for locomotives.

The Railroad Power Brake and Drawbars Regulations does not require the presence of a dynamic brake. However, dynamic brakes are referred to in the Locomotive Safety Standards, which states in part “If a dynamic brake or regenerative brake system is in use, that portion of the system in use shall respond to control from the cab of the controlling locomotive.”

This part makes clear that both the equipping and the use of dynamic brake is optional. The FRA will not take exception, i.e., a dynamic brake is found inoperative or operates at less than maximum designed capacity.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

J. W. Walsh
Associate Administrator
for Safety
SOUTHERN PACIFIC TIMETABLE INSTRUCTIONS

MAXIMUM TONS PER OPERATIVE BRAKE
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LOS ANGELES DIVISION
MOJAVE SUBDIVISION

RULE 33. Grade exceeding 1.5% — Tehachapi to MP 323.6, Camarillo MP 371.3 to Mojave, Crest to Mojave, Searles to MP 412.6. Potentially in Sylmar and Lilac to bottom of both legs of ties at West Colton.

This restriction will not apply to local, mid-switcher and yard engine operating between MP 444.9 and bottom of both legs of ties at West Colton.

Maximum tons per operative brake ... 80 tons

Exemptions:

- All trains, RXOCL, with not more than 800 tons per axle of dynamic brake, and not exceeding 25 MPH 
- Trains with not more than 400 tons per axle of dynamic brake, and not exceeding 20 MPH 
- Trains with not more than 250 tons per axle of dynamic brake, and not exceeding 15 MPH 

Insufficient dynamic brake capacity or failure of dynamic brake which results in exceeding those tonnage per axle, it to be considered as operating without dynamic brake.

Should dynamic brake failure occur on one or more locomotive resulting in insufficient dynamic brake capacity, train must stop and all remaining values turned off. Train may then proceed not exceeding 15 MPH if, in the judgment of the conductor and engineer, it is safe to do so.

RULE 36. Applies at Vincent and Summit Switch and to outbound trains at Lilac.

RULE 48. Section L. On both legs of ties at West Colton dynamic brake must not exceed: No. of Axles | Lead Motor Amps
--- | ---
20 to 24 | 300
Less than 20 | Maximum

RULE 64. Maximum Horsepower Per Ton Ratings:

All Westward Trains .................................. 5.0
Eastward Trains (Bakersfield to Summit Switch) .................................. 6.0
Eastward Trains (Summit Switch to West Colton) .................................. 4.0
All Other Eastward Trains .................................. 5.0

*m http://example.com/latin/lorem/ipsum*

LOS ANGELES DIVISION
BAKERSFIELD SUBDIVISION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WESTWARD</th>
<th>STATIONS</th>
<th>EASTWARD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17200</td>
<td>BAKERSFIELD</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17063</td>
<td>OK. JCT</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17065</td>
<td>8350</td>
<td>OK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17053</td>
<td>8350</td>
<td>OK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16428</td>
<td>8350</td>
<td>OK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16432</td>
<td>OK.</td>
<td>16432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16434</td>
<td>8350</td>
<td>OK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16440</td>
<td>8200</td>
<td>OK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16442</td>
<td>OK.</td>
<td>16442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16444</td>
<td>8350</td>
<td>OK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16446</td>
<td>8350</td>
<td>OK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16464</td>
<td>OK.</td>
<td>16464</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OIL CITY BRANCH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17065</td>
<td>MANTHA</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>17065</td>
<td>MANTHA</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17067</td>
<td>OK. JCT</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>17067</td>
<td>OK. JCT</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MACHINERY AUTHORIZED SPEED FOR TRAINS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Pct.</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Pct.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17200</td>
<td>MANTHA</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>17200</td>
<td>MANTHA</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17065</td>
<td>OK. JCT</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>17065</td>
<td>OK. JCT</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OIL CITY BRANCH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Pct.</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Pct.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17065</td>
<td>MANTHA</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>17065</td>
<td>MANTHA</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17067</td>
<td>OK. JCT</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>17067</td>
<td>OK. JCT</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RULE 1025. At these locations, speed may be increased as soon as lead engine has passed increase speed sign.
APPENDIX I

SELECTED PROVISIONS OF ASME CODE B31.4

1. The design requirements for this Code are adequate for public safety under conditions usually encountered in liquid petroleum transportation piping systems, including lines within villages, towns, cities, and industrial areas. However, the design engineer shall provide reasonable protection to prevent damage to the pipeline from unusual external conditions which may be encountered in river crossings, bridges, areas of heavy traffic, long self-supported spans, unstable ground, vibration, weight of special attachments, or forces resulting from abnormal thermal conditions. Some of the protective measures which the design engineer may provide are encasing with steel pipe of larger diameter, adding concrete protective coating, increasing the wall thickness, lowering the line to a greater depth, or indicating the presence of the line with additional markers. (402.1)

2. The right-of-way shall be selected so as to minimize the possibility of hazard from future industrial or urban development or encroachment on the right-of-way.

3. The piping component at any point in the piping system shall be designed for an internal design pressure which shall not be less than the maximum steady state operating pressure at that point, or less than the static head pressure at that point with the line in a static condition. The maximum steady state pressure shall be the sum of the static head pressure, pressure required to overcome friction losses, and any required back pressure. Variations in pressure above the maximum steady state operating pressure due to surges are allowed in accordance with 402.2.4. (401.2.2)

4. Portions of the piping system to be operated at hoop stresses exceeding 20 percent of the specified minimum yield strength of the pipe shall be subjected at any point to a hydrostatic test equivalent to not less than 1.25 times the internal design pressure at that point (see 401.2.2). (437.4.1(a))

5. The duration of the hydrostatic test specified in 437.4.1(a) shall be not less than 24 hours. (437.4.1(b))

6. Mainline valves shall be installed at accessible locations on both sides of major river crossings and at such other locations, appropriate for the terrain traversed by the pipeline. (434.15.2)

7. Consideration in the design shall be given to piping systems located in regions where earthquakes are known to occur. (401.5.3)
APPENDIX I

8. Depth of ditch shall be appropriate for the route location, surface use of the land, terrain features, and loads imposed by roadways and railroads. (434.6)

9. The safety of the general public and the prevention of damage to the pipeline by reason of its location are primary considerations. Casing of the pipeline may be required and acceptable details are covered in API [American Petroleum Institute] Code No. 1102, Recommended Practice on Form Agreement and Specifications for Pipe Line Crossings Under Railroad Tracks. (434.14.5)
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PERTINENT PROVISIONS OF 49 CFR 195

§ 195.403

(a) An examination of any pressure

(c) Under certain conditions in the

(3) Operations, maintenance, and repairs

(b) General.

§ 195.403

(a) All requirements in this

(b) Specific requirements for

(1) Operating personnel: Each

(2) Operation, maintenance, and repairs

§ 195.404

(c) Procedures for operating, mainte-

(b) General.

§ 195.404

(c) Procedure for operating and main-

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) Specific requirements for

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.

§ 195.405

(a) General requirements for

(b) General.
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40 CFR Ch. 1 (10-1-93 Ed.)

§ 199.480 Definitions.
(a) Each operator shall establish and maintain a monitoring and testing program to include the following:

(1) Carry out the operations and maintenance, and emergency procedures established under § 199.480(b) that relate to their operation.

(b) Each operator shall maintain and make available to the operator at all times the following:

(1) Location and identification of all pipeline facilities.
(2) Research and development.
(3) Monitoring systems and records.
(4) Each operator shall maintain current issues and records of the pipeline systems that include at least the following information:

(a) Location and identification of the following pipeline facilities:

(b) Locations and facilities.
(c) Pressure and pressure settings.
(d) Pressure and pressure testing.
(e) Pressure and pressure recording.
(f) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(g) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(h) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(i) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(j) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(k) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(l) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(m) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(n) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(o) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(p) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(q) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(r) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(s) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(t) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(u) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(v) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(w) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(x) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(y) Pressure and pressure monitoring.
(z) Pressure and pressure monitoring.

§ 199.480(b) Testing.
(a) Each operator shall establish and maintain a monitoring and testing program to include the following:

(1) Carrying out the operations and maintenance, and emergency procedures established under § 199.480(a) that relate to their operation.

(b) Each operator shall maintain and make available to the operator at all times the following:

(1) Location and identification of all pipeline facilities.
(2) Research and development
(3) Monitoring systems and records.
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Research and Special Programs Administration, DOT [755.56]

A report on DOT Form 148-1-R shall be submitted within 30 days.

Lehman, P.Am. 80, on PR 3500, West 4, June 3, 1948.

[755.56]tk

(a) Normal pipeline and other pipelines that are in service; and

(b) Any other pipeline that is in service;

(c) Any pipeline that is in service;

(d) Any pipeline that is in service;

(e) Any pipeline that is in service;

Section 6.414.01.45.1

(a) Normal pipeline and other pipelines that are in service; and

(b) Any other pipeline that is in service;

(c) Any pipeline that is in service;

(d) Any pipeline that is in service;

(e) Any pipeline that is in service;

Section 6.414.01.45.1

(a) Normal pipeline and other pipelines that are in service; and

(b) Any other pipeline that is in service;

(c) Any pipeline that is in service;

(d) Any pipeline that is in service;

(e) Any pipeline that is in service;

Section 6.414.01.45.1

(a) Normal pipeline and other pipelines that are in service; and

(b) Any other pipeline that is in service;

(c) Any pipeline that is in service;

(d) Any pipeline that is in service;

(e) Any pipeline that is in service;

Section 6.414.01.45.1

(a) Normal pipeline and other pipelines that are in service; and

(b) Any other pipeline that is in service;

(c) Any pipeline that is in service;

(d) Any pipeline that is in service;

(e) Any pipeline that is in service;
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§ 790.703

The above text cannot be read clearly enough to transcribe into natural text.
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49 CFR Ch. I (10-1-28 Edition)

106.338 Test beds.
(a) Except for offshore platforms, electrical test beds used for corrosion testing or electroplating testing must be located in remote areas separate enough to ensure minimum exposure to the atmosphere, equipment, or personnel.
(b) Test beds must be installed as follows:
(1) All test beds must be provided with protection against corrosion.

106.339 Installation of pipe in a ditch.
(a) All pipe installed in a ditch must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be provided with protection against corrosion.

106.340 Cover over buried pipeline.
(a) Unless specifically indicated, all pipe must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.341 Building.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.342 Above ground components.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.343 Gravel and stone.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.344 Piping system and equipment.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.345 Auxiliary equipment.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.346 Valves.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.347 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.348 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.349 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.350 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.351 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.352 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.353 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.354 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.355 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.356 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.357 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.358 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.359 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.360 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.361 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.362 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.363 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.364 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.365 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.366 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.367 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.368 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.369 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.370 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.371 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.372 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.373 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.374 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.375 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.376 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.377 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.378 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.379 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.380 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.381 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.382 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.383 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.384 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.385 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.386 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.387 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.388 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.389 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.

106.390 Valves Location.
(a) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
(b) All test beds must be installed in a manner that provides the maximum protection from the environment.
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APPENDIX K

PERTINENT PROVISIONS OF 49 CFR 192

192.5 Class locations.

(a) Offshore is Class 1 location. The Class location onshore is determined by applying the criteria set forth in this section: The class location unit is an area that extends 220 yards on either side of the centerline of any continuous 1-mile length of pipeline. Except as provided in paragraphs (d)(2) and (f) of this section, the class location is determined by the buildings in the class location unit. For the purposes of this section, each separate dwelling unit in a multiple dwelling unit building is counted as a separate building intended for human occupancy.

(b) A Class 1 location is any class location unit that has 10 or less buildings intended for human occupancy.

(c) A Class 2 location is any class location unit that has more than 10 but less than 40 buildings for human occupancy.

(d) A Class 3 location is:

(1) Any class location unit that has 46 or more buildings intended for human occupancy; or

(2) An area where the pipeline lies within 100 yards of either a building or a small, well-defined outside area (such as a playground, recreation area, outdoor theater, or other place of public assembly) that is occupied by 20 or more persons on at least 5 days a week for 10 weeks in any 12-month period. (The days and weeks need not be consecutive.)

(e) A Class 4 location is any class location unit where buildings with four or more stories above ground are prevalent.

(f) The boundaries of the class locations determined in accordance with paragraphs (a) through (e) of this section may be adjusted as follows:

(1) A Class 4 location ends 220 yards from the nearest building with four or more stories above ground.

(2) When a cluster of buildings intended for human occupancy requires a Class 3 location, the Class 3 location ends 220 yards from the nearest building in the cluster.

(3) When a cluster of buildings intended for human occupancy requires a Class 2 location, the Class 2 location ends 220 yards from the nearest building in the cluster.

192.179 Transmission Line Valves

(a) Each transmission line, other than offshore segments, must have sectionalizing block valves spaced as follows:

(1) Each point on the pipeline in a Class 4 location must be within 2 1/2 miles of a valve.

(2) Each point on the pipeline in a Class 3 location must be within 4 miles of a valve.

(3) Each point on the pipeline in a Class 2 location must be within 7 1/2 miles of a valve.

(4) Each point on the pipeline in a Class 1 location must be within 10 miles of a valve.
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ALERT BULLETIN ISSUED BY RSPA ON NOVEMBER 13, 1989

TO: All Gas Transmission and Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Operators

The purpose of this Alert Notice is to advise you of the results of an investigation conducted by the Office of Pipeline Safety of a recent pipeline accident and the relevance of that investigation to the safe operation of check valves. With this notice, the Office of Pipeline Safety is alerting each gas transmission operator and hazardous liquid pipeline operator of the need to test check valves located in critical areas to assure that they close properly.

Sincerely,

Richard L. Beam
Director
Office of Pipeline Safety

Enclosure
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ALERT NOTICE

The Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS) is alerting all operators of gas transmission and hazardous liquid pipelines to test check valves located in critical areas to assure the proper closure during a pipeline failure. The failure of such valves to close during an incident could increase the risk to the public safety or damage to the environment. A recent pipeline accident has caused OPS to reevaluate the safety of pipeline check valves.

On May 12, 1989, a Southern Pacific Transportation Company freight train derailed in San Bernardino, California with some of the engines and rail cars coming to rest over a buried 14-inch products pipeline being operated by Calnev Pipe Line Company. After learning of the derailment, Calnev personnel stopped pumping product through the pipeline to reduce the pipeline pressure in the area of the derailment.

On May 14, 1989, the pipeline was returned to normal operation. However, on May 25, 1989, Calnev's 14-inch products pipeline ruptured in the area of the train derailment releasing gasoline which sprayed over houses in the adjacent neighborhood and ignited. Two persons were killed, 31 injured, 10 houses destroyed, 8 houses were extensively damaged, and 18 automobiles were destroyed. Additionally, about 1,000 people were evacuated during the emergency. Later, Calnev personnel inspected one of the check valves in the 14-inch pipeline and found it in the fully open position. Also, it became apparent during the refill of the pipeline, prior to its return to operation, that at least one and possibly two additional check valves did not close, otherwise less volume of product would have been required to refill the pipeline.

While Calnev has many check valves installed in its pipelines, each of the check valves in question were 14-inch "All-Clear Check Valves," Model ACR-976 that were manufactured by Frank Wheatley Industries of Tulsa, Oklahoma. The clapper in these valves is hinged on the side rather than at the top. Calnev had not previously experienced a release of product or other circumstance sufficient to demonstrate that these valves functioned properly to prevent backflow of product in the pipeline. Reportedly, maintenance or operational tests of these valves had never been performed since the pipeline began operations in 1970.
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In view of the above, operators should take the following actions:

1. Each hazardous liquid pipeline operator that has "All-Clear Check Valves" manufactured by Frank Whealeon Industries or its successor, FWH Inc., Tulsa, Oklahoma installed in critical locations in its pipeline system should test these valves for proper closure and replace any of these valves that fail to close.

2. Each gas transmission and hazardous liquid pipeline operator should test to assure the proper closure of each type of check valve that is necessary for the safe operation of its pipeline system.

In addition, valves in noncritical locations should also be inspected for proper operation at the first opportunity the valves can be bypassed, or otherwise taken out of operational service.

OPS is reviewing its pipeline safety regulations regarding valve maintenance and will conduct a study to determine the feasibility of establishing inspection, maintenance, and test requirements to assure the proper functioning of check valves installed in pipeline systems.

Although areas that would be designated "critical" will vary between operators, the following are examples of critical locations where check valves installed to prevent backflow should be tested in accordance with this notice:

1. Valves installed to protect an urban populated area.

2. Valves installed to protect an environmentally sensitive area.
Mr. James L. Kolsrud  
Acting Chairman  
National Transportation Safety Board  
Washington, D.C. 20594

Dear Chairman Kolsrud:

This responds to your letter of August 9, 1989, in which the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) recommends that the Research and Special Programs Administration (RSPA) do the following:

**NTSB Recommendation P-89-5**

Require pipeline operators that have "All-Clear Check Valves" manufactured by the Wheatley Company installed in their pipeline systems to test these valves for proper closure and require the replacement of any that fail to close properly.

**RSPA Response**

An Alert Bulletin (copy enclosed) has been issued that alerts all hazardous liquid-pipeline operators to test in critical locations all check valves for proper closure and recommends the replacement of any check valve that fails to close properly. Also, the advisory recommends that valves located in noncritical areas be inspected for operation at the first opportunity the valves can be bypassed or otherwise taken out of operational service.

**NTSB Recommendation P-89-6**

Establish inspection, maintenance, and test requirements to demonstrate and maintain the proper functioning of check valves installed in pipeline systems.
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RIPA Response

We have initiated a study to determine the feasibility of establishing inspection, maintenance, and test requirements to demonstrate and maintain the proper functioning of check valves installed in pipeline systems. We plan to complete this study within 9 months. If the study supports a need for such a regulation, we will initiate rulemaking.

Please call me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Travis P. Dungan

Enclosure
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STRIPCHARTS FROM EVENT RECORDERS OF EXTRA 7551 EAST
APPENDIX N
CONVERSE CONSULTANTS REPORT

Converse Consultants Inland Empire
Consulting Engineers
and Geologists

830 East Bear Drive, Suite 100
San Bernardino, California 92408
Phone (714) 885-3561
Fax (714) 885-6273

August 30, 1989

Mr. Charles P. Diamond
O'Neilvany & Myers
1800 Century Park East
Los Angeles, California 90067-1589

Subject: Report of Findings
Geotechnical Consulting Services
CalNev Pipeline/Duffy Street
San Bernardino, California
CCIE Project No. 89-81-131-01

INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results, to date, of our geotechnical investigation performed along a portion of the CalNev pipeline situated adjacent to the west side Lots 74 through 79 of Tract 394R, Duffy Street, San Bernardino, California.

OBJECTIVE

The investigation was performed to evaluate the subsurface conditions in the vicinity of the pipeline rupture in order to locate areas where the soils may have been disturbed by excavating equipment. It is our understanding that excavating equipment may have been utilized in the vicinity of the pipe rupture during CalNev post derailment pipe inspection and/or during clean-up of the derailment debris.

SCOPE OF WORK

Our scope of work consisted of visual inspection of backhoe pits, in-situ field density testing, chemical testing of soils for the presence of Trona, and preparation of this report. The locations of the field density tests are shown on Drawing 1, Site Plan. The results of the field density tests are shown on Tables I and II. The analytical test results are enclosed in Appendix A.
O'Melveny & Myers  
CCIE Project 89-81-131-01  
August 30, 1989

METHODOLOGY

O-re initial investigation consisted of evaluating in-situ relative densities of existing soil conditions in order to delineate locations of probable Calmax inspection-pits, subsurface excavations and/or areas of significant soil disturbance.

The site was visually observed on the evening of May 25, 1989, approximately 4 hours after the burning gasoline had been extinguished. Between approximately 12:30am and 3:30am on May 26, 1989, four field density tests were performed on either side of the rupture area (tests 1 through 4 on Drawing 1).

On June 5, 1989 - the day the pipe in the derailment area was excavated and replaced - ten additional field density tests were performed to the south of the pipe rupture (tests 5 through 14 on Drawing 1). These tests are believed to have been taken in relatively undisturbed site soils and served as our "control points".

Our methodology consisted of comparing in-situ field densities obtained within areas of possible subsurface excavations, or soil disturbance, and comparing those data to in-situ field densities obtained from the "control area". The "control area" was located adjacent a portion of the pipeline that had apparently not been disturbed.

Areas of low field densities relative to the control tests are believed to indicate subsurface disturbances, such as the excavation of inspection-pits and/or disturbances resulting from site clean-up or slope repairs. The presence of Trona in areas where low relative field densities were obtained would further substantiate mixing of surface and subsurface soils which would be expected to have occurred during backfilling of excavations or disturbances related to the use of heavy excavating equipment.

INVESTIGATIVE METHODS

A total of fourteen field densities tests were performed along the pipeline. Density of the soils were determined in the field using the ASTM D1556 Sand Cone Test Method. Field moisture content was determined using the Spadeco Moisture Tester, calibrated with oven-dried samples. Test results are presented in Table I - "Table of Test Results".

Bulk samples of representative soil types were collected for moisture-density determinations. The moisture-density relation-
O'Kelley & Myers
CCIR Project 89-61-131-01
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Ships of the soils encountered in our field density tests were determined in our laboratory in accordance with the ASTM D1557-78 Test Method. The maximum dry density and optimum moisture content from these tests are presented in Table II - "Moisture-Density Relationship Test Summary".

Selected soil samples obtained from the field density test locations, were also analytically tested for the presence of the mineral Trona. Significant quantities of Trona were present on the surface of the site following the train derailment. The presence of Trona in subsurface soils would indicate mixing of surface and subsurface materials. One sample was obtained from an area off-site and was analyzed to provide background levels in the area (sample 03-1A, in Appendix A). This sample was obtained approximately one mile north of the project area as shown on Drawing 2.

TEST LOCATIONS

Field density tests 1 through 4 were obtained from an area within 16 feet south and 10 feet north of the rupture. As shown on Drawing 1, field density test 1, 2 and 3, were taken directly above the pipeline; field density test 4 was taken approximately 1.5 feet west of the pipeline. The depth of these tests relative to the pipeline (as existing on May 26, 1989), are shown on Table 1.

Field density tests 5 through 14 were performed over an area approximately 130 to 220 feet south of the rupture zone, as shown on Drawing 1. These tests were taken approximately 1.5 to 5.5 feet west of center line of pipe, at depths ranging from approximately 2 to 2.5 feet below ground surface (as existing on June 8, 1989). Approximate depth below ground surface, of each test location is shown on Table 1.

TEST RESULTS

Field density tests 1 through 4, taken in the immediate vicinity of the pipe rupture, indicate relatively low field dry densities. Such densities are indicative of disturbed or poorly compacted earth materials. Samples collected from field density test location 4, and a composite sample of field density locations 2 and 3, contained significant quantities of the mineral Trona (see Appendix A). These samples were obtained approximately 0.5 and 2.0 feet, respectively, above the pipeline.
Field density tests 5 through 14, taken approximately 1.5 to 5.5 feet west of center line of pipe, have relatively higher field dry densities, indicative of earth materials that have not been recently disturbed, or that have been compacted. Chemical analyses of samples collected from field density locations 5 and 6 did not indicate the presence of the mineral Trona within the "control area" (see Appendix A).
O'Melveny & Myers
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Should you have any questions regarding the contents of this letter, please feel free to call the undersigned. This opportunity to be of service is appreciated.

Respectfully submitted,
CONVERSE CONSULTANTS INLAND EMPIRE

Robert M. Pride, RGE 697
President

David B. Simon, CEG 1400
Senior Engineering Geologist

DBS/RMP:89A
Dist: 40/Address
Encl: Tables 1 and 2
Drawings 1 and 2
Appendix A
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST NO.</th>
<th>APPROXIMATE TEST HEIGHT, FT. ABOVE PIPE</th>
<th>APPROXIMATE TEST DEPTH, FT. BELOW GROUND SURFACE</th>
<th>DRY DENSITY* (g/cm³)</th>
<th>FIELD MOISTURE CONTENT (%)</th>
<th>SOIL TYPE</th>
<th>RELATIVE COMPACTATION (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Density of the compacted fill was determined in the field using the ASTM D1556 Sand Cone Test Method. Field moisture content was determined using the Speedy Moisture Tester, calibrated with oven-dried samples.

* Soil Type is given on Table II, Moisture-Density Relationship Test Summary.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil Type</th>
<th>Soil Description</th>
<th>Maximum Dry Density (pcf)</th>
<th>Optimum Moisture Content (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Light Gray - Brown Sand</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Brown Fine to Medium Sand with Trace Gravel</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Brown Fine to Medium Sand Scattered Gravel</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ASTM D6557 Test Method

Converse Consultants Inland Empire
## ANALYSIS OF SAMPLES FOR TRONA

**PROJECT/CLIENT:** CAL-NV
**PROJECT NO.:** 09-31-131-01
**PROJECT ENG/HGR.:** Dave Simon

**REPORT DATE:** Aug. 30, 1989
**DATE ANALYZED:** Aug. 30, 1989
**DATE RECEIVED:** July 28-Aug. 29, 1989

### RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample ID</th>
<th>CARBONATE</th>
<th>BICARBONATE</th>
<th>SODIUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composite Sample of Test Locations 2 &amp; 3</td>
<td>21,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>28,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite Sample of Test Location 2 &amp; 3 (Duplicate)</td>
<td>22,000</td>
<td>21,000</td>
<td>29,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Location #4</td>
<td>22,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>28,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Location #5</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Location #6</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample OS-1A</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UNITS:** mg/kg (PPM)
**ND:** Not Detected

---

**Reviewed by:**

Sue T. Pan  
Organics Lab Manager

**Approved by:**

George Coloves, Ph.D  
Laboratory Director

---

Converse Envirolab
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC AND

THE CITY OF SAN BERNARDINO

AGREEMENT RELATIVE TO THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRAIN DERAILMENT OF
MAY 12, 1989

THIS AGREEMENT is entered into on this          day of May, 1989, by and between the CITY OF SAN BERNARDINO, a charter city of the State of California (hereinafter "CITY"), and the Southern Pacific Transportation Company, a Delaware corporation (hereinafter "RAILROAD").

RECITALS:

WHEREAS, on May 12, 1989, a freight train owned and operated by RAILROAD derailed in the City; and,

WHEREAS, such derailment caused the loss of life and the destruction of, and extensive damage to, private homes and property and public improvements in City, and required the extensive employment of emergency services personnel and equipment in response to such derailment; and,

WHEREAS, City and RAILROAD wish to take joint and expeditious action to address the destruction of and extensive damage to private homes and property and public improvements within the City, without the necessity of litigation.

IT IS THEREFORE AGREED AS FOLLOWS:

1. RAILROAD shall within seven (7) days make a good faith offer to purchase, at the fair market value before the accident, the properties commonly known as:

   / /
   / /
   /
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a. 2314 Duffy Street
b. 2326 Duffy Street
c. 2336 Duffy Street
d. 2346 Duffy Street
e. 2360 Duffy Street
f. 2372 Duffy Street
g. 2382 Duffy Street

The legal description of such real properties is attached hereto marked Exhibit "A" and by this reference made a part hereof.

If said offer is accepted, Railroad shall expeditiously conclude the purchases of the subject properties.

It is hereby acknowledged and agreed by Railroad that the above listed properties contained residential structures which were damaged beyond repair as a result of the derailment.

2. In addition to the residential properties identified in Paragraph 1, the parties agree that four (4) other residential properties, namely:
   a. 2394 Duffy Street
   b. 2404 Duffy Street
c. 2428 Duffy Street
d. 2450 Duffy Street

also were damaged or otherwise affected by the derailment accident. Railroad agrees to offer to purchase said residential properties from the owners thereof at the fair market value before the accident. Railroad agrees to raze the structures at
2394 Duffy and 2404 Duffy, provided that the owners thereof agree to sell them.

The legal description of such real properties listed directly above is attached hereto marked Exhibit B and by this reference made a part hereof.

Railroad's obligation to conclude any purchase hereunder shall be conditional upon Railroad's receipt of reasonable releases from property owners for damage to or destruction of the residential properties.

With respect to all property upon which the residences have been razed, Railroad agrees that such property shall be maintained as open space. At Railroad's expense, said property shall be appropriately landscaped, including the installation of a sprinkling system. Railroad shall thereafter grant to City a beautification easement. City shall be thereafter responsible for the maintenance of such property.

Should the owners of the properties located at 2314 through 2404 Duffy Street, inclusive, refuse to sell and the City subsequently makes the findings necessary to support an action in condemnation and determines to proceed with such condemnation, Railroad agrees to prosecute such condemnation action on behalf of City, bearing all costs therefor, and agrees to otherwise pay the costs of such properties.

City agrees to permit Railroad to re-sell or rent the two other residential structures for occupancy, provided that:

(a) Railroad gives full notice to future
owners/occupants of the proximity of the railroad right-of-way and the subject derailment accident; and,

(b) Railroad agrees to indemnify City from and against any future railroad-caused liability arising out of the continued occupancy of the two residences.

Within five (5) days of the date of this agreement, City and Railroad shall enter into negotiations with respect to the purchase and removal by Railroad of such additional improvements as may be necessary to secure such health, safety and welfare.

3. In addition to the purchase of the properties set forth at paragraphs 1 and 2 above, Railroad agrees to offer to pay to the occupants of such residences, which are purchased by the railroad or condemned by the City, costs of moving within a 50-mile radius of the location of the accident and 90 days’ costs of housing for a residence of comparable quality to that listed herein. Comparability shall be determined by the Community Development Department of the City pursuant to the standards of comparability used in the administration of any of the various programs administered by that department.

With respect to all properties covered hereby, which are purchased by the Railroad or condemned by City, Railroad shall pay for moving, towing and storage for up to ninety (90) days of all furniture, furnishings, boats and automobiles at the residences and in the street in front of such properties, and
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shall defend and indemnify all such persons and City from any claims arising from the towing, moving and storage of such personality. Railroad's obligation under this paragraph shall be conditioned upon receipt of reasonable releases from owners.

4. It is further hereby acknowledged and agreed by the parties that a Cal-Neva gas line runs adjacent to the location of the derailment; that the health, safety and welfare of the persons in the vicinity of the derailment requires that such line be fully exposed to allow visual and other examination to the satisfaction of the City Fire Department. As between City and Railroad, Railroad shall bear all costs incurred thereby and for replacement of the line. Railroad's obligation to Cal-Neva shall be determined by the contract between Cal-Neva and Railroad, if any.

5. This agreement may be amended only in writing by and between the parties hereto.

6. Time is of the essence with respect to the performance of Railroad under this agreement. Railroad shall at all times act expeditiously and keep the City apprised of all work schedules and timetables in regard to Railroad's performance hereunder.

7. If Railroad breaches this agreement, City may complete any and all actions it deems necessary to secure the health, safety and welfare of the citizens of the City.

8. Railroad agrees to pay to City, within thirty (30) days of presentation of a list of the costs therefor, all costs
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of whatever type incurred by City with respect to the derailment. Such costs shall include, but not be limited to, all extraordinary overtime costs; incident-related workers' compensation claims filed within one (1) year of the date of the incident; costs of contractual services; all costs for City crews used in cleanup; Railroad agrees to provide at its cost a course of additional training in the handling of hazardous materials, as they relate to railroad operations, to selected members of the City Fire Department.

Railroad hereby agrees to defend, indemnify, save and hold harmless the City, its officers, agents and employees, from any and all claims and/or lawsuits of whatsoever kind or nature, arising from this derailment, the incidents and actions resulting therefrom. Railroad further agrees to defend, indemnify, save and hold harmless the City, its officers, agents and employees, against further derailment accidents of this type, at this location, which are the result of the negligence of the Railroad not contributed to by City.

9. The prevailing party in any action brought for breach of any provision hereof shall be entitled to reasonable costs incurred thereby, including attorneys' fees.

10. No third party shall be deemed to have any rights hereunder against any of the parties hereto as a result of this agreement.

11. Nothing herein shall be deemed to be an admission of liability of either the Railroad or the City in regard to this
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accident, or their obligations, if any, arising therefrom.

12. Railroad agrees to submit to mutually binding arbitration of all property claims submitted by any person arising from the accident. Railroad agrees to pay for the cost of arbitration for all property claims brought by owners, occupants and residents of properties within the boundaries set forth in Exhibit "C" attached hereto and by this reference made a part hereof.

City and Railroad shall mutually select the neutral arbitrator to be used in this process.

ATTEST:

City Clerk

CITY OF SAN BERNARDINO

Mayor

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

by:

(printed name)

GENERAL MANAGER

APPROVED AS TO FORM
AND LEGAL CONTENT:

JAMES F. PENMAN, City Attorney
2314 Duffy Street
Lot 78, Tract No. 3948, in the City of San Bernardino, County of San Bernardino, State of California, as per map recorded in Book 60, pages 51 through 53, inclusive, records of said County.

2326 Duffy Street
Lot 77, Tract No. 3948, in the City of San Bernardino, County of San Bernardino, State of California, as per map recorded in Book 60, pages 51 through 53, inclusive, records of said County.

2336 Duffy Street
Lot 76, Tract No. 3948, in the City of San Bernardino, County of San Bernardino, State of California, as per map recorded in Book 60, pages 51 through 53, inclusive, records of said County.

2348 Duffy Street
Lot 75, Tract No. 3948, in the City of San Bernardino, County of San Bernardino, State of California, as per map recorded in Book 60, pages 51 through 53, inclusive, records of said County.

2360 Duffy Street
Lot 74, Tract No. 3948, in the City of San Bernardino, County of San Bernardino, State of California, as per map recorded in Book 60, pages 51 through 53, inclusive, records of said County.

2372 Duffy Street
Lot 73, Tract No. 3948, in the City of San Bernardino, County of San Bernardino, State of California, as per map recorded in Book 60, pages 51 through 53, inclusive, records of said County.

2382 Duffy Street
Lot 72, Tract No. 3948, in the City of San Bernardino, County of San Bernardino, State of California, as per map recorded in Book 60, pages 51 through 53, inclusive, records of said County.
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EXHIBIT "B"
legal descriptions

2394 Duffy Street
Lot 71, Tract No. 3948, in the City of San Bernardino,
County of San Bernardino, State of California, as per
map recorded in Book 60, pages 51 through 53,
inclusive, records of said County.

2404 Duffy Street
Lot 70, Tract No. 3948, in the City of San Bernardino,
County of San Bernardino, State of California, as per
map recorded in Book 60, pages 51 through 53,
inclusive, records of said County.

2428 Duffy Street
Lot 69, Tract No. 3948, in the City of San Bernardino,
County of San Bernardino, State of California, as per
map recorded in Book 60, pages 51 through 53,
inclusive, records of said County.

2450 Duffy Street
Lot 68, Tract No. 3948, in the City of San Bernardino,
County of San Bernardino, State of California, as per
map recorded in Book 60, pages 51 through 53,
inclusive, records of said County.